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FOREWORD 

This book is a slightly revised version, in English, of the French 
original Les enseignements architecturaux de l' Ajitagama et du Rau
ravagama, which appeared in 1977 as Vol.57 in the Publication 
Series of the Institut Fran~ais d'Indologie (Pondicherry). 
Revision has involved just the emendation of errors and the 
rewriting of various passages for the sake of clarity. The choice 
of architectural terms, in English, was an equivalent task to 
that which confronted us when we started our French transla
tions of Sanskrit architectural texts. Aside from the Dictionary 
of Architecture by Sir Nikolaus Pevsner (and al.) and language 
dictionaries, we have made use of the glossary given by 
M. Meister and M.A. Dhaky at the end of the first volume of 
their Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple Architecture, recently pub
lished ( 1983); in this glossary there is a fairly comprehensive 
range of architectural terms, carefully chosen.with descriptions 
of Indian monuments in mind": ~ mu~h ne€ckd instrument for 
the study of Indian arc~itecture. We should, however, lay 
stress upon the tentative natu~e of our endeav~·u;)\1d point 
out as well that we are not dealing with the whole voubulary 
of Sanskrit architectural texts but only with that u.ed in two 
specific religious manuals of South India. ·-

This work appears in the context of a research programme 
on Vastusastra conducted jointly by the Sitaram Bhartia 
Institute of Scientific Research and the Institut Fran~ais 
d'lnclologie. Alter preliminary work on the translation, an in
itial draft was made by Mr. P. Kuppusamy for S.B.I.S.R. and, 
with the help of that draft and of our friend Mary Premila 
Boseman, whom we wish to thank for her part in the work, we 
have prepared this version. Mr. Madanlal Himatsinghka has 
been very instrumental in putting- tog-ether this project; we 
wish to thank him and, as well our friends Tomi Courtin,Jean 
Pousse and Guy Wclbon who g-a\-c us their help at different 
stages of the translation. It will be apparent how very much 
our researches owe to our friend and mentor N. R. Bhatt. In 
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the end we express our thanks to Mr. 0. P. Bhartia, Chairman 
of Sitaram Bhartia Institute of Scientific Research and Dr. 
F. Gros, Din:ctor of Institut Fran~ais d'Indologie. 

Pondicherry - April 1984 
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I 

INTRODUCTION 

§ I. I. It is well known that in ihe agama, paddhati, sa1JZ}zita and 
other religious manuals of the kind commonly used in South 
India, the description of the liturgy is given, in most cases, to
gether with more or less comprehensive expositions relating to 
architecture. Such expositions serve a dual purpose: to pre
sent the setting in which the ceremonies are to be enacted and 
to describe the very specific ceremony which the construction 
of a building, particularly a temple, is. This does not mean 
that these texts are innovative for we already know of the im
portance of similar data taken by Louis Renou from the grhya
sutra (La maison vedique, ].A. 1939 pp. 481-504). The texts 
we are concerned with deal with these questions from a more 
technical point of view and one which is more systematic. 
When dealing with a foivagama whose content is, in theory, 
divided into four sections (vi~yapada, kriyapada, caryiipiida,yoga
pada) one must look at the kriyapada for passages concerning 
architecture. There are very few texts, 1'1rgendriigama is an 
example, where that part contains no allusion to this domain. 
Such references are numerm.i's in certain texts as, for example, 
the Kamikii.gama and the hii.naJivagurudevapaddhati and, to a 
lesser extent, the Tantrasamuccaya and the A1arzcisa1!lhitii both 
of which are Vai~i:iava. What is found in those texts and es
pecially the Kii.mikii.gama can be looked upon as genuine archi
tectural encyclopaedias comparable to specialized treatises, 
iilpaiii.stra or vastuiii.stra such as the Manasara, the Mayamata and ' 
as well the Kii.iyapaiilpaiastra. Other texts, though they give a 
place to civil architecture and town-planning, are more speci
fically orientated toward religious architecture: such are the 
Suprabhedagama and as well the Kaiyapajniinakii~u/.a, the latter of 
Vai~l).ava inspiration. Lastly a large number of manuals limit 
their scope to religious architecture and often deal with it in a 
cursory way. The two works we are studying, the Ajitiigama 
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and the Rauraviigama, are fairly typical of this kind of manual 
and the latter, as we shall sec, tends rather to allude to rules 
supposedly already known than to give systematic expositions 
whether more or less exhaustive. 

§ 1.2. Without going into the details of their contents at 
this point, it is possible to say that, as far as they deal with archi
tecture, the Ajita and the Raurava are primarily concerned 
with furnishing a description of the Siva sanctuary, its main 
temple dedicated to the Liri.ga, its enclosure walls and its var
ious annexes such as the ancillary outbuildings and the chapels 
or the attendant deities (pariviiradevatii). l n addition there 
arc numerous descriptions of pavilions ( ma~1(lnpa) since this 
is precisely the type or building in which the daily and occa
sional rites are performed. For sanctuaries of divinities other 
than Siva, the information supplied applies only to a few parti
culars: location, names of Attendants ... etc. ( § 5.17). This 
is hardly surprising since these sanctuaries conform to the 
overall pattern appropriate to Siva. In compariscm, data 
about civil and domestic architecture arc confined to a few 
random references; thus for example in the Ajita apropos the 
system of measures (12.9-10: "Royal palaces, towns and tht> 
like, as well as ponds, tanks etc. are to be measured with the 
cubit named dhammnuffi") or, regarding orientation !9: I : "I 
explain how to ascertain the direction of the East ... which 
is to be done before beginning the construction of the houses 
of gods, brahmins, kings and others") or when dealing with a 
specific type of base (adhi,thiina) fit for the dwellings of "brah
mins, gods, kings and vaisya" (13.9). The point of these refer
ences is only to emphasize, if need be, that the general rules of 
architecture are common to all buildings, religious or secular. 
As we shall see repeatedly, this narrow specialization is accom
panied by a certain limitation in the number of variations 
given for the buildings described and for their architectural 
components, as well as in the dimensions pres~ribcd for both. 
In this context it is worth noting that, though our texts men
tion that temples may have as many as twelve (Ajita) or sixteen 
storeys (Raurava) ( § 4.4), most of the precise information con-
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cerns only single or double storeyed temples as thousands of 
these are to be found in South India. It is as if the compilers of 
our two books had deemed it unnecessary to insist upon des
criptions of cathedrals when their books were meant for 
country vicars. Moreover this specialization and this limita
tion often go along with a certain dryness and as is evident the 
Ajita and the Raurava give more information about the outward 
appearance of the buildings than about their structure. We 
shall see too that they attach importance to the materials only 
in so far as these arc in some way involved in a rite. 

§ 1.3. Whichever way one turns when dealing with this 
material one comes up against a body of information which is 
the result of a deliberate choice, from material we know to be 

/ extremely rich thanks to the ji/pajastrii. This in itself would be 
enough to justify an analysis of these two texts even if the cer
tainty of the power to enhance our understanding of the 
systematic treatises by the study of related texts were not a 
sufficient reason for the enterprise. We should add that the 
characteristics enumerated above, which in our opinion lend 
particular value to the study of the Ajita and Raurava are also 
to be found in similar works such as the KiiraQiigama which 
could have been taken as the subject of this initial study. Actu
ally the decisive factor in our choice was having at our disposal 

- excellent critical editions b/N. R. Bhatt for both the manuals 
we are studying here. In fact, the experience of translating the 
Mayamata has shown us that most of the agama published in 
non-critical editions would be useless for systematic study if 
we did not have at our disposal the manuscript versions with 
which to verify the printed texts, as these are literally tccmin12; 
with misprints and unwarranted emendations. The Kiira~uip,r111w 
is a good example and so is the Kiimikiigama which we had 
occasion to study in detail in connection with the .Ma)'amata 
to wl-)ich it is closely akin. We should add that the same thing 
can be said about relatively recent editions such as that ol the 
Kiijyapaiilpaiiistra (also called A111.fomatkiijyapagama) published 
in Tanjorc in 1960 and 1968 in an edition which is no improve
ment at all on that published in Poona in 1926. Herc for thr 
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most part we have followed the text of our two iigama as it has 
been established by N. R. Bhatt and have indicated the very 
rare places where it has seemed necessary to use readings other 
than those chosen by him (for a list of such readings, see 
Appendix I). 

1 § 1.4. As previously indicated it is in the kriyiipiida of an 
iigama that observations on architecture are generally found 
and this is true of the two texts we arc studying. A list of those 
chapters that, in both of them, deal particularly with archi
tecture is given below. We shall sec at a glance that the contri
bution of the Ajita is greater than that of the Raurava as is shown 
by the number of chapters as much as by their length. In fact 
fifteen of the fifty-four already published chapters of the kriyii
piida of the Ajita are almost exclusively devoted to architecture 
and to the rites which accompany the work of construction 
(Ajita chap. 6-16 and 37-39). We should add that the full 
version of this kriyapada consists of eighty-three chapters: the 
thirty chapters yet to be published, listed below in Appendix 
II, are so far known only through a single manuscript which is 
defective to such an extent that it would be pointless to publish 
them (see Ajita vol. I I p. ii). Therefore we shall give here a 
brief survey of the contents of the fifteen published chapters 

✓ dealing with architecture, indicating the number of verses in 
each of them, to facilitate comparison with the Raurava. 
Chapters 6 (defonirdesab, 27 verses) and 7 (kar;aT}avidhib, 26 v.) 
give the principles which dictate the choice of the site and the 

/ rules concerning the tests to which the chosen site is to be sub
mitted• Chapters 8 (viistupujiividhil,l, 43 v.) and 9 (foiikusthiiparw
vidhil,l, 17 v.) deal with the pegging-out of the building, the 
appeasing of'thc gods who protect the site, and its orientation. 
Chapter 10 (adyeftakavidhi!1, 62 v.) is mainly concerned with 
the rite that accompanies the placing of the "first bricks" and 
a_lso contains interesting details about the laying of the founda-

~ twns. General characteristics of the temples are given in 
Chapter I 2 ( priisadalakfa11avidhib, 20 v.) which begins with a 
systematic presentation of the units of measure and their 
respective uses. The different levels (varga) whose superposi-
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tion makes up the elevation of a building are described m 
Chapters 13 (adhifthiinm,idhi!z, 20 v.) and 14 (piidiidila/qa7Jam, 
94 v.) which are supplemented by Chapters 11 (upapithavidhi!z, 
14 v.) and 16 (Pi1J</.ikiilakfa7Javidhi!z, 56 v.); the former deals 
with the socle, an additional level which may be placed under 
the base and the latter, whilst concentrating upon pedestals, 
supplies a great deal of vocabulary relating to the mouldings. 
The laying of the foundation deposit is dealt with in Chapter 
17 (garbha,~viisavidhi(i, 41 v.) The rites which mark the comple
tion of the construction arc found in Chapter 15 (murdhej/akii

vidhi!z, 50 v.). The general characteristics of the pavilions are 
enumerated in detail in Chapter 37 (ma7JqapalaMa{1avidhi!z, 
42 v.) while the next two chapters describe the concentric 
walls which surround the main temple as well as the gateways, 
the galleries built up against these walls, the chapels of the 
Attendants and the various ancillary buildings (Chapters 38 
priikiirala/qa7Javidhi!z, 53 v. and 39 pariviiriilayavidhi!z, 54 v.). To 
the information given by these systematic chapters must be 
added that which is to be found scattered in other chapters of 
this kr[viipiida, and, particularly, various rules relatipg to the 
materials (apropos the Li11ga) and several descriptions of 
pavilions (Aj 27.149 ... , 28.63 ... , etc.). 

§ 1.5: Out of the forty-.six chapters which make up the 
kriyiipiida of the Raurava, on) y four arc devoted to architecture 
and they arc very short. Chapter 39 (priisiidalakja~zaridhi!z, 

35 v.) deals with the description of the temples but a third ofit 
is made up oflists of dimensions; it mentions the levels of ekva
tion without dcsl'ribing them but on the other hand it docs 
include interesting details, very succinctly put, about the 
interior layout of the temple. Chapter 40 (ma{1¢apalak~·a7Ja
vidhi!z, 23 \'.) less comprehensive than the eq uivalcn t chapter 
of the Ajita, presents in a clear and systematic way thr intrrior 
layout of square and rectangular pavilions. Chapter -ii (prii
kiiralakfa7Javidhi!z, 14 v.) gives the proportions of the enclosures 
which surround the main temple and describes the galleries 
that may be built up against their walls. Lastly Chapter 42 
(gopurala/qa7Javidhib, 5 v.) is of interest, despite its brevity, for 
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it enumerates the various shapes that the roofs of the gateways 
may assume. The rites that go with the construction of the 
temple are not dealt with but there is a lot of information dis
seminated throughout the text which supplements that given 
in the four chapters we have just mentioned and considerably 
increases the value 0f the Raurava as it pertains to our subject. 
It is particularly valuable for its descriptions of the provisional 
temple (chap. 27 balasthapanavidhib) and of a range of pavi
lions; one finds as well notcworth y terms used in connection 
with certain ceremonies, as for instance those performed for 
the installation of the Linga and its pedestal (chapters 28 and 
29). 

§ 1.6. Analysis or translation of texts dealing with architec
ture poses from the start a twofold vocabulary problem: de
fining the terms and translating them. We should say at once 
that one could avoid problems of" translation-and thereby 
many problems of dcfini tion-simpl y by retaining the Sanskrit 
nomenclature but that such an approach does not seem desir
able to us. As we will have occasion to show in detail apropos 
the discussion of mouldings, the texts we are examining con
sistrntl y employ rather a largr number of terms to designate a 
single clement. The reasons for this procedure are not obvious 
but we may assume that exigencies of the prosody arc· often 
rcsponsiblr for it. Thcrrforc ifwc rrtain the Sanskrit nomencla
ture of our trxts wr shall end by obscuring otherwise clearly 
defined features by giving them several synonymous designa
tions. Thr confusion would then be increased by the fact that 
we arc dealing- here with a twofold polysemy for, if a single 
clement mav be referred to bv several words, those several 
words may ~lso apply to diffc;ent elements. To take one ~x
ample which we shall examine later, the words gala and kaQ/ha 
ma_y be used to designate both a recessed moulding and t~e 
attic ( § 3.8). When one decides to translate the vocabulary it 
is essential to preserve coherence in the choice of terms used to 
render the Sanskrit ones. In the first French version of this 
book we utilized, as far as possiblr and in a more systematic 
wa Y than we were able to do when translating the !vfayamata, 
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the Vocabulaire de l' Architecture published in 1972 by the Office 
of the Inventaire general des monuments et richesses artisti
ques de la France. As the main purpose of that book is to 
facilitate descriptions of the monuments of classical Western 
architecture, it may at first ~eem inapt for studies of Indian 
architecture yet its normative scope and the clarity of the 
definitions it gives make it a remarkable reference book. 
Therefore we have followed it as far as possible even when its 
definitions arc surprising and appear to be contrary to current 
usage. Thus, to take one of the most striking examples: "sanc
tuairc" and "temple" are defined together as follow~: " ( the 
sanctuaire') is the consecrated area containing the altar and 
the temple ... ; the temple is the building sheltering the 
image of the divinity" (op.cit., vol.I, p. 138). Nevertheless, we 
believe that book is an excellent guide even when dealing with 
languages other than French. We have stated in the foreword 
which approach we have followed in translating the present 
study into English and must repeat that this rendering is a 
tentative one where the emphasis is more on the definition or 
Sanskrit terms than on their precise translation. 

§ 1.7. The specialized vocabulary of Sanskrit architectural 
treatises is rarely quoted in classical dictionaries which arc 
even poorer in this respect t}lan the Sabdakalpadruma. The sole 
exception is the Sanskrit-English Dictionary by V. S. Apte which 
in its three-volume edition (1957-59), revised under the direc
tion of P. K. Gode and C. G. Kharve contains some definitions 
taken from the works of P. K.Acharya (sec below). As far as 
we can sec from the few fascicles published so far, the new 
Encyclopaedic Dictionary of Sanskrit . .. edited by A. :\I. Ghatagc 
. Poona 1976-) seems to do nu more than lc>llow the same 
path. This shortcoming on the part or the dictionaries may 
,eem surprising since as early as 1834 the E.fs(~J' 011 the Architrc
/ure of the Hindus by Ram Raz provided an initial collection or 
definitions, a number of which may be considered as definitive, 
particularly those referring tu mouldings. Ram Raz mostly 
utilized the Miinasiira and despite the general nature of its 
title. his book is mainly a commentary on the first chapters or 
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this treatise together with translated excerpts. It is this same 
Mii.T1asii.ra that served as the basis of the works of P. K. Acharya 
nearly a century later. This author edited and translated the 
text and published his Dictionary of Hindu Architecture ( 1927), 
reprinted in a slightly revised version under the title of Ency
clopaedia of Hindu Architecture ( 1946). P. K. Acharya's dictionary 
contains a very large vocabulary and his definitions are sup
ported by numerous quotations from technical literature, as 
well as from epigraphical and classical texts. As we have had 

~ occasion to observe elsewhere (Mayamata, vol I, p. 26) this 
author is a victim of the abundance of his sources, of the pri
macy he accords to the Miinasara and of his frequent references 
to Vitruvius. Still his dictionary remains a basic reference work 
although it must often be used with caution. P. K. Acharya's 
work was the forerunner of a number of studies, for instance an 
important article by A. K. Coomaraswamy (Indian Archi
tectural Term~, J.O.A.S., vol. 48, 1928, pp. 250-275) and 
especially a study by N. V. Malla ya on the chapters concerned 
with architecture in the Tantrasamuccaya (Studies in Sanskrit 
Texts on Temple Architecture, 1949). Beside these two outstanding 
examples there are less important works such as The Canons of 
Indian Art by T. Bhattacharya ( 1963) marked by a strong bias 
against Manasiira. A Study of Hindu Art and Architecture by 
L. K. Shukla ( I 972) is nothing more than an uncritical 
compilation of lists of terms borrowed, in the main, from 
P. K. Acharya's dictionary and D. N. Shukla's studies of the 
Samara;1ga,;asutradhara deal with a text rather far removed 
from the agamic school we are concerned with. Stella Kram
rish 's huge work The Hindu Temple ( I 946) deals more with the 
speculations to which studies of temple architecture lead, than 
with precise interpretations of technical terms. Lastly, as far 
as the earliest Sanskrit architectural nomenclature is con
cerned, we have the Vedic Index ( 1912) by A. A. Macdonell 

-, and A. B. Keith and, above all, L. Renou's article on the vedic 
house, mentioned at the beginning of this introduction; it is 
here that we find the first acceptance, from the technical point 
of view, of terms in common use in silpasastra, whether the 
names of architectural components or of structures. 
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§ 1.8. The authors we have so Jar mentioned have based 
their studies on the theoretical treatises and the vocabulary 
they have selected is that of treatises. G.Jouveau-Dubreuil's .,. 
approach is quite different for in his Archeologie de l' lnde du Sud 
(1914, vol. I) he refers to oral sources. The nomenclature he 
uses to describe monuments was given to him by his Tamil 
informants, most of them temple priests. Up to a point this" 
vocabulary is in common and current use but, although they 
are presented in their Tamil form, most of the words he uses 
are to be found in South Indian Sanskrit ji/pajastra whether in 
their original Sanskrit form, in a sanskritised form (potikai/ 
potika) or in translation (kii.rfu/nzrfa). In most cases G.Jouveau
Dubreuil gives French equivalents and his study, illustrated by 
sketches which have been frequently copied, appears in many 
cases to be definitive in this regard. His book was translated 
into English as early as 1917 under the title Dravidian Architec- / 
ture and remains one of the classics on the subject. An approach 
which is ultimately similar is to make use of the architectural 
vocabulary found in inscriptions. In particular this offers the 
advantage of specifying the meanings of words used, in so far as 
the inscription has clear links with the monument that bears it. 
It would appear that, to date, this approach has not often been 
chosen. D. C. Sircar's Indian Epigraphical Glossary ( 1966) is too 
summary a compilation to be of use while P. K. Acharya who 
has occasionally used the epigraphical vocabulary in his dic
tionary is here again, somewhat the victim of the overabund
ance of his sources. However we should mention an important 
article by K.G. Krishnan, Architectural Terms in South Indian 
Inscriptions (in Studies in Indian Temple Architecture, 1975) which 
contains the first systematic survey of Sanskrit and Tamil / 
architectural vocabulary as employed in inscriptions; as an 
example of a study conducted on such a basis it is worth men
tioning an article by P.R. Srinivasan dealing with an inscrip
tion ofTiruvorriyiir (J.O.R. Madras, vol. XXXII, 1962-63, 
pp. 11-17). Lastly the fact should not be overlooked that a 
number of archaeologists use pure! y Sanskrit nomenclature in 
describing monuments. Such a procedure is only justified if the 
terms used arc clearly and correctly defined which has not 
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always been the case. A well known example of incorrect usage 
is the term vimiina which is used by most authors to designate 
the upper portion of a temple when, in fact, it actually applies 
to the temple as a whole. As far as South Indian architecture 
is concerned, one of the few authors who seems to have used 
this approach properly is H. Sarkar, a reliable expert on monu
ments and texts who has written a monograph which, though 
brief, is a model of its kind, The Kampaharesvara Temple at 
Tribhuvanam ( 1974). However since the completion of the 
original version of our study, the publication of the first part 
of the Encyclopaedia of Indian Architecture ( 1983) marks a renewal 
in the use of Sanskrit terminology for describing monuments. 
In fact this is the first time this terminology has been employed 
on a large scale in descriptions authored by several scholars, 
all of them referring to a single and comprehensive glossary. 
This glossary, published up to now in a summary form (loc. 
cit. vol. I, pt.1/2 pp. 285-291), is primarily meant for the 
readers of the Encyclopaedia and gives to each Sanskrit word 
a well defined meaning corresponding to the use of that word 
in the descriptions of actual monuments. However, as we ha\·c 
already stated, such precision is not to be found in the use of 
the very same words in theoretical literature; for instance this 
glossary gives different definitions of the terms gala, griva, 
ka~z{ha and kandhara, which ;s most certainly useful for the 
description of monuments but absolutely irrelevant when 
dealing with silpasastra where such terms are synonymous and 
ambiguous ( § 3.8). In a way one can say that all the Sanskrit 
t~rms used in this Encyclopaedia could have been replaced by 
the English equi\',tlents given in its glossary without impairing 
the clarity ol'the descriptions. Nevertheless, as we have already 
stated in our Foreword, this glossary gives us one of the best 
collections of English architectural terms applied to Indian 
Art and thus is a major contribution to studies such as ours. 

§ 1.9. This study is, above all, an analysis and a survey of 
the architectural information to be found in the Ajita and in 
the Raurava. We shall look successively at the teachings that 
deal with general matters (system of measures, materials, 
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choice of site and progress of the work of construction), archi
tectural components (mouldings, levels of elevation, details of 
plans and decorative elements) and the different categories of 
buildings (prii.sii.rJa, ma7Jqapa ... ) . We shall conclude with a 
presentation of the general layout of the Siva sanctuary and 
the special features of those of other gods. As far as possible 
we have tried to limit ourselves to the domain of architecture, 
leaving aside data which deal purely with ritual. In these 
texts however these domains arc interwoven and it is often 
difficult to determine where the instructions given to the crafts
man (iilpin) end and where those directed towards the priest 
(acarya or desika) begin. By the same token information relating 
to iconography has only been included in so far as it has been 
found relevant to the study of architecture, which mainly 
means that deaiing with measures and material. Finally this 
is not a comparative study of the teachings of our two iigama 
and of those found in the several other texts originating in 
South India and dealing with architectural questions and 
kindred matters. We have, on the contrary, endeavoured to 
examine our texts in isolation, using parallel texts as little as 
possible. Such a procedure may appear artificial in so far as, in 
both texts, architecture is often presented as a given and is far 
from being the central topic it is in treatises having encyclo
paedic pretensions such as those previous! y mentioned. This 
factor is clearly apparent in"the Raurava which enumerates 
more often than it defines or describes. Nonetheless it seemed 
to us that by proceeding in this way we had the best chance 
to come to a relatively precise definition of architecture as it is 
conceived in these two texts and that such an approach. 
repeated with other texts would ultimately permit the defining 
of tendencies-if not formal schools--in a confusing and 
,·oluminous literature. As we have suggested elsewhere ( .\l~ra
mata, vol. I p. 24), specifying these tendencies while incrcasi ng 
the number of monographs on actual monuments is the only 
way, in our view, that will permit us to determine more pre
cisely the links between theoretical texts and monuments. We 
may also hope that establishing these tendencies will e\"Cntually 
allow us to put the texts in chronological order although this 
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remains hypothetical. There arc good reasons to date the 
architectural tradition found in our treatises back to the last 
quarter of the first millenium, such as the similarities existing 
between the temples they describe and those found in Indian
ised countries such as the Khmer empire (Mayamata, vol. I, 
p. 4). On the other hand it is almost certain that these treatises, 
which have never ceased to be read and employed, have several 
times been adjusted according to the prevailing fashion. In 
their present form they are the result of a long evolutionary 
process, the various stages of which elude us. 



II 

GENERALITIES 

SYSTEM OF MEASURES 

§ 2.1. Like other texts of this kind the Ajita and the Raurava 
make simultaneous use of absolute measures and relative ones 
when giving the dimensions and proportions of architectural 
features and of buildings or clusters of buildings. In the Ajita 
the chapter devoted to the priisiida begins with a theoretical 
exposition of the system of absolute measures (12.2-14) which 
as we shall see is only loosely followed in the rest of the book. 
The basic unit here is the dimension ofa "speck of dust" (rajas) 
which evokes an "atom" (aTJu) and which can be perceived in 
a ray of light penetrating through a latticed window (jiila) 
into a dark room (Aj I 2.2-3). Its multiples are: the" (ordinary) 
speck of dust" (rajas= 8 units), the "hair end" (valiigra= 8 
rajas), the "nit" (likja= 8 valiigra), the "louse" (yii.ka= 8 lik1a) 
and the "barley grain" (yava = Byuka) (Aj 12.2-4). The units 
of this first series are called in some texts "formless" (amurta) 
and the only one whose use is prescribed in the descriptions in 
the Ajita is the "barley grain"' used, for example, in giving the 
dimensions of the inner partitions of the casket intended for 
the foundation deposit (garbhabhiijana, garbhaphelii, Aj 17.9); 
the same term yava also refers to a conventional unit used to 
give the proportions of the statues ( § 2.4). The units in common 
use are the" (standard) digit'' (miiniingula or simply angu/a) and 
the "cubit" (hasta, ratni, kara). The miiniingula is equal theoreti
cally to six, seven or eightyava (Aj 12.5-6) and there are three 
types of cubit (Aj 12.7-10): the cubit proper (ki1kuhasta= 24 
miiniingula), the "cubit of Prajapati" (priijiipatya= 25 miinii.;1-
gula) and the "bow handle" (dhanurmu1/i = 26 miiniingula). 
According to the theory of measurement presented in the Ajita 
each of these cubits has a specific function: the ki!;kuhasta is 
meant for measuring palanquins, seats and other pieces of 
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rurni ture (jibikiisaniidi), the priijiipatya for priisiida and ma~u/apa 
and the dhanurmu;[i for royal palaces, towns, tanks, ponds ... 
etc. A fourth type of cubit, the value of which is not given, 
would be used for measuring rivers, mountains and geogra
phical features in general; here we have the dhanurgrahakara 
which according to the Kiimikiigama (1.16.11) is equal to 27 
ai1gula. It should be noted that this system remains largely 
theoretical and is not applied in the rest of the text. For instance 
in the treatment ofprii.sii.da (Aj 14.7-11) the breadth of their 
pilasters is given as three angula when the priisiida is three cubits 
wide or as one twenty-fourth, one twenty-fifth or one twenty
sixth of the width of the prii.sii.da, which leads us to suppose that 
the cubits in question can be of twenty-four, twenty-five or 
twenty-six digits. On the other hand it is indicated elsewhere 
that there are fifty-three possible breadths for the pillars of 
ma~1(iapa and that they range from two and a half has/a to nine 
hasta by successive increases of three aizgula (Aj 37.4-5); in 
order that such an arrangement be numerically exact a cubit 
or twenty-four digits is to be used and not twenty-five as in the 
theoretical prescription for the marJcfapa. These divergencies 
are only of marginal importance; they are of interest in that 
they point to inconsistencies, the existence of which can be 
accounted for when we consider that the author of the Ajita 
had recourse to very diverse sources when dealing with ·archi
tectural materials; let us add that these are not at all peculiar 
to the Ajita. Another discrepancy between this theoretical 
account and its practical application in the text lies in the 
fact that neither the "span" (ta.la=½ hasta) nor the "pole" 
'da~ufa = 4 has/a, sec also § 2.2) arc mentioned in it. The pole 
appears only rarely in the text (Aj 9.3), but the span on the 
other hand is in constant use for describing pavilions (Aj 18.39; 
-t-0. l O • --) . \Vi thou t defining them, the Raurava employs thr 
units in common use, that is digit (angula), span (ta.la) and 
above all cubit (hasta, ratni, kara); in this regard the text appears 
to take into consideration only the cubit of twenty-four digits 
1 see for example, Rau 41.8-9: "the breadth of the enclosure 
walls ranges from one to two cubits by successive increases of 
three digits which goes to make nine possibilities ... "). 
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§ 2.2. In order to give the specific proportions of different 
components ofa whole, the method most commonly employed 
in our texts, as elsewhere, consists of dividing, arbitrarily, the 
dimension of the whole into N number or equal parts (a1f!ia, 
bhaga) and of indicating the number or parts apportioned to 
~ach component. This method is used in the descriptions of 
moulded sets (socle, base. : . sec tables I to IV) as well as in 
that of the elevation of the building and for determining the 
size of the sanctum relative to that of the temple in which it is 
situated ( § 4.7). Besides these units which arc significant only 
in very specific contexts and in relation to a given element, 
there are others which can be used as units of reference when 
dealing with elements different from one another. The most 
important of these is the "module" called "da7Jqa" (see also 
§ 2.1), defined by the Ajita as being equal to the width of the 
lop of the shaft of the pillars of the building, this breadth being 
one eighth less than at the bottom or the shaft (Aj 14.12-13). 
This module is used particular! y for giving the recessed or pro
jecting positions of several of the components of the elevation 
(Aj 14.52, 55, 65) as well as for features articulated to the basic 
plan such as the forepart (Aj 12.53, § 3.34). The Raurava docs 
not seem to make use or this module which is not surprising 
when we consider that detailed descriptions of buildings and 
of their components are practically non-existent in this work. 
The same word da~uja which as we have seen stands for a "pole" 
is also used by the Ajita when giving the width of the main 
temple (mulaprasada) ofa sanctuary, such width serving as the 
unit of reference for the calculation of the dimensions of the 
enclosures which surround such a temple (Aj 38. I ; § 5.6). The 
Raurava which uses this system, docs not howe\'er use the term 
but simply speaks of the "width of the priisiida" (priisadavyasa, 
Rau 41.1 ). 

§ 2.3. The horizontal proportions of the ma~1qapa arc 
generally presented with the aid of a specific rclati\'C unit 
which in our two texts is most often called pankti. The- Raurava 
sometimes calls it a7!1sa although this is more ambiguous (Rau 
4-0.11, 12 ... \ while- in various other texts of a similar nature 
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we find bhakti (Mayamala t. Ip. 614). This unit can be defined 
as being the value, constant for any one building, of the distance 
which separates two pillars situated in the same row, or two 
parallel rows of pillars. The distance may be taken between 
the faces of the pillars and will then correspond to an inter
columniation, or between their centres, though this is never 
clearly specified. Ifit corresponds to the intercolumniation we 
would render pankti precisely as "bay" since the distance deter
mined is equal to the width of the "bay" delineated by two 
parallel rows of pillars; in one case, in fact, pankti appears to 
be used with the meaning "bay" apropos the wall which 
may possibly close a marJrf.apa ( § 4.17). Since there is some 
doubt we shall use the less precise term "unit". As we shall see 
later, the actual intercolumniation can, at the centre of a 
marp/apa, be equal to three times its theoretical value whilst 
certain central pillars are left out altogether(§§ 4.14, 18 ... ). 
Lastly it remains to note certain ambiguities in the use of arrisa 
as a synonym ofpanktiin the Rauraua; in this text, in the descrip
tion of one and the same marJ<fapa, aT{lia may stand first.for a 
!inear measure, thepankti, and then for a square measure which 
is equal to a square pankti: thus for example it is said (Rau 
40. I 2b-l 3) that a marJrf.apa nine units (aTflsa) wide has a central 
la~tern (ku/a) of nine [square] units (arrisa), that is to say three 
umts wide (nandiiTflse vistrtiiyate ... madhye kiitaTfl naviiTflfo
kam ... ) (see § § 4.17 fol.). According to the Ajita the absolute 
value of the pankti should be from one and a half to five cubits 
by successive increases of a quarter of a cubit, giving sixteen 
possibilities (Aj 37.8-9) yet, according to the same text, the 
flank.ti may also be equal to the height of the pillars (ibid.) in 
"'.hich case it has a value ranging from two and a half cubits to 
mne cubits ( §§ 3.17 & 4.16). In fact from those descriptions 
of marJr/.apa where the dimensions are given in cubits and in 
pankti simultaneously, we can see from both our texts that the 
value of the pankti ranges from one and three fourths to five 
cubits ( §§ 4.23 sq). 

§ 2.4. To complete the picture, mention must be made of 
the conventional units reserved for ceremonies and for the 
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iconography. Thus for "sacrifices and other rites" the Ajita 
prescribes the use of mii.trii.ngula the value of which is equal to 
the middle phalanx of the middle finger of the right hand of 
the ii.cii.rya (Aj 12. 11-12). The Raurava gives a similar definition 
of the krtamii.tra which should be used for making the firepit 
(kurpf.a): it is equal to either the length or the breadth of the 
middle phalanx ( ... etc.) of the one who makes the kurJrfa 
(kartr) (Rau 14.3). For the iconometry there exists a complex 
system, the fundamental unit of which is the dehalabdhii.ngula 
(Aj 12. 13-14) also indicated by the names miitra, angula or 
aT{lfo (Aj 36.38 and Rau chap. 35 passim). This _dehalabdhii.ngula 
has for its sub-multiples the "barley grain" (yava, see § 2.1) and 
for its multiples the kolaka ( = 2 dehalabdhii.ngula) and the kalii. 
( = 3 deha

0

) (Aj and Rau, ibidem) as well as the tii.la ( § 2.1 ), the 
variable value of which is around 12 dehalabdhii.ngula. Thus ten 
tii.la can be equal to 124, 120 or 116 dehalabdhii.ngula and nine 
tii.la 112,108 or 104 of them (Aj 36.23-27). 

§ 2.5. The horizontal measurements of a building, the 
length (ii.ya.ma, mukhii.yii.ma) and the breadth (vistiira, vistara, 
tii.ra, visa.la, tati vyii.sa), are taken along reference lines (miina
sii.tra,pramii.7Jasii.tra) which are drawn at the time of the pegging
out of the building ( § 2.23) and which correspond to the limits 
of its basic plan(§ 3.32). According to the Ajita (38.2-3) the 
reference line of a prii.sada is plumb with the exterior face of the 
pillars (or pilasters) of its pii.davarga ( § 3.16) or with a torus 
(kairava, § 3.7) which is probably that of the base(§ 3.14),"or 
with an element called upiina which could be the plinth of the 
base ( § 3.3) but which is more probably an adjustment layer 
situated under this base ( § 2.25). According to the Raural'll 
(41.2) the elements of reference are the pillars (as abo\·e) or 
thejaga{i or the homa. Homa seems to be applied to the adjust
ment layer ( § 2.25) andjagafi may stand, as we shall see, either 
for the plinth or for the lower string-course of the base ( § § 3. 3 
& 5). In the case of the enclosure walls the reference line is 
plumb with their interior face or with their median axis (Aj 
38.18) or with their interior or exterior faces or with their 
median axis (Rau 41.4-5: "the dimensions of the enclosures 
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are given with the walls or along the interior of the walls or 
leaving out the walls"). Although our two texts do not make 
precise mention ofit, it is only from this line of reference that 
the dimensions of the outlying features of the plan, such as the 
foreparts, are to be measured ( § 3.34). 

§ 2.6. The purpose of the iiyiidi system is to facilitate the 
establishing of the character of a dimension, whether it is more 
or less beneficient, by connecting it to numerical series, certain 
elements of which are auspicious and others inauspicious. This 
relation is made through a sequence of arithmetical opera
tions. First, the chosen dimension is multiplied by a given 
number, determined we do not know how, then the product 
obtained is divided by the number of elements which make up 
the series envisaged and, as a result, a remainder is obtained 
which is alwavs less bv at least one unit, than the number of 
elements in th~ seri:s- ;he element the order number of which 
in the series correspo~ds to the nu~ber obtained as remainder, 
is that which tallies with the dimension; should the element 
be inauspicious then the dimension has to be modified. There 
are generally six series as is the case in our two texts and some
times the expression iarfvarga is used to designate them (see 
Acharya, Encyclopaedia of Hindu Architecture, 1946, sv), but 
there may also be eight or nine series. The use of this pro.cedure 
is very common so that it is natural for both our works to 
include an exposition of this "purification by the iiyiidi "(Aj 
28.64). In both texts this exposition is inserted into a chapter 
which deals with iconography (Aj 36.375-390; Rau 35.11-13), 
but the Ajita clearly states that the rules are valid "for all the 
vastu" Uad ete kalpari"iyiis tu sarvavastu1u ddikaib, Aj 36.376 J 
which can be Linga or statues as well as "palanquins, carts, 
seats••• etc." (iibikiirathakhafviidi) or "temples, pavilions ... 
etc." ( priisiidamarJ¢apiidi). 

§ 2.7. The series envisaged by the Ajita (36.375-390) are 
those of "gains" (iiya), "losses" (l!)'aya), "matrices" lyoni), 
"asterisms" (nakfatra), "solar days" (viira) and finally "parts" 
( a1f!fo). The following precisions are given: 
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I. For obtaining the "gain" the chosen dimension should 
be multiplied by eight and divided by ten; the remainder 
which is the "gain" should be more than the remainder 
obtained through the operation on the "loss". 

II. For the "loss" the multiplier is nine and the divisor is 
ten. 

II I. There arc eight "matrices" which are: ( 1) "flag", 
(2) "cloud", (3) "lion", (4) "dog", (5) "bull", (6) "ass", 
(7) "elephant" and (8) "crow". To obtain the matrix the 
dimension should be multiplied by three and the product 
divided by eight; the remainder should be an odd number 
since matrices having even numbers are inauspicious so that, 
theoretically, all dimensions of even numbers are eliminated, 
as is the case in all other texts (see Mayamata t. II p. 73). 

IV. The "asterisms" are numbered from one to twenty
seven starting from Asvini/ Asvayuj; the asterism corresponding· 
to the dimension is obtained by multiplying the said dimen
sion by eight and then dividing the product by twenty-seven. 
The auspicious or inauspicious nature of each asterism is thus 
indicated (Aj 36.3866-387): starting from the birth asterism 
or the prince or from the asterism of the village, one should 
count the twenty-seven asterisms by groups of nine; in each of 
those three groups the third asterism is vipat ("adversity"), the 
fifth is pratyara ("disunion"), the :·eventh naidhana ("death") 
and they are inauspicious; •moreover if the Moon is in the 
eighth asterism of the twenty-seven counted as above, it means 
destruction. 

V. The "day of the week" is determined by multiplying 
the dimension by nine and dividing the product by seven; thC' 
days being numbered from Sunday (viirii/.1 suryiidir uqate), 
remainders corresponding to Thursday, Friday and Monday 
are auspicious (viirefu guruiukrajnacandriib iubhakarii/.1, 4i 36. 
388). 

VI. The "parts" are "thief" (inauspicious), "enjoyment" 
(auspicious), "power" (do.), "wealth" (do.), "king" (do.), 
"eunuch" (inauspicious), "absence of fear" (auspicious) and 
;<abundance" (do.). The part is determined by multiplying 
the dimension by four and diYiding the product by nine. 
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(Information on these series is given in a much more sum
mary form in the Raurava (35. l J-13) which restricts itself to 
enumerating the six series and to indicating that the "gain" 
is obtained by multiplying by eight and dividing by twelve 
and the "part" by multiplying by four and dividing by ten.) 

MATERIALS 

§ 2.8. Our two texts barely touch upon the question of 
materials used in the construction of edifices and where and 
when they do so they deal with it briefly and in a rather off
hand fashion. Thus, about the materials used in construction 
of a prasada ( § 4.2) we learn from the Raurava that the wall 
which separates the sanctum from the aisle is of stone or bricks 
(Rau 39.18, § 4.8), that the floor of this sanctum "is made solid 
with stones and bricks" (Rau 29.31) and that what is in stucco 
(sudha) has to be renovated in stucco should the need arise 
(Rau 44.4, 19). All this is of little importance except that it 
serves to point out that a temple can be constructed of stone or 
bricks and that some parts of its facades are masked by stucco. 
The only other edifice in respect of which the question of 
materials comes up in this text, is the "provisional temple" 
(taru7Jalaya, § 4.37): its walls are of burnt bricks or of clay 
( § 2.12) and its roofing is of "grass or other materials of the 
same kind" (trTJadyair, Rau 27.7-8). lfwe turn to the Ajita the 
question can hardly be said to be clarified for it is only in the 
passages dealing with the placing of the "first bricks" (ii4Jeffa
kii) and of the "crowning bricks" (murdhe1fakii) that we learn, 
quite incidentally, that a priisiida may be constructed of stone 
or bricks or "ofa combination" (mi.fra) of the two (Aj 10.1-3; 
15.1-3; §§ 2.26 and 3.29). In addition we learn from that text 
that the finial (stupi) may be made of diver·e metals or of 
stucco or of clay (fired or not) (Aj 14. 90-91; § 3.30) and that 
the roof of the maT)qapa comprises a layer of bricks (Aj 37.36; 
§ 3.24). Finally the same text, while mentioning methods of 
calculating the dimensions of the pillars, lays down a specific 
rule for those which are of wood (darupada, Aj 14.6; § 3.17) 
and this leads us to suppose that the others are of stone; this is -- . ... . 
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not a great deal of use since the nature of the material con
stituting a particular pillar is never given. 

§ 2.9. This deficiency in our texts however relates only to 
the materials used in the construction proper, obviously be
cause they are only of marginal interest to those addressed by 
these agama. When the operations involved in a rite or con
cerned directly with the sacred character of the work of the 
ji/pin are in question, the information on the materials used 
and on the way in which they arc to be employed is usually 
very precise and it often points to important developments. 
This information may sometimes be concerned with the con
struction of the temple, as with the placing of the first bricks 
and of the crowning bricks, since it is then that it touches upon 
the two important points of construction which mark the 
beginning and the end of the work ( §§ 2.24 & 26). However 
these operations most often refer to the making and laying in 
place of what can, with a little licence, be called the "furniture" 
of the temple, of its dependent buildings and, in a general way, 
of the sanctuary: Linga and images, pedestals, main altar for 
offerings, substitute altars, firepits, poles for flag and lamp. In 
the majority of cases, our texts mention the materials to be 
used along with their qualities and defects, and, as well, the 
result that may be expected from the use of them. Moreover it 
will be found that, except in "the case of references relating to 
the walls of the prasada, the roof of the maTJ.<Japa and the dimen
sions of the wooden columns, all the instances cited in the 
preceding paragraph are also related to operations of this type 
and are directly linked with rites. Taking the information thus 
furnished as our starting point we shall study here the different 
types of materials, bearing in mind that the specific circum
stances in which they appear limit the significance of the obser
vations that can be made. In spite of this initial defect it is 
possible to glean from these data some elements of vocabulary. 
Furthermore the empirical principles which must oftrn have 
guided the jifpin have in themselves a value general enough to 
be of fairly extensive application. We shall therefore study 
consecutively: the stones, th~~ t~ wood, the coatings 
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and the mortars. When it comes to the metals, the only informa
tion we have is in the form of a list of those which can be used 
in the making of the finial and we shall mention them in con
nection with this ( § 3.29). 

Stone 

§ 2.10. The merits and demerits of the stones (filii, asman, 
duad) used for making Linga are dealt with at length in the 
Ajita (S.25-57). The final choice of a stone can be made only 
after an examination consisting of two major stages. First, the 
more obvious characteristics of the stone are scrutinized 
to determine its "age" for a stone can be "young" (biila), 
"mature" (suyauvana, yuvan) or "aged" (vrddha) (Aj 5.28). A 
"young" stone sounds "dull" (mandadhvani) and its surface is 
so soft that a heron or a crow can cut it with its beak (Aj 5.29); 
such a stone can be used for the making of a Linga if it is 
neither "rough" (ruk1a) nor damaged (upahata), nor deter
iorated by alkaline waters (k1ii.rii.mbumadhyastha) (Aj 5.32). The 
··mature" stones are the best; they are "cold" (fitala), give a 
deep sound (dki.rasabda), have a fine odour and are dense 
(nibicfiinga) and as well they are pleasant to the touch (Aj 5.30-
3 I)• It is worth recalling here that the expression "pierre 
froide" ( cold stone) is used by French stone-cutters to refer to 
a stone which is very dense and which has a high resistance 
to crushing and which is therefore of good quality but we 
cannot be sure that the same characteristics are meant by 
fitala (see Afayamata, t. II p. 274 note 17). A stone called "aged" 
should always be discarded (,4j 5.31-32); it is rough (riikfa) 
and cellular (jarjara), it does not produce any sound and it is 
"cracked like [the skin of] a toad" (ma7Jrjukavatkha1Jrfa is pro
bably to be read here rather than bandhuka 0

, see A1ayama/a 
33.15). Once this first inspection has been carried out, the 
stone must be examined more closclv in order to uncover 
defects which, though less obvious, m~st nevertheless be con
sidered as prohibitory. To this end the stone is first coated with 
a variety of colouring substances (gairikii. visa kii.szsa) and then 
after twenty-four hours, it is w~shed bef~r~ being carefull)'. 
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examined; a piece is cut so that the internal structure may be 
studied (Aj 5.34-36). Flaws thus disco\'ered arc "strokes" 
(rekhii), "drops" (bindu) and "stains" (kalai1ka) and, a~ well, 
vimala and lastly "circumvolutions" (ma~u/ala). or these terms 
the first three (Aj 5.33) are borrowed from the lapidaries (see 
for example Ratnaparikfa 20 as quoted in L Fi not, Les lapidaires 
indiens, Paris '1896 p. 7) and it is not clear exactly what they 
correspond to when used for stones rather than gems. The 
vimala would seem to be specks of metals in their nati,·e state, 
such as gold, red copper (or iron? loha) and white copper 
(ka1Jlsya) (Aj 5.33). Finally there are some stones which, when 
cut, reveal circumvolutions and these arc called "pregnant" 
(sagarbha, Aj 5.36); the Ajita, like parallel texts quoted in the 
notes by its editor, gives a method of interpretation for these 
marp/.ala which are always inauspicious: according to it, their 
respective colours are related to specific animals (Aj 5.37 ... ). 
We may wonder if the inauspicious character of such stones is 
not essentially due to their being of poor quality, since such 
coloured circumvolutions are known to characterize stones 
which ha,·e been altered by external agents, atmospheric and 
others. 

§ 2.11. Stone as we have seen can enter into the construc
tion of the priisada; it may also be used in making the main 
altar for offerings (mahap1.{ha, o/lj 39.54; § 5.11), pedestals (Aj 
16.51; Rau 28.72; § 5.3), altars substituted for the statues of 
Attendants (Rau 33.8), soclc (vedikii) intended for supporting 
the flag-pole and, finally, it can be made use of for the Li1iga 
as for statues (Aj 4.11 and 36.283). When a stone is quarried 
for the purpose of carving a Linga, the "face" (mukha) which 
is the bottom part of it as it is set in the ground, must be gi\'cn 
special attention for there will be found the "face" of the 
Linga which must face the door of the sanctum at the time or 
the installation (Aj 5.26-27). Also to be noted with care arc 
the "head" (iiras) and the "bottom" (miila) of the stone which 
correspond, respecti\'ely, to the top and the bottom of the 
Liri.ga (ibidem). Details relating to the working of the stone arc 
practically non-existent, except l<Jr those which concern the 
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mortar (bandhana) to be used for fixing the Linga to its pedestal 
and that pedestal to the ground ( § 2.6). It should be noted 
however with regard to pedestals, that the Raurava envisages 
the use of stone and bricks together for one and the same 
pedestal ( § 5.3) while the Ajita makes clear that pedestals may 
or may not be monolithic and uses the term siliirii.pa to mean 
the bonded blocks making up a non-monolithic pedestal (Aj 
16.51 and § 5.3). 

Bricks 

§ 2.12. Bricks are designated by the word if/akii which is 
introduced if necessary in a compound word which specifies 
their nature; however when the "bricks" referred to are those, 
the installation of which marks the beginning and the end of 
the work of construction, then ii/aka does not necessarily cor
respond to a brick as such, since what are indicated by this 
word are stones when the edifice is to be built in stone, and 
bricks when it is to be builtjust of bricks or of both the materials 
combined (sailadhiimni iilii tadvac ca~{ake ce1/akii bhavet/~takaiva 
bhaven mi.ire .. . Aj 15.2; see also Aj 10.4 and §§ 2.24 and 3.29). 
Added to this the Raurava appears to use the abridged form 
if/a instead of iftakii for we read (Rau 33.8a) about altars that 
can be substituted for statues of Attendants ( § 5.12): (pi/ham) 
aimajarrz saudhajarrz viipi cef/aja,rz viitha kalpayet . .. which sent
ence may just possibly be translated as " ... the altar may be 
made of stone or of 'stucco' according to the material de
sired"; however it seems logical, given that the form ifta 
does not, to our knowledge, occur elsewhere, to regard this as 
a list not of two but of three materials; we can see that this 
form must have troubled the transmitters of the text since 
P1fhajam is substituted in one manuscript for cef{ajam, which 
m~y be admissible, whilst teftajam, used in the other manus
cript, does not seem to make sense unless the word is a wrong 
reading for tviftajam which is hardly different in meaning 
from cef{ajam. The bricks can be fired or just dried in the sun. 
The first kind are called pakvef{akii (Aj 27.95; 39.57 ... ; Rau 
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27.7) or supakvei/akii. (4.i 21.3, 47) and the second apakve1/akii. 
(47· 21.3,47; 27.96). Also in question is the word mrd used by 
the Raurava apropos the construction of the provisional temple 
(Rau 27. 7: mrda pakve1takabhis tu kalpayet) and apropos the 
socle of the pole (krtvoimana va sudhaya mrda va, Rau 18.39) 
which could allude to the use of the bricks which are shaped 
and dried before being laid in place or, simply, to a kind of 
cobvert. Lastly we note that i1taka is sometimes used without 
any specification, for example when it is applied to the roofing 
or the ma~u/apa (Aj 37.38) or to the making of the pedestals 
(Rau 28.72-73). 

§ 2.13. Apart from noting whether or not the bricks have 
been baked, our texts have nothing to say about the making of 
them and next to nothing about their dimensions which are 
dealt with only in the exceptional cases of the first bricks and 
of the crowning bricks; their length is twice their breadth and 
four times their thickness (Aj 10.1-2; 15.2-3); in terms of 
absolute value this length ranges from twelve to sixteen digits 
for the crowning bricks while for the first bricks, it is one digit 
for prii.sii.da three cubits in breadth and two for those of four 
cu bi ts ... etc. (ibidem). Brick structures are, most often, 
covered with a coat of "stucco" (sudhii.) and that is what the 
Ajita is referring to when it says that the main altar is made of 
fired bricks together with stutco (sudhapakve1fakamaya, Aj 39. 
54); the Raurava expresses it much more clearly when it says 
that the pedestal (pi(ha) is built with a brick core (~takagarbha) 
and with stucco (Rau 28.72-73 and 30.55). Other than this no 
details are given as to the particular manner in which the 
bricks are to be used in construction nor about the materials 
used to join them together. However our texts give numerous 
examples of the use of bricks: for the construction of prii.sada 
( § 2.8), ma1J<fapa and the provisional temple (taru1Jalaya) as 
well as for the making of the main altar (mahapi/ha), of pede
stals, of substitute altars, of the support for the pole (Aj 27.95-
96) and of sacrificial firepits (k11(1(/n, Aj 21.3,47). 
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Wood 

§ 2.14. Wood, which seems to play an important part in 
the construction of most of the temporary pavilions ( § 4.23) as 
well as in that of the roofings with rafters (lupa) such as those 
of the taru1Jalaya ( § 4.37) and of certain gateways ( § 3.29), is, 
except for one detail relating to wooden pillars ( § 2.8), men
tioned only in connection with the making of the Linga (Aj 
5.18-19), the pole for the flag (Aj 27. 74; Rau 18.29-30), the 
post for a lamp (azpada1J¢a, Rau 26.3-4), the .,tiiJ,irla~z<la serving 
as axis for the finial (Aj 15.6; § 3.29) and finally, the framework 
(siila) of the clay-images (Aj 36.285). In the majority of cases, 
information is restricted to lists of suitable trees ( § 2.15) though 
indications are sometimes added as to the qualities of wood to 
be used; the nature of these indications is most often very 
general and could usually be applied equally to the construc
tion timber. Thus, for a Linga (Aj 5.18-19) the chosen tree 
must have a cylindrical bole, without knots or fissures and bear 
leaves, flowers and bark. Moreover this tree should not have 
been damaged by elephants or other animals and should not 
have been set on fire either by lightning or by anything else. 
It should be neither bent nor twisted nor dry. In the same 
text are enumerated these same defects which are also to be 
avoided in the choice of the tree destined to be the •flag-pole, 
the only addition being that the tree should not be worm-eaten 
(Aj 27.75). The Raurava gives the following indications con
cerning the wood for dipada~ufa (Rau 26.3-4): it should neither 
be too long (in relation to i~ thickness?) nor broken, nor dried 
by the sun; it should not have fallen to the ground already and 
should not be too young, too old nor overladeri with fruits .... 

§ 2.15. Grouped below in alphabetical order are the names 
of the trees found in the five lists mentioned in the preceding 
paragraph. Each Sanskrit term is given along with a botanical 
name very likely rclerring to the tree in question but it should 
be borne in mind that there are uncertainties regarding some 
of these identifications due to there being no syste,matic study 
on the subject. We have- made use here of correspondences 
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given in works published by the Institut Fran,ais d'lndologie 
(Pondichery), such as the index of. H. Brunner-Lachau.<'s 
SomoJambhupaddhati or of A. Raison's Hii:ntasa'f!lhitii.. In spite of 
its uncertainties, this list may be of use in helping to build up 
a corpus of botanical Sanskrit words whilst giving, in the 
absence of precise identifications, indications as to the use of 
the woods; such indications, once collected nn a large scale, 
cannot but facilitate a more exact identification of the trees. 
We may observe, in concluding, that the list of trees for 
dhvajada1J.<!a differs considerably from one text to the other. 

Ari;/a (Sapindus trifoliatus, L.); making of the Linga (Aj). 
Asoka ( Sarac a in die a, L.) : making of the dhvajada1J</a ( Aj). 
Asana ( Terminalia tomentosa, Bedd.) : stiipida1Jr/a ( Aj), siila (id.) 
Karanja (Pongamia glabra, Vent.): Linga (Aj). 
Ketaka ( Pandanus odoratissimus): dhvajada1Jt/a (Rau). 
Kramuka (Areca catechu, L.): dhvajadaTJr/.a (Aj, Rau); dipadaw/a 

(li.iu). 
K{iriTJ.a (Mimusops hexandra, Roxb.): dhvajada1J<!a (Rau). 
Khadira (Acacia catechu, Willdm.): Liriga, Hila, stiipida1J<fa (Aj). 

Kliadira (variety of khadira): dhvajada1J.</a (Rau). 
Candana (Santa/um album. L.): Liriga, Hila (Aj); dhvajadarJdo 

(Rau). 
Campaka (Michelia champaka, L.): dlwajadaTJr/.a (Aj and Rau). 
Tamala (Garcinia pictoria, Rcw.b.): dhaajada(zr/.a (Aj). 
Tiila (Borassus jlabellifer, L.): dipadaTJr/.a (Rau). 
TintriTJi ( Tamarindus indica, Roxb.) : stiipida(zq.a (Aj). 
Devadaru/surataru ( Pinus deodara, Roxb.): dhvajada11</a (Rau); 

Liriga, iiilri (Aj). 
Nameruka (Elaeocarpus ga11itrus.'): stiipida(u/a (Aj). 
Nalikera (Cocos nucifera, L.): dipadaTJ<!a (Rau). 
Padmavrk~a (Prunus puddum, Roxb.): s(iipida7Jq.a (Aj). 
Panasa (Artocarpus integrifolia, L. ) : iii/a (AJ). 
P111711u~r;a ( Calophyllum inop~yllum, L.): dhvajada(u/a ( Aj). 
Bifra (.leglr mnrmelos, Correa): dhvajada(u/a (.-)j, Ra111: Li,. 

(~j). 
Madhiika (Bassia lntifolia, L.): Linga, stupida(1qa, di,,·"''' ', 

(Aj). 
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Munivrk;a ( ?) : dhvajada,;</a (Rau). 
Rajavr/qa (?) : sida ( Aj), 
Vakula (Mimusops elengi, L.): sula (Aj). 
VeTJU (Bamboo): dhvajada7Jqa (Aj, Rau); sula (Aj). 
Sarni ( Prosopis spicigera, L.): Linga (Aj). 
SiTJlsapa ( Dalhergia sissoo, Roxb.): stupida1J¢a ( Aj). 
Sirzja (Alhizia lehhek, Ben th.): dhvajada1J¢a (Aj). 
Saptadala/saptaparlJll (Alsthonia scholaris, Br.): sula (Aj); dhvaja-

da,;</a (Rau). 
Surataru: see devadiiru. 

Mortar, stucco, coatings ... etc. 

§ 2.16. Mortar appears in our texts with regard to the 
laying in place of the Linga and its pedestal; these two elements 
are to be firmly joined to each other and to the liners which 
separate them from the ground ( § 5.3). The mortar most fre
quently mentioned is the a;tabandha (a;tabandhana) and it is the 
only one the composition and the preparation of which are 
explained (4j 18.216-218; Rau 29.28; 30.51; 44.19). The 
Raurava also makes mention of the use of a "mortar [hard as a] 
diamond" (vajrabandha, Rau 29.28) which would, according 
to K. M. Varma, be of gelatine, i.e. a glue with a bone powder 
basis ( The Indian technique of clay modelling, 1970, p. 90). The 
same text also mentions the use of sudha and kalka for such 
assemblings ( § 2.17). The aj/ahandha, "mortar (made) of eight 
ingredients" is well-known but the way of preparing it and 
the eight components vary slightly from one text to another 
(K.M.Varma, op.cit. p. II). According to the Ajita (18.216-
218) the components are: lac (jatu), red chalk (gairikii), 
beeswax (siktha), sarja (Vatica Robusta?) resin, bdellium 
(guggulu), molasses (gula), sesame oil (taila) and limestone 
powder (sarkariicur7Ja). These different substances are to be 
mixed and boiled so as to get a fluid substance to which will 
then be added equal amounts of sarja resin, limrstone powder, 
lime (cuTTJa) and cow-buffalo butter. 

§ 2.17. We have seen that sudha is used for coating brick 
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structures; in such a case the term can be translated by 
"stucco" although there is no precision about its composition 
and we do not know whether or not it includes marble powder 
as does stucco proper. Since it is strongly adhesive its use as a 
mortar for fixing the iidharaji/ii to the floor of the sanctum 
would seem to be justified (Rau 30.39; § 5.3). As for kalka 
which can be used in place of the ~fabandhana for fixing the 
Linga into the socket of the pedestal (Rau 30.54) it is probably 
equivalent to iarkarakalka ("limestone paste") i.e. a mixture 
of limestone powder and numerous vegetable juices which can 
be used to shape the statues when applied in successive coats 
(K. M. Varma, op.cit. p. 24 and Rau 39.32); it is probably used 
for fixing the Linga because of its fluidity which lets it flow in 
between the Linga and the inner faces of the mortice of the 
pedestal. 

CHOICE OF A SITE 

§ 2.18. The Raurava docs not deal with the question of the 
selection of a site intended for a sanctuary whereas the Ajita 
de\"otes its 6th and 7th chapters to the subject. Here the rules 
given are meant for the most part to apply to the construction 
of a shrine for Siva, but as has already been pointed out they 
hold good for most of the other deities whose shrines are men
tioned in the work ( §§ 5.1 • & 17). A suitable site (bhii, deia) 
should correspond to certain general criteria (Aj chap. 6) and 
should be capable of passing a series of tests designed to \'crify 
its technical qualities and its fertility (Aj chap. 7). 

Auspicious and inauspicious sites 

§ 2.19. The list of auspicious sites begins with a recapitula
tion of the sacred places in Indian geography: mountains, 
rivers, lakes and other places where there is water, holy regions 
(k~etra) and pre-eminent places of pilgrimage (Aj 6.1 ~8). Next 
are recommended sites already sanctified by an earlier sanc
tuary or by being the abode of holy persons (Aj 6.9-10); then 
come those made "pleasant" by the presence of auspicious 
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trees, plants, birds or animals (ibid. 10-17); finally it is sug
gested that, in an inhabited area, the eight points of the com
pass are suitable for the installation of a Liriga (ibid. 24-27). 
The prohibited sites (ibid. 18-23) may be recognized, first of 
all, by their vegetation: inauspicious trees arc present (parti
cularly thorny ones) or there are dried up bushes, dead trees 
or trees struck by lightning or burnt by forest fires. The pre
sence of venomous snakes and colonies of ants is also prohibi
tory as is the fact of the site having been, over a long period of 
time, the abode of Car:ic;lala or Pulinda; uncultivated sites arc 
also to be shunned as are those where there are bones or 
potsherds in the ground or a lot of stones and gravel as well as 
those where water is not found even after digging deeply 
( § 2.20). To conclude, the chosen site should not be hemmed 
in too much neither should its ground be badly cracked and 
nor should it be completely st:rrounded by trees. Without 
doubt these requirements which are above all concerned with 
the purity, pleasantness and fertility of the place are primarily 
c-r religious significance. 

Testing the site 

§ 2.20. There are two types of test to which the site has to 
be submitted: the first three tests are designed to verify, em
pirically, that the chosen area is technically fit to support 
a building; the fourth is purely ritualistic in intent and we 
need not linger over it: by ploughing and sowing the soil, its 
fertility is assured, for a temple, like a plant, must be able to 
"grow" (4f 7.11-23). The first test (Aj 7.4-5) consist~ in 
checking the stability of the ground by stamping on it: solid 
(sthira) ground gives off a deep sound. The second test is desi
gned to make sure that the ground is compact (Aj 7.6-7) and 
to that erid a hole is dug in the middle of the site and the soil 
taken from that hole is then put back; if the soil is not sufficient 
to fill up the hole it means that the site is not up to standard 
and must be abandoned. If, on the other hand, the hole is 
completely filled up or even overflowing with soil, this is a 
sign of the high quality of the site. Appearances to the contrary, 
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this procedure is perfectly logical for if the soil docs not fill the 
hole it is because the ground it is taken from is not compact 
enough and therefore unsuitable for a construction. This test 
is completed by a check of the density of the soil of which a 
bushel (iir/haka) should weigh at kast sixty pal a ( Aj 7. 7-8). Thr 
third test is for the degree of dampness of the site (Aj 7.9-10) 
and, as we have seen (Aj 6.21 and § 2. 19), the ground must 
not be too dry and, as well, water must be found without it 
being necessary to dig very deep; however it must not be too 
moist nor too permeable either. A marsh is not suitable for the 
construction of a building and too permeable a soil is likely to 
lose a great deal of its stability after heavy rains. To verify this 
point, a pit is dug in the middle of the site and is filled with 
water. Nine steps are then taken away from the pit and upon 
returning· it is observed whether or not the level of the water 
has changed which it should not have done because, if the le\'el 
has risen, then the ground is too damp and probably too perme
able and if it has sunk it means the soil is either too dry or too 
permeable. It is only after these technical tests ha\'e been 
carried-out that the ploughing and sowing, which will attest in 
the final analysis to the religious suitability of the site, can 
commence. 

WORK PROCEDURES 

Preliminary work 

§ 2.21. The construction of a temple has to be preceded by 
the setting up of a "provisional installation" (biilasthiipa11a) to 
which the Raurava devotes the whole of its twenty-se,·enth 
chapter. This sequence of rites begins with the erection, to the 
East or to the North-East of the anticipated location of the 
permanent temple (Rau 27.5), of a "provisional temple" 
( taru~ziilaya, § 4.37) which is intended to house a "provisional 
Linga" (biilalinga). This provisional temple has to be main
tained until the work of construction is completed and it is 
clearly stated that the absence of such a biilasthiina will make 
the principal foundation cause death (biilasthiinaT[l vina mii.lasthii-
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panaTfl mrtyukhetukam/Rau 27.3). The chapter of the Ajita given 
over to this subject has not been published so we have not been 
able to make use ofit (see Appendix II). On the other hand the 
section of this text which has been published describes in great 
detail the work which marks the beginning of the building 
of the principal temple; however no mention is made of 
this work in the Raurava. In the Ajita are to be found the 
orientation of the site, the setting out of the building and the 
laying of the foundations. These operations are combined with 
ceremonies for placating the deities who protect the site 
(viistupujii, Aj chap. 8) and for the laying of the "first bricks" 
( ibid. chap. 10). 

§ 2.22. The orientation of the site (Aj chap. 9) has to be 
made at that time of the year when the sun is in the North 
(Aj 9.2), which shows incidentally that our texts are designed 
to be used to the South of the Tropic of Cancer. A good day 
must be chosen, one on which there are no spots on the sun 
and which is in the bright fortnight of a month which falls 
under a sign favourable to the founder (yajamiina) of the 
building (ibidem). The instrument used is a gnomon (ianku), 
twenty-four, eighteen or twelve digits (ai1gula) high; it tapers 
toward the top, the circumference of its base being equal to 
its height and that of its apex being a third this size (Jlj 9.5-7). 
It must be set up at the centre of a squared off area, wide as 
a pole (daT)<fa), demarcated in the middle of the site. At that 
place the ground must be "smooth as a mirror" and its hori
zontality has to be checked with a water-level (samaTfl krtvii 
jalena 41· 9.3-4). Around the gnomon is traced a circle of which 
the radius is equal to the height of the instrument (Aj 9.7). 
First are marked on the circle the two points where the ex
tremity of the shadow cast by the gnomon reaches it: in the 
West in the morning and in the East in the evening. After 
these two points have been joined with an East-West line two 
more lines are drawn parallel to it; it would seem that one of 
these passes through the center of the circle which is to say 
through the base of the gnomon and that the second is sym
metrical, in relation to the centre, with the first line referred 
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to above. Next are drawn with the aid of intersecting arcs 
which form "fishes" (matsya), three North-South lines per
pendicular to the preceding ones; in this way a square is 
obtained, the sides of which correspond to the four cardinal 
directions and of which the medians intersect at the base of the 
gnomon. It is on the basis of this square that "the priisiida will 
he constructed" (Aj 9. 7-17). 

§ 2.23. The outlining of the limits of the building is done 
at the time of the ceremonies for placating the deities pro
tecting the site (Aj chap. 8). The procedure starts with a careful 
leveling of the ground which is then coated with cowdung. 
After that, by the medium ofa cord coated with white powder, 
a diagram consisting of eighty-one squares in nine rows of 
nine each is drawn. The exterior dimensions of this diagram 
correspond to those of the anticipated building (Aj 8.10-12) 
which means the limits of the diagram are drawn along the 
miinasiitra ( § 2.5). Next are placed on the diagram the pro
tecting deities, starting with Brahma who takes up the nine 
central squares. The deities are worshipped with various 
offerings and the ceremony ends with an oblation (Aj 8.12-
43). 

§ 2.24. Once demarcated and ritually prepared, the loca
tion of the temple must be adapted to support, without risk of 
damage, the weight of the building to be constructed. This 
docs not, properly speaking, seem to refer to foundations and, 
in fact, it is sufficient to establish an especially dense ground 
(.1!," 10.6-10). Towards this end an excavation is made which 
exactly corresponds to the dimensions of the building and the 
depth of which varies according to its importance; if it is to 
be a "large" building ( § 4.4) the depth will equal the height 
ofitspadavarga (§ 3.15) and for a "medium" building(§ 4.4) 
it will be three quarters of that height and ifit is to be a "small" 
building ( ibid.) the depth of the excavation will be equal to the 
height of its base (adhif(hiina, § 3.14). The excavation is then 
filled with sand which must be watered for three days before 
being pounded with tree trunks or trampled by elephants. We 
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should bear in mind that the use of a procedure like this 
which leads to obtaining an outstandingly stable ground is 
confirmed by the study of Khmer mountain-temples (see for 
cx2.mplcj. Dumarcay, Le BaJ•on-histoire architec/urale du temple, 
Paris 1973 p. 12). Once this foundation is established and 
before the construction proper is embarked upon, there re
mains only the laying in place of the five "first bricks" (ad-

_ye1/aka) at the bottom of a pit, the position· of which on the 
plan of the building corresponds exactly to that of the found
ation-deposit (garbha) placed above it within the base (Aj 17.2 
and § 3.14). This position varies according to the category of 
IJ..iilding: for a prasada ( § 4.2) the pit must be located under 
tJ.ie wall to the right (or to the South?) of the door (Aj 10.11) 
or equally under the right (or southern) jamb of the door (Aj 
17.3); for a gopura ( § 4.33) it is under the wall to the right (or 
the South?) of the door (Aj I 0.12; 17.4); for a sabha ( § 4.38) 
it is under the right ( or southern) jamb of the door (Aj 17 .5). 
For a ma~ufapa ( § 4.13) it is to be dug either under a pillar wrich 
is situated in the North-East or South-East parts of the building 
without being at a corner (Aj 10.13-15) or under a pillar 
located in the southern part of the building (Aj 17.4). Finally 
if an enclosure wall (prakara, § 5.4) is being dealt with this pit 
will be found at its North-East corner (Aj 10.12). We have 
already seen that the "first bricks" must be of stone when the 
building is in stone (Aj 10.3-4 and§ 2.12);_they are five in 
number and bear respectively the names Nanda, Bhadra, 
Jaya, Rikta and Purr:ia (Aj 10.5). The first four should be 
placed at the bottom of the pit in such a way that a free space 
is left in the centre (.tlj 10.45-55). The cavity thus formed 
must, first of all, be filled with water with flowers in it. It is 
important that a right-revolving current should be able to be 
imparted to that water and if the inverse occurs this is a fault 
(4f 10.55-57); the text is not precise however as to whether 
or not this fault must lead to the site being abandoned. Next, 
into the cavity are put precious stones, metals (loha), colourings 
(dhatu) and seeds (bija); these are then covered with earth or 
crushed lime before the fifth brick is placed above them (Aj 
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10.58-60). "Now," says the author or the Ajita, "let the 
prasada be built here" ( Aj I 0.62). 

§ 2.25. In ending this summary of the little information to 

be found in our texts on the substructure of buildings, we may 
note that both seem to imply the presence of an adjustment 
layer situated above the foundation proper and below the first 
level of the elevation ( the base or the socle, § § 3.13 & 14). We 
have seen ( § 2.5) that the /JTamii~1as11/ra can be plumb with the 
upiina (Aj) or the homa (Rau) of the building. We shall see as 
well that the word upiina is frequently employed to designate 
the lower limit of the elevation of a building, as for example 
when the Raurava (39.24) speaks of the priisada of the vesara 
type which are circular "from upiina to finial" ( § 4.11 ). In 
both these cases we may take it that upiina means ·'plinth" 
( § 3.3), since the plinth of the base is the lower moulding of 
the first level of the elevation and we may consider homa as 
being another term used to designate a plinth. It is howe,·er 
notable that the Kiimikiigama (I 52.6-10) explains that a double 
layer is to be established above the foundation (described as 
above § 2.24); its lower part called prakrti or prakrtibhii in
cludes small gutters intended to facilitate drainage whilst the 
upper part, called j,1izmabhii or upiina or homa, has tu support 
the base (adhi1{hii11a). In· this circumstance it would seem legi
timate to accept the hypothesis that it is this layer which is 
meant here. It is understood that such an element serves more 
com·eniently as a point of reference than does a mouldi11g such 
as the plinth which is in fact no more than a part of a sub-set 
of' the building. 

Setting in place or the Li11ga and completion of the work 

§ 2.26. \Ve are gi\'en no details about the progress of the 
work of construction itself, aside from the indications, more or 
less concordant, which our texts gi\'e as to the moment when 
the Liriga and its pedestal p'i{ha § 5. 3) arc to be set in the 
sanctum of a priisiida. According to the Raurava ( 30.;.,3) this 
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installation shouH be done when the base is built, either 
before the placing of the door jambs or before the installation 
of the "crowning bricks" ( § 2.27). According to the Ajita 
( I 8.31-33) there are two possible circumstances: for "ordi
nary" Linga the installation is made when the temple is still 
open to the sky (savakiise vimane), either before the setting of the 
door or before the installation of the crowning bricks; in the 
case of Ba9alinga, Udbhutalinga ( = Svayarpbhulinga) and 
of Linga of precious stones or of similar materials (ratnadi) 
the installation cannot be made before the temple is com
pleted (dhamni n4panne). We can assume that, in a general 
way, the chosen moment depends on the dimensions of the 
Linga and certainly on those of its pedestal. Obviously when 
a large monolithic element is under consideration it is not 
possible to intr:oduce it into an already completed temple and 
it must, therefore, be set in place even before the walls of the 
padavarga of the ground floor have been erected. 

§ 2.27. The end of the work of construction is marked by the 
setting in place of four "crowning bricks" (mii.rdhe;faka, § 2.12) 
and of the finial (stii.pi § 3.29) in the course of a ceremony 
which also includes the placing beneath the bricks of a sacred 
deposit symmetrical with the foundation deposit (Ajita chap. 
15). According to the Raurava the provisional temple must be 
completely destroyed along with the Linga that was installed 
there (Rau 27.51-52). 

Restoration work 

§ 2.28. Restoration such as may be uridertaken when a 
temple is ruined or damaged is mentioned by the Raurava 
which however is more concerned with the atonement ceremo
nies that accompany it than with the work itself (Rau chap. 44). 
In the Ajita this subject is dealt with only in an unpublished 
chapter which we have not been able to make use of (jirr;od
dharavidhih, see Appendix II). Such work necessitates the con
struction of a provisional temple (Rau 27.2,47; § 4.37) which 
would seem to have a life of not more than twelve years (Rau 
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27.50). The renovated Luilding should be made identical to 
the original (Rau 44.3) whether the reconstruction of an entire 
temple is undertaken or just repairs involving, for example, 
the aediculae (kii.{adi, § 3.43). The renovation otherwise may 
deal only with the "stucco" (sudhakarma) which covers the 
facades or with the inner installation of the sanctum, for ex
ample the refixing of the Linga ( Rau 44.19-20). 



III 

ARCHITECTURAL ELEMENTS 

MOULDJ}IGS 

§ 3.1. In both texts, as has already been pointed out, 
descriptions of buildings are more concerned with their ex
ternal aspect, especially their decoration, than with their 
structure. Thus the descriptions of some oftht' "levels" (varga, 
§ 3.12) which constitute the elevation of the buildings deal 
mostly with the design of their moulded decoration. Such 
decoration may be made up from specific mouldings which 
will be examined together with the level they pertain to, such 
as the pillars(§§ 3.19 ... ) and the finial(§§ 3.30-31). On the 
other hand .the socle (upapz[ha, § 3.13), the base (adhif!hana ... , 
§ 3.14 ), and the entablature (prastara ... , § 3.23) are all 
decorated with the same kind of mouldings so that it is appro
priate to look at these mouldings before going on to the study 
of those levels. We shall include here mouldings of pedestals 
(pzfha . .. , §§ 5.3-4) and of the main altar for offerings (maha
pzfha, § 5.11) whose design is similar to that of the bases. As 
usual, descriptions of moulded sets are no more than coded 
lists of mouldings and numbers corresponding to their relative 
height. We have summarized the lists given for socles, bases, 
pedestals and altars in Tables I-IV (at the end of the book) 
and that relating to entablatures in the paragraph dealing 
with that level ( § 3.23). Once again the contribution of the 
Raurava is minor: apart from the design of two types of pedes
tals and of the main altar it amounts to some isolated terms. 
It does however supply us with several points of reference of 
use when we come to the wealth of material to be found in the 
Ajita. This text describes no fewer than four types of socle, 
eight of base and ten of pedestal; it presents, on two occasions 
and in different terms, one and the sarr:e type of entablature 
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and, lastly, gives a description of the main altar with a variant 
for it. 

§ 3.2. It is the subject of the mouldings which poses one of 
the most acute translation problems pertaining to terms. The 
correspondences that can be determined are nowhere near as 
exact as one could wish or as one might suppose from the per
fectly defined technical terms used in classical European archi
tecture. To a great extent this lack of clarity is due to the fact 
that even obvious analogies of profile do not diminish the 
basic differences between Indian and European moulded 
decorations. In addition the characteristics of the vocabulary 
pertaining to mouldings found in the silpaiastra play their part 
in this state of affairs. This vocabulary is both rich and am
bigunus. Its richness, which is more surface than fundamental, 
consists in its using a large number of words for a much smaller 
number of different mouldings. Moreover the meanings of the 
terms are often ambiguous and imprecise and tend to apply 
more to groups of mouldings than to well-defined members of 
those groups. For instance, in our texts five names for "lotus" 
are employed to indicate a profile which can be identified as 
that of the doucine: however it can be an upright doucine or 
an inverted one, that is to say, the profile and counterprofile 
are not distinguished one from the other ( § 3.3). Another 
outstanding example is found in the words whose literal transla
tion would be "neck" (gala, kaT}/ha) and which are applied to 
all recesses whether large as the dado of a pedestal or narrow 
as a groove ( § 3.8). This imprecision is partly compensated 
for however by itemized descriptions of moulded sets; this 
facilitates the identification of the profiles as each moulding is 
designated by its position and its proportional height. On the 
other hand data as important as the value of the projection 
(nirgama, n¼kranta) or of the recess (vesa, vesana) of each mould
ing are not given which does not mean that they are not taken 
into account. The Raurava makes this clear when it says that 
the recess or the projection of the mouldings (anga) of the main 
altar (mahapztha) must conform to what has already been laid 
down for bases (angaTIGTfl. vesani,rkrantam adhi~thanoktavn! kuru/ 
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Rau 33.20); this precision is unfortunately of little help since 
the text is content to name two types of base without describing 
them ( § 3.15 ). The first attempt to define and translate the 
terms employed in iilpaiiistra and other texts of the kind, using 
equivalents borrowed from the vocabulary of classical Euro
pean design of mouldings was made by Ram Raz in his Essay . .. 
referred to above and his system of correspondences was then 
utilized, without any notable changes, by P. K. Acharya in the 
two editions of his dictionary. Here our intent is to deal with 
the problem, using as much precision as possible and confining 
our study to the vocabulary found in our texts, helped by the 
nomenclature given in the Encyclopaedia of Indian Temple 
Architecture, and without attempting to disguise the fact that 
some translations we have chosen are only_ approximate. We 
shall successively examine projecting mouldings such as plinth, 
string-courses and torus, recessed mouldings such as dado, 
recessed bands and grooves, composite mouldings like doucine 
and cornice and neutral mouldings like fillets. 

Projecting mouldings 

§ 3.3. The plinth, which is located at the bottom of the 
socles, bases, pedestals and altars is differently named ac
cording to its degree of thickness. For a thick plinth the names 
of the Earth are employed:jagati' (Aj 13.8), vasumatz (Aj 13.4), 
dhii.trz (4.i 13.9). We shall see(§ 3.5) that these terms, together 
with others of the same kind are also applied to a thick string
course which sometimes surmounts either a narrow plinth or a 
"false plinth" (k~udra upiina, § 3.4). The thick plinth is however 
rare and found at the bottom of only three kinds of bases 
(table II). Elsewhere on bases (ibid.) as well as on socles (table 
II), on pedestals ( table II I) and on altars ( table IV), the 
plinth is a relatively narrow feature indicated by the words 
pa{/ikii, pura and, even more often, by piiduka and upiina. The 
literal meaning of pa!(ikii (Aj 16.30,33,39) is "strip" or "band" 
which explains why it is commonly used to indicate string
courses ( § 3.6) and, to a lesser cxtrnt, fillets ( § 3.11 ). Since the 
plinth is no more than a string-course placed at the bottom of 
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a .moulded set, its designation, pa!{ikii, is perfectly justifiable. 
It should however be noted that we find that word used only 
in connection with pedestals (Table III.). Pura which appears 
only once (also in a description of a pedestal, Rau 28.76), 
probably owes its meaning "plinth" to the fact that the plinth 
is the first moulding. Paduka (Aj 11.5, 11, 12; 13.5,6, 10, 11 ; 16.11, 
14,17,26; 39.45) and upana (Aj 11.7,10; 16.36; 39.50;-Rau 
28. 79; 33.17) are both derived in a most appropriate way 
from words meaning "shoe". We have seen ( § 2.25) that upiina 
is also applied to the adjustment layer on which a building 
rests and to the socle which in some cases elevates the central 
platform ( uedikii) of certain sacrificial pavilions ( § 4/24). We 
may note here that upana is not to be founcl in standard dictio
naries unless in the compound sopana which means "staircase" 
and which the Sabdakalpadruma defines as "that by which one 
climbs up the upana" (sopanam-upii.nam uparigamar1aT(l tena saha 
uidyama·iam), without however defining the "upana". 

§ 3.4. The mouldings of some bases and some pedestals 
are distributed over two superposed registers of unequal height 
( §§ 3.15 and 5.4; tables II and III). The upper register is by 
far the more important and at its bottom is always found a 
narrow moulding indicated by the expression "k1udra upii.na" 
when it is on a base (Aj 13.2,5,6,10) and by the word kampa 
when it is on a pedestal (Aj 18:26). K1udra upana literally means 
"small plinth" and kampa is generally applied to a fillet, that 
is to a narrow neutral moulding inserted between two more 
important elements ( § 3.11). Both these designations seem to 
be most appropriate. It could be said that this moulding makes 
for a new starting point in the moulded decoration and that 
it plays the part of a plinth, hence it appears reasonable to 
refer to it as a "false plinth"; moreover its position at the con
junction of the two registers justifies the use of kampa to desig
nate it. 

§ 3.5. On the top of the narrow plinth (upana . .. ) of a 
moulded set with only one register, or of the false plinth referred 
to above, there is often a thick string-course which we shall 
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call "lower string-course" in order to distinguish it from other 
string-courses which can be parL~ nr a moulded set l § 3.6). It 
is indicated by the names of the Earth after the fashion of the 
thick plinths: jagatz (Aj 16.11, 14,27; 39.45 ;-Rau 28. 76; 33. I 7; 
41.2), dhara~11 (Aj 16.18) avani (Aj 13.6), vasumali (Aj 13.10) or 
evenjagalivasumali (Aj 13.5). We do not know if the compound 
jagafidala belongs to the same series or not; it appears in the 
Ajita ( I 6.22) as designating a thick moulding which surmounts 
the plinth (piiduka) of a pedestal; it can be understood as a 
i1amc for a string-course decorated with a row of petals (dala); 
however, we shall see that, sometimes, an inverted doucinc is 
substituted for the lower string-course ( § 3.9) in such a way as 
to suggest that jagat'idala can also be understood to mean "the 
petals constituting the jagat'i" which would be a very vivid 
way of saying that the lotus-like doucine, surmounting the 
plinth, plays the same part as does the lower string-course. 
\\'e come across a similar problem when dealing with the 
rather narrow padmatu1J¢a which tops the piiduka of the ra77rya
P"i!ha pedestal (Aj 16.41): it is not clear whether such a moulding 
is called "lotus-face" because it is decorated with lotuses, in 
which case it may be a string-course or a reed, or because it 
has a lotus-like profile which would mean it is a doucine ( § 3.9). 

§ 3.6. The lower string-course referred to above· is found 
only on a few of the bases, pedestals and altars, whereas most 
of the moulded sets described in our texts include in their upper 
part a string-course surmounted in most cases by one or several 
thin mouldings such as fillets or narrow doucines, to which is 
added for a pedestal the rim (ghrtaviirt) of the tank ( § 5.4). The 
capitals and the finial are the only moulded sets where this 
feature is missing. This "upper" string-course has several 
names, the most frequently used being pal{ika which we find 
mentioned in descriptions of socles (Aj II.IO ... ), bases (Aj 
13.3,.1), pedestals (Aj 16.12,32 ... ; Rau 28.77) and altars (Aj 
3 7.40; Rau 33.19) as well as those of the attic (Aj 14.66) or of 
the bracket-capital (potika § 3.21 & Aj 14.47). Pa!!ika is am
biguous however; in some cases meaning a plinth ( § 3.3) it is 
also a synonym or kampa /fillet, § 3.11) which may explain 
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why its use to designate a string-course has sometimes been 
emphasized by the coining of the compound mahii.pa!{ikii.. One 
good example appears in the description of the mahii.pzfha 
where it is found in the AJita (39.45-50 and table IV): the 
upper string-course (mahii.pat{ikii.) surmounts a fillet (pat{ikii.) 
and is itself surmounted by a "top-fillet" (ii.rdhvapa!{ikii.), both 
fillets being far narrower than the mahii.patfikii.. In the parallel 
description found in the Raurava, the upper s: ring-course is 
just called pa!{ikii and the two bordering fillets kampa (see table 
IV). We must add that mahiipaf{i is found in cases where there 
is no ambiguity and where the upper string-course does not 
even appear as_a very thick element (47' 13.4,21; 16.24). As 
for the other words used to designate that upper string-course, 
they can all give rise to misundersta11dings whether it is pra
stara, vedikii., prati or vii.Jana which is used. In fact prastara is used 
mainly to designate the entablature and the ceiling which is 
at the same level ( § 3.23) but the very same term is used in the 
Ajita to designate the upper string-course of that entablature 
(Aj 14.53) or of one belonging to a pedestal (4i 16.44). The 
term vedikii. usually designates the platform which is in the 
middle of the sacrificial ma1Jcfapa ( § 4.24) or one which forms 
the base of the flag-pole (Rau 18.39). When the elevation is 
described the same word vedikii. is used to indicate the platform 
which is the lower part of the '¾ttic ( § 3.25) and to indicate the 
low moulded set which can be inserted between the base and 
the level of the pillars ( § 3.15); in this last example the low 
moulded set (vedikii.) comprises an upper string-course which 
is designated as a vedikii (Aj 14.2-3). Lastly the enclosure walls 
(priikiira) may be elevated by a stereobate which is also called 
vedikii ( § 5.8). Similar ambiguity is to be found in the use of 
the word prati which designates the low moulded set inserted 
between the base and the level of the pillars, referred to above, 
(AJ 12.44) and the upper string-course of the base itself (Aj 
13.7-10,13) or of the entablature (Aj 37.31-32 and § 3.23). 
Vii.Jana, a term usually designating a fillet ( § 3.11), is found in 
descriptions of two socles (table I) in such a position that it 
must refer to a projecting moulding as opposed to the fillet 
proper which is a neutral linking feature. The vii.Jana men-
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tioned in the first description (Aj 11. 7) is found between two 
kampa and it is the principal moulding on the upper part of 
the socle, that is to say its "upper string-course". In the second 
case (Aj 11. 7b-9) two vajana are indicated: the first is located 
in the lower part of the socle between a groove (kandhara, 
§ 3.8) and a fillet (kampa) and it appears to be a projecting 
string-course; the second vii.Jana is, as above, located in the 
position and place of the upper string-course. 

§ 3.7. The torus is a moulding common to numerous bases 
and pedestals (tables II & III); it is also found on the maha
p"ifha (table IV). It is indicated by the terms kairava (Aj 3.2,4, 
5 ... ; 16.11,15; 39.45), kumuda (Aj 13.6,8,12; 16.19;-Rau 28.76) 
and kumbha (Rau 33.18); they are interchangeable as can be 
seen in the parallel descriptions of the bhadrafi!ha pedestal 
( table I I I: kairava/kumuda) or those of the mahap"itha ( table IV: 
kairava/kumbha). It should be noted that kumbha also designates 
the main part of the bell-capital and of the finial as well as the 
bell-capital and the finial themselves ( §§ 3.19,31 ). Sometimes 
the semi-circular profile of the moulding is given emphasis by 
an adjective such as suvrtta (Aj 13.6) or vrtta (Aj 16.19,42--43). 
The expression kairava ~faira is also used (Aj 13.5); this would 
be the literal designation of an eight-sided profile wh_ich could 
be a fluted torus but, according to the convention by which 
a semi-circular torus is called "circular'' (vrtta), a kairava affaira 
is more likely to be semi-octagonal and this means that we 
have the familiar moulding very often to be seen on bases 
which looks like a huge champfered string-course of which the 
contour can be inscribed in a semi-circle; this would explain 
why it is designated by the same word as is the torus proper. 
We add here that, on some monuments, the base has an alter
native moulded configuration where the torus and the champ
fered string-course are on the same level and are each the con
tinuation of the other. Whatever the exact profile of the Indian 
"torus", its thickness varies with its relative position on the 
elevation of the moulded ~et; the thickest ones are generally to 
be found directly above a thick plinth or a thick lower string
course, both of which are designated by terms such asjagati or 
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vasuma{i. On the other hand a torus appearing half-way up 
the moulded set is, in most cases, rather narrow and may be 
referred to more precisely as a reed than as a torus: thus, for 
instance, on the pedestals yak;apz[ha, vijayapz{ha and ramyapz{ha 
(table III). In this respect the parallel descriptions of the 
pedestal padmapz[ha which are given by the Ajita and the 
Raurava are of interest (table III): the central moulding is 
called vrtta in the Ajita and kar1Javelra in the Raurava. Clearly 
vrtla could mean a torus as well as a reed since both of these 
are normally semi-circular, but, a~ far as the Raurava is con
cerned, the kar1Javctra seems to be a reed (vetra) with an angular 
pattern and is probably a moulding similar to the kairava 
a;{iiira we have just been discussing though far narrower. 

Recessed mouldings 

§ 3.8. As has been already pointed out, most of the recessed 
mouldings are indicated by a series of terms of which the 
literal meanings are always "neck, throat" (gala, ka~1{ha, kan
dhara) and the specific value to be attributed to them in each 
particular case is determined by the proportions given in the 
itemized descriptions. The same term can have two different 
and precise applications when one and the same moulded set 
is being described, thus, for example, kaTJ{ha in the description 
of the first type of piidabandha base in the Ajita ( table II anJ Aj 
13.2-'.-l). These names, meaning "neck" can also designate the 
fourth level of the elevation, that is the attic ( § 3.25); this is 
an additional source of confusion since the main part of this 
level is a dado, that is a recessed moulding called "neck'' (gala). 
\Ve find, apart from these veD· common and ambiguous terms, 
skandha and more often antarita the meaning of which is more 
precise (below). Setting aside the whole question of propor
tions, it must be said in conclusion that the exact form of these 
recessed profiles docs not emerge clearly and that it is usually 
not possible to tell if they are rounded or straight. We shall use 
in our translations "dado", "recessed strip" and "groove" 
according to the distribution indicated below but it will be· 
evident that, in a number of cases, the choice of a particular 
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term remains very subjective. "Dado" will be used to translate 
gala or ka7J{ha when they are applied to a recess which is, pro
portionally, of very great height as is always the case with 
socles where such an element makes up one third or more of 
the height; this is also the case with some pedestals (cakrapitha, 
vedipi{ha, saumyapi{ha, table HI); and it is the same when we 
come to the main moulding of the vedika, which is inserted 
between the base and the level of the pillars ( § 3.15), and to the 
main part of the attic ( § 3.25). These same terms gala and 
ka1J,{ha will be translated as "recessed strip" when they are 
applied to a thinner moulding which generally tops a torus as, 
for instance, on bases I to IV (table II) or on the pedestals 
bhadrapi{ha, ramyapifha and frikarapi{ha (table III) or on the 
mahapi{ha (table IV). "Groove" will be used for the narrow 
recesses which, in most cases, are inserted, together with the 
fillets, between the main projecting or composite mouldings 
and which both our texts indicate by the names kar;{ha, gala, 
kandhara and antarita. The antarita always corresponds to a 
groove topping a fillet which is designated in every instance 
as an alinga ( § 3.11); the antarita/kaTJ{ha equivalence is con
firmed by the Ajita in its dual description of the entablature 
when it makes use of both terms to indicate one and the same 
moulding ( § 3.23). \Ve shall also use "groove" for the narrow 
and most probably rounded recess which is indicated by the 
name kar;fha when in connection with the bell-capital ( § 3.19) 
and by skandha or kandhara when in connection with the finial 
( § 3.30). Lastly it may be mentioned that the finial comprises 
a thin and elongated stem which is called by the names gr'iva 
and kaTJ/ha (ibid.) ... 

Composite mouldings 

§ 3.9. Padma, ambuja, pankaja, abja and jalr1ja all indicate a 
composite moulding with the profile of a lotus prtal. We have 
translated these words as "doucine" following in this, as in 
most other cases, G.Jouveau-Dubreuil and Ram Raz, who 
uses the synonym "cyma". It is understood that the profile of 
this Indian doucine is not as regular as that of the "doucine" 
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of classical Western architecture which is defined as "a com
posite moulding with profile in S, the extremities of which 
tend towards the horizontal" (see Vocabulaire de !'architecture, 
p. 128). As we have already pointed out, however, a doucine 
must be defined by its direction: it is upright when it is concave 
at the top, convex at the bottom and overhanging, and it is 
inverted when it is convex at the top, concave at the bottom 
and not overhanging. Such specification never occurs in the 
descriptions in our texts. Once, in the description of the padma
pi{ha pedestal given in the Raurava, we find the compounds 
adha~padma and urdhvapadma ( Rau 28. 79-8 I, table II I) ; it is 
clear however that the two prefixes indicate no more than 
the position of the two doucines in relation to the middle 
moulding of the pedestal. This lack of precision is not a serious 
inconvenience as long as what is in question is a doucine 
situated immediatly above the lower part of the moulded set, 
that is to say the plinth or the lower string-course topping that 
plinth; in this case the doucine cannot be otherwise than in
verted, as for example on the first register of bases or pedestals 
with two registers (tables II & III) or on some socles (table I: 
types I and II). In the same way, the elements with perfectly 
symmetrical mouldings are easily interpreted, thus the third 
and fourth types of socle ( table I) or the pedestals yaksapz/ha, 
padmapi/ha, cakrapzfha (table II I) or the lower part of the malzii
pz/ha ( table IV); it is eviden( in all these cases, that the lower 
doucine is inverted and that the upper one is upright. The 
picture is much less clear when we come to deal with more 
complex moulded sets where small doucines together with 
fillets and grooves separate the main mouldings, for instance 
for the bases I, III, IV and VII I (table II) or for the pedestals 
srzkarapifha, vajrapz/ha or ramyapztha (tables III A and B); since 
we do not think it possible to determine with any certainty the 
direction of these small doucines, this factor has not been men
tioned in the tables. On the other hand it will be seen from 
these tables that the different terms enumerated at the begin
ning of this paragraph are interchangeable and that there is 
no specific correspondence between any one of them and the 
position or size of the doucine it indicates. Lastly, let us men-
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tion that the term padma which is the one that appears most 
frequently in connection with doucines, appears too in the 
names of other mouldings, for example the padmatuTJt/a which 
would appear to be a string-course with lotus decoration ( § 3.5) 
or the padmavii.jana, the top moulding of the base padmabandha 
(Aj 13.13, table II), which must correspond to a fillet with 
lotus decoration; there is as well the padma of the bell-capital 
which is probably a doucine like link-moulding ( § 3.19) and 
the padma (or ambuja) which constitutes the base of the finial 
( § 3.30). Finally, the upper element of the altar (maho.p"i.fha) 
appears in the form of a lotus flower (kamala) with its petals 
(dala) and its receptacle (kaTT}iko.) (§ 5.12). 

§ 3.10. The dripstoneorcornice is one of the rare mouldings 
which is indicated by a single term only, albeit a well known 
one, kapota. It is mentioned on two occasions in the Ajita, in 
conneotion with the base that bears its name (kapotabandha, 
Aj 13.6-7 & table II) and with the entablature of which it is 
the most important feature ( § 3.23). It should be noted that, 
in both cases, it is specified that the cornice supports small 
dormer-windows (niis'i) which are known to be one of its cha
racteristic decorations. 

Fillets 

§ 3.11. The words kampa, pa!fikii (pa!{a), va1ana, k~epa1Ja 
and ii.liizga appear in most descriptions of moulded sets. They 
designate narrow flat mouldings which are generally in a 
neutral position, neither projecting nor recessing, between 
more important ones or at the summit of the whole set. These 
words have been rendered, uniformly, as "fillet" but some 
nuances in their respective uses are noted. The most frequently 
used is kampa which, as we have already seen, can also be 
applied to a "false plinth" ( § 3.4). It indicates the two fillets 
which border the dado of a socle as well as the one which tops 
the same socle and which forms a neutral element between its 
upper string-course and the plinth of the base which it sup
ports (table I). The description of the pii.dabandha base is cha-
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racteristic of the use of the term since four kampa are mentioned 
there (table II): the lowest one separates the torus (kairava) 
from a small doucine (padma), the second is between this dou
cine and a recessed-strip (ka~fha),the third between this last 
and another small doucine (padma) and the fourth tops the 
upper string-course (pa!{ika) of the base. The same sort of 
variety is to be found in the different uses of pa!{ikii which may 
also designate either a narrow plinth or a string-course ( §§ 3.3, 
6); thus in the description of the mahiipz!ha given in the Ajita 
(table IV) the term is used, first, to indicate the fillet (or the 
string-course?) which tops the upapzfha of the altar, then to 
indicate the fillet which separates the torus (kairava) from a 
recessed strip (gala), then the one which is between this 
recessed strip and the upper string-course (mahapa!{ika !) and 
lastly to indicate the "upper fillet" (ii.rdhvapa!{ikii) which tops 
the body of the altar and separates it from the lotus (kamala) 
above. In the parallel description (Raurava) this "upper fillet" 
is simply called kampa. Viijana which also designates a string
course, appears less frequently and seems to be applied, mainly, 
to the fillet which crowns moulded sets such as the bases IV 
and V to VIII (table II); it also appears several times in the 
descriptions of the entablaturc ( § 3.23) where it is interchange
able with pa{likii except when applied to the fillet which runs 
along the top of the architrave and which forms part of it in 
such a way that it can be cori"sidered as being a fascia. K~epa~w 
is found only once and then its position makes it obvious that it 
is used as a synonym for kampa (first type of pedestal, table III). 
Lastly we have the alinga, already mentioned; except in one 
case (third type of base, table II) it is always surmounted by a 
groove called antarita and the parallel descriptions of the 
entablature show that the pair alinga-antarita corresponds 
exactly to the pair pa{!ikii-ka~1fha ( § 3.25). 

LEVELS OF THE ELEVATION 

§ 3.12. The elevation of a building is made up of several 
"levels" ( varga, anga) which are horizontal divisions of the de
coration, corresponding roughly to different structural divi-
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sions from which they draw their names. These levels arc not 
to be confused with the "storeys" (tala, bhii.) with which we 
shall deal later. From bottom to top, six kinds of levels are 
differentiated, that is the levels of the base, of the pillars, of 
the entablature, of the attic, of the roof and of the finial. 
Different categories of building are defined technically ac
cording to the number of levels which constitute their eleva
tion. Thus the prii.sii.da, having all six, is called fa¢varga ( § 4.2), 
the ma1J¢apa, with only three, is a trivarga building ( § 4.13), the 
sabhii with five a pancavarga one and the dhif'l)la with four is a 
caturvarga one ( §§ 4.38-39). To the main levels, as listed above, 
can be added a socle (upap"i_tha) placed under the level of the 
base ( only Ajita, § 3.13) and the low intermediate level ( vedikii, 
prati) which can be inserted between the base and the piida
varga ( § 3.15); these supplementary features are not taken 
into account when defining edifices and a priisiida is always 
!a¢varga even if its elevation includes them. It is the same when 
a building has more than c.,nc storey; in such cases, each storey 
additional to the ground floor appears on the elevation as a 
supplementary pair of levels of pillars and of entablature 
inserted between the entablature of the ground floor and the 
attic. Thus a two-storeyed (dvitala) priisiida has two levels of 
pillars and two levels of entablature whilst remaining a 
Jaqvarga building. We note here thal practically" all types of 
edifices described in our texts may have several storeys: the 
priisiida ( up to sixteen storeys § 4.3), the ma{1</.apa ("one or 
several storeys", Rau 40.20), the gopura (same expression, Rau 
42.3a) and the malikii ("one or two storeys, Aj 38.26 and 
§ 4.36). Except for the "level of the pillars" which is referred 
to twice under the name of piidavarga (see § 3.16), all the 
levels arc designated by the same term as the structural part 
of the building to which they are intended to correspond; 
that is to say that the "level of the base" is designated by any 
one of the numerous terms designating the base itself ( § 3.14) 
and that, aside from the rare expression piidavarga, the "level 
of the pillars" can be designated by any of the words meaning 
·'pillar, column" ( § 3.16). This is ambiguous since there is not 
always an exact correspondence between the elevation of the 
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building and its internal structure; for instance, with reference 
to the priisiida, the floor (sthala) of the sanctum (garbhagrha) 
inside the building marks the upper limit of the structural 
base but it is always situated lower than the summit of the 
"level of the base" as it appears on the elevation. Such am...,1-
guities give further proof that our texts are not meant for 
craftsmen but rather for non-technical people, such as temple 
priests or lay devotees, in other words for those whose concern 
is to ascertain that the appearance of a completed temple is in 
accordance with established standards. This bias i~ \Try ap
parent in the Ajita which gives detailed descriptions or all the 
varga whereas the Raurava does no more than enumerate them. 
In the Ajita the passages devoted to socle, base and entablature 
are concerned with little other than the outlines or their 
moulded parts; that dealing with the level of the pillars is con
cerned only with the different kinds or pillars and pilasters: 
descriptions of the attic or of the roof confine themsel\'es to thl' 
niches or to the false dormer-windows (niisi) which are the 
most visible features of those two levels. In fact, such descrip
tions deal with little other than the priisiida and the ma7Jrjapa 
which are the types of buildings which dominate our texts. 

Socle 

§ 3.13. The socle (upapi{ha) is described in the ele,-cnth 
chapter of the Ajita; the Raurava only goes so far as to giw an 
incidental note: that the pedestal (vif{ara) of the Vr~a•s image 
can be "like a socle" (upapifhiikrti, Rau 33.11 ). This socle is 
meant to elevate an edifice or to make it more beautiful; its 
use is, however, in no way compulsory (Aj 11.1 ). It would 
appear that it can be used in place of a base for a ma7Jrjapa (.lj 
37.28, § 4.16) and the same designation upapi{ha is applied to 
the socle which elevates the main altar (mahiipifha, § 5.11): in 
that case the upapifha is very similar to the 11pavedikii ( Rau) or 
the upiina (Aj) that can go under the platform (vedikii) of some 
sacrificial pa,·ilions ( § 4.24); it is also very similar to the 
upavedikii which is beneath the support (vedikii) of the flag-pole 
: Rau 18.39). The height of the socle is dependent upon that of 
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the base ( § 3.14): it is equal to three, four, five, six or seven 
quarters of the height of the ~ase or ~o seven th~ds of it ~r, 
otherwise, it is double the height (AJ 11.2-3). 1 he socle 1s, 
naturally, broader than the bas~ which _rests on it and its pro
jection is related to its own height, being one, two or three 
tenths of it or else it is related to the breadth of the pillan; and 
is then equal to one, two or three modules (da1J¢a, § 2.2, see Aj 
11.3-4). The Ajita describes five types of socle together with 
their mouldings, the principal one always being a dado (gala, 
kaQ/ha) decorated with a row of" dwarves (bMtla), or elephants. 
vyiila, lions or even of small pilasters (Aj 11.13). All socles are 
crowned by a fillet (kampa) which is the connecting link with 

the base (table I). 

Base (table II) 

§ 3.14. For designating the base, apart from adhi1{hii11a 
which is the term most frequently used, there is masiira (Ajita 
only) and, more rarely, iidhiira (Rau 39.20; 41.11) and dha
riitala (Aj 28,64), together with tala (Aj 29.14; 40.10;-Rau 
18.61; 41.11) which also means "storey"(§ 3.12). It is not 
clear whether ku{!ima which is used twice in the Ajita (35.10; 
44.2), applies to the base or, more loosely, to a piece of ground 
prepared for the laying out of a sacrificial area (stha~1¢ila). 
These terms, apart from the last one, are interchangeable (see 
for instance Rau 39.20 and 21) and they indicate, without 
differentiating them, the base and the level of the base. The 
height of the level of the base of the prasiida is one half that of 
the piidavarga of the ground floor ( Aj 12 .61-63 ;-Rau 39.19-21). 
For maQ</apa there arc several possible systems: for example, 
in the general description of the pavilions ( § 4.16) the Ajita 
I 37 .27-28) gives this height as being one half, one third or two 
fifths that of the piidavarga whereas the Raurava (40.21) says 
only that the proportions arc to be the same as those of the 
temple to which the ma1J¢apa is attached. Sometimes slightly 
different proportions are given for each specific type of pavilion 
(§ 4.16). According to the Ajita (13.1) the projection (nirgama) 
of the plinth of the base in relation to the piidavarga is two 
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moduh:s or two modules and a quarter or two and a half 
modules. This specification is important given that the refer
ence-line (pramarJasutra) of the edifice is plumb with the plinth, 
lower string-course or torus or the base or with the external 
face of the pillars of the padai-arga ( § 2.5 ). On the other hand, 
no indications are given as to the projection or recess of any of 
the mouldings of the base. 

§ 3.15. There are no descriptions of bases in the Raurava; 
it merely indicates· that the base must be of the pratibandha 
type or of the a;1ghriba11dha type. Both these names are found 
amongst the eight types or hases described in the Ajita: there 
anghribandha is in the form of piidabandha which amounts to the 
same, since ai1ghri and pada are synonymous ( § 3.16). A~ can 
be ascertained when dealing with pedestals padmap"i[ha ( § 5.4 
and table III) this similarity of names docs not permit us to 
assume a corresponding similarity of designs. Four types of 
bases described in the Ajita have a moulded design on one 
register and three of them arc markedly asymmetrical: the 
plinth and the surmounting torus occupy at least two thirds 
or the height (types II,V and VI, table II); the fourth one 
(type VIII) has a narrow plinth (paduka § 3.3) and it~ main 
mouldings are the inverted doucine surmounting that plinth, 
a torus in the middle and the upper string-course such as one 
finds on all bases. On the bases with two registers the lower 
register which does service as a soclc always comprises two 
mouldings of equal height which for types Ill, IV and VII 
(table II) are a narrow plinth and an inverted doucine. In 
the description of type I (Aj 13.6) the moulding above the 
plinth is named pii.da; this term may indicate a string-course 
ornamented with miniature pilasters but could also be a wrong 
reading for padma and we must emphasize that in three manu
scripts the word po.dam is omitted which distorts the meter and 
goes to show that the word poses a problem. The upper 
register always starts on a narrow false plinth (k~·udra upiina) 
and the moulded set above il can be extremely asymmetrical, 
as on type VII, the upper register of which is an almost exact 
repetition of the moulded design of type I which has only one 
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register. The decoration to be found on some of the mouldings 
is specified only for the kapotabandha type: its eponymous 
cornice has miniature dormer-windows whilst its upper string
course (prati) is decorated with a frieze of monsters (vyiila). 
The principal moulding of all bases described is a string-course 
(pa!(ika, mahapa!!ikii, prati § 3.6) surmounted in most cases by 
a fillet (kampa, vajana, padmaviijana § 3.11) above which is 
located the narrow supplementary level (prati) which sepa-

. rates the level of the base from that of the pillars and which is 
presented as pertaining to both of them simultaneously: it is 
the top of the first and the bottom of the second (Aj 14.2) and 
one can take it a~ a kind of sty lo bate. I ts height is two modules 
(daTJ,r/a) and its design is very simple: one dado (gala) set 
between two fillets (kampa, pa{!a) and surmounted by a string
course (vedikii) (Aj 14.2-4). As both the words vedikii and prati 
are ambiguous ( § 3.6) there is nothing to tell us if, as the com
piler of the Ajita has it, the prati, which should not be inter
rupted by the placing of a door, corresponds to this kind of 
stylobate or to the upper string-course of the base (Aj 12.44 
and below § 3.37). 

Level of the pillars 

§ 3. IG. The piidavarga is the principal level of the· edifice 
and corresponds, roughly, to its "inhabitable" portion. We 
have seen that, together with the entablature, it is repeated 
as many times as there are upper storeys to the edifice. We 
should add, however, that setting aside the first one, that is 
the ground floor, the storeys arc often fictive and that, parti
cularly in the case of the prii.sii.da, the representation of several 
upper storeys does not necessarily-mean that the building 
comprises more than one "inhabitable" floor. As has already 
been pointed out, the compound pii.davarga is found only twice 
in the Ajita and never in the Raurava (see Ajita 12.64 and 14.47). 
Everywhere else in both the texts we find, either the specific 
word "stambha" or any of those whose first meaning is "foot" 
or "leg" (pada, anghri, gatra, caraTJa), all of which are ambiguous 
in more ways than one since applied both to pillars and pi!-
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asters (below); these words can indicate: either the full order 
(shaft, bell-capital, abacus and bracket-capital) or the shaft 
itself ( § 3.18); moreover the so-called piidavarga can be dernid 
of pillars and, in fact, in most of the edifices described in our 
texts it appears in the guise of a wall (bhitti, ku<Jya), often de
corated, we should add, with pilasters. It is thus with all priisiida 
(§ 4.7) and can be thus in the case ofma1J¢apa (§ 4.17). These 
pilasten; are sometimes named specifically bhittistambha or 
hhillipiidagata and, more often. piida, stambha . .. etc. None of 
1his prevents the description or the piidavarga from being, in 
fact, that of the "pillars" which, in the guise of pilasters, are 
its most conspicuous elements. 

§ 3.1 7. The height of the "level of the pillars" of the single
storcyed priisiida is equal to two eighths or three ninths of that 
of the building (Aj 12.62-64: Rau 39.19-20; for prasiida o!' 
more than one storey, see § 4.6). The marJ<Japa, according to 
the Raurava ( 39.21) has proportions which arc the same as the 
/ifiisiidn to which it is attached ( § 4.16) whereas the Ajita indi
cates for its pillars the use of absolute measures (from two and 
a half to nine cubits) but we do not kml\~ if these correspond to 
the height of the full order, that is the /1iidavarga, or only to that 
of the shaft of the pillars or pilasters (§ 4.15). A~ far as the 
horizontal proportiom are concerned, we know that the pada
z:arga is recessed in relation to the base ( § 3.14). The number 
and the spacing of the pillars (or pilasters) is indicated pre
cisely only with regard to the ma1J¢apa as we shall see when 
dealing with them ( § 4.17). Nothing is said in the Raurnrn 
about the breadth of the pillars: according to the Ajita i1 must 
be calculated differently depending on whether a priisiida or 
a ma1].r/apa is dealt with, but in either case, the breadth as in
clicated, is that of the bottom of the "pillars" which is onc 
eighth more than the width at the summit which corresponds 
to the module (da~1<Ja § 2.2). For the ma~1<Japa this width is cal
culated from a height which may be that of the shaft or that 
of the piidavarga (above): for pillars it is one eighth, one ninth 
or one tenth and for the pilasters these dimensions must br 
reduced by one quarter or by one half (-1i 37.+- 7). The thick-
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of the wall against which the pilasten; are set is two and a ness 
half times the width of the pillars for which the wall is substi-
tuted and the projection of the pilasters in relation to this wall 
is either a quarter (if they are square section) or a half (if they 
are rounded) of this thickness (Aj 37.21). In the case ofpriisiida, 
the width of their pillars and pilasters can be calculated in two 
different ways which lead, as has already been pointed out, 
to the same result ( § 2.1). According to the first method there 
are as many digits (aizgula) in the width ofa pillar or pilaster of 
the ground-floor pii.davarga, as there are cubits (hasta) in the 
total breadth of the padavarga itself and, for the upper storeys, 
this width must be decreased by two digits per storey (Aj 
14.7-9). According to the second method (ibid. 14.10-11) the 
width of the pillars or pilasters is one twenty-fourth, one 
twenty-fifth or one twenty-sixth of that of the edifice. For the 
rest we shall see that the thickness of the walls of a prasada is 
calculated from the width of its sanctum ( § 4. 7) but it can be 
noted that the value of the projection of the pilasten; is not 
given. It remains to point out that wooden pillan; (dii.rnpiida) 
have a width equal to one seventh, one eighth or one ninth of 
their height (Aj 14.13 and § 2.8). 

§ 3.18. Apart from the question of their structure and 
dimensions, the pillars and pilasters are considered to be iden
tical and the thirteen descriptions of "pillars" given in the 
Ajita (14.14-32) apply equally to both. This text presents 
three main categories of such "pillars" (Aj 14.5): first, those 
which possess the full order, that is a shaft (piida) surmounted 
by a bell-capital (kumbha), an abacus (maTJ4i) and a bracket
capital (potikii); the second category is of those which have no 
abacus and the third those which have neither abacus nor 
bell-capital but only the bracket capital resting directly on the 
summit of the shaft. The Raurava which devotes only one and 
a half verses to the subject (Rau 39.26-27a) gives three names 
for special types of pillars which may or may not be provided 
with a bracket-capital which may either rest directly on the 
summit of the shaft or be separated from it by the abacus and 
the bell-capital which, according to this text, are always to-
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gether. Although these specifications are not accompanied by 
any description, it may be mentioned that the names given to 
three types of pillars in the Raurava are the same as those of the 
first three listed in the Ajita ( § 3.22). 

§ 3.19. What we call the "bell-capital" is called literally 
"pot" that is kumbha (Aj 14.5,21,32 ... ;-Rau 39.26-27) or kalaia 
(Aj 14.22,23,30) according to the name of its main component. 
Its height is equal to one and a half or one and three quarters 
of the width of the pillar and it is to be divided into nine equal 
parts which are to be apportioned in the following way 
(starting from the bottom) (Aj 14.34-36): 

Name of the component 

dhrk ( ?) 
kumbha 
ka7Jfha 
iisya ( or vaktra) 
padma 
U[Uagr"ivii? or h111au? 

height 

1/9 
4/9 
1/9 
1/9 
1/9 
1/9 

width 

I module 
2 modules 
I module 
l½ modules 
I½ modules 
width of the bottom of 

the pillar. 

Dhrk is a conjectural reading that we suggest in place of drk 
(chosen by the editor) or dhruk (given by a manuscript), for 
neither of which are we able to give a meaning. This element 
has the same width as does the· top of the shaft on which it 
rests and it would appear to be a connecting element cor
responding to the astragal; it would then be a "support" for 
the main part of the capital, hence its name. The kumbha which 
occupies nearly half of the total height of the capital, has a 
name as vivid as those used for a similar element in Western 
architecture, "bell" or "basket", to indicate that it is both 
rounded and huge. The top part of the capital is separated 
from this "bell" by a groove (ka7J{ha) and it comprises three 
elements of equal height, the first of which appears to be a 
band decorated with protomes or masks (a.rya, vaktra) and the 
second a doucine (padma), probably an inverted one for it 
makes the connection with the third element which is slightly 
narrower. In fact the width of this third element is said to be 
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equal to that of the "bottom of the pillar", that is to say to one 
and one eighth modules ( § 2.2). This element poses a problem: 
it is indicated twice in the description of the capital, first by 
vrttagriva (Aj 14.35), then by hinau (ibid. 37); a manuscript 
gives the reading vrttasr'iJau (obvious error for vrttas'irJau) 
instead of vrttagriva (-s) and in some other texts the same 
element is designated vrttabhinnau (see Diptagama and lsanasiva 
quoted in Mayamata,t.I, p. 280 n. 33). It would seem that 
it is a double moulding which consists of a "reed" (vrtta) 
and a "groove" (gr"iva), both of which are narrower than 
the element on which they rest, hence their collective 
designation under the dual form "h'inau" ("the two small"?). 
The Ajita ( 14.41-42) lists five varieties of bell-capital, distin
guished one from the other by their respective sections, which 
should be similar ro those of the shafts these varieties are 

I 

designed to surmount. Thus the frikara, jOqasiifra, candrakiinta 
and saumukhya capitals correspond to the circular, sixteen
sided, octagonal and square shafts respectively. The published 
text indicates that the fifth type (priyadarfona) is meant to apply 
to the pillars "atibhiira" but it seems to us that this word is to 
be read "atidhara" and that it should be understood that it 
applies to the multi-faceted pillars such as the one called 
i-rttakanta ( § 3.22, type VI). 

§ 3.20. The mal}qi ("abacus") is a complex element and 
the description given by the Ajita ( 14.37-40) is no clearer than 
those found in parallel texts such as the Mayamata (15.34-39), 
the D"iptiigama ( 5.25-27) or the lsii11a:,'iva 0 (31.55-65). The 
exact meaning of the term is not certain and the rendering 
"abacus" that we propose is a poor substitute, the advantage of 
which is that it makes it clear that this is a secondary element 
that can be inserted between the capital and the entablature 
or, more precisely, between the bell-capital (kumbha) and the 
entablature or the bracket-capital (pvtika); moreover as we 
have seen, the Raurava says that a pillar endowed with a bell
capital must necessarily have a ma~uji. Lastly we should point 
out th a 1. 011 1hr one hand the name of the ma1J¢i is connected 
with <llH' or i1, components (matJ{jikii) and, on the other, that 
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this same name may perhaps establish a connection with the 
adjective ma1J¢ita ("decorated"?) used in qualifying certain 
pillars (ma1J¢itastambha, see A,Jayamata 12.91 or Kiimikiigama 
1.55.23) and also certain ma1.1r/.apa as for instance in the 
Raurava where ma,_u/ita is used concurrently with maT)r/.a and 
ma1J,r/ya for qualifying the maT)r/.apa without lantern-roof 
( § 4.18). According to the Ajita this abacus comprises two 
main parts. The lower one, the width of which is considerable 
(3 or 4 modules), has a height equal to three quarters of that 
width and is divided into three equal parts each corresponding 
to one particular component. At the bottom we have the 
utsandhi which forms the link, hence its name, with the bell
capital (utsandh." appears thus in the manuscript and has been 
corrected to utsedha by the editor, see Mayamata 15.36). Then 
we have a "reed" (vetra) and lastly a ma1J¢ikii( ?). This lower 
part of the ma11¢i is "like the pillar" (Aj 14.38) which doubtless 
signifies that its section is of the same type as that of the shaft 
and the bell-capital; it is also said that it has "the aspect of a 
serpent's tongue" (nii.gadalii.bha, c[ Mayamata 15.36 11iigavak
trasamiikara) which we do not understand, although according 
to what can be seen on the actual monuments this element 
could be equ11-ted with the set made by a flat lotus-like moulding 
surmounted by a slab which in most cases tops a bell-capital. 
The main component of the ypper part of the ma1.1¢i is called 
virakiinta and its section is square (Aj 14.39, read caturasram as 
given in the Ms. and not catura'!liam as corrected in the edi
tion); it~ width is only one module and its height is three 
quarters of that. In other texts it is called viraka~1(1n (.\faJ•amntn 
15.37; Sil/1nrn/11a 1.21.96; lsii11aiiva 0 31.56) or 1•irakn~1/lw (.\liina
siira 15.87) which seems to be the best reading since it appears 
as a dado ornamented with a human figure. It is surmounted 
by a groove (skandha, Aj 14.40) above which a doucine-like 
(ambuja) feature establishes the link with the bracket-capital. 

§ 3.21. The so called "bracket-capital" (potikii, bodhikii), a 
common feature in Indian architecture, is an elongated ele
ment which is inserted between the summit of the pillar 
(whether or not it has a bell-capital and an abacus) and the 
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architrave (uttara) of the entablature ( § 3.:l3). Its main aim is 
to strengthen the architrave exactly where it rests on the pillar 
by extending the bearing area and it could perhaps be more 
precisely designated as a "support for the entablature". This 
would concur with the findings of P. Stern who on several 
occasions has studied this element and has shown that the 
designation "corbeau" used after G.Jouveau-Dubreuil is not 
appropriate (see eg. Colonnes indiennes d' Ajanta et d' Ellora, Paris 
1972 p. 25); the same could be said of "corbel" or "bracket" 
which are normally applied to a projecting block the tail of 
which is embedded in a wall. The two terms used in our texts 
for indicating it, potika (4.i 14.43) and bodhika (Aj 37.29; Rau 
39.26), differ in appearance only since the second results 
directly from sanskritization, with attendant confusion between 
mute and voiced and between aspirated and non-aspirated, of 
the Tamil potikai of which potika is nothing but the transcrip
tion. Thus the terms are interchangeable and we must discount 
the difference that P. K. Acharya assumes between them (Ency
clopaedia . .. 1946, ssvv.). The dimensions of the bracket-capital 
are twice indicated by the Ajita, for the prasii.da and for the 
ma1J¢apa. In the first case three types are distinguished (Aj 
14.43-45): the first one is five modules long and only one 
module high and is meant for the pillars "provided with all the 
elcmen ts" (sarvangastambha) that is possessing a bell-capital and 
an abacus; the second type, for pillars with bell-capital but 
without abacus, is four modules long and three quarters of a 
module high; the third, for pillars with neither bell-capital 
nor abacus, is three modules long and half a module high; the 
width of each of them is one module. For the pillars it is indi
cated only that the bracket-capital is three, four or five modules 
long, that its height is equal to its width or to half of it and that 
this width is equal to the diameter of the bottom of the pillars, 
so that it is a little bigger than the module (Aj37.29-30; § 2.2). 
The decoration (Aj 14.46-47) consists of a string-course 
(paUika) which occupies the upper one-third of the height and 
below which is found, at each end of the potika and with a width 
of one quarter of a module, a decoration consisting of "waves" 
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(taraizga) which correspond to what G.Jouveau~Dubreuil 
called "rouleaux" or "copeaux" (Archeologie du Sud de l' Inde 
t.l p. 94, "rollers" or "shavings" in the English translation). 
On the other hand it seems that a secondary piece is disposed 
perpendicular to the main axis of the potika (karkarikampa in
stead of karkankaTJ{ha?) and that its projection (nirgati) in rela
tion to each of the sidefaces is equal to the width of the potika 
or is three quarters or one half of it; we can surmise that this 
piece is meant to represent the peg which was used in wooden 
architecture to strengthen the joint of the bracket-capital and 
of the pillar. 

§ 3.22. The descriptions of thirteen specific types of pillars 
given by the Ajita (14.15b sqq) deal, essentially, with the form 
of their shaft and, should the question arise, with that of their 
oase which seems to be considered as forming an integral part 
of the shaft; in most cases they mention as well the presence or 
absence of the bell-capital and the abacus but they do not 
refer to the bracket-r.apital: we know that, in the Ajita as 
opposed to the Raurava, its presence is taken for granted 
( § 3.18). It should be pointed out, finally, that these descrip
tions are given in connection with the priisiida and that the 
names given here for the different types do not appear else
where in the text but that it is said in connection with the 
ma1J¢apa that the form of their' pillars must correspond to what 
has been given in the chapter related to the priisiida (Aj 37.7a 
and § 4.17). The different types are as follows: 

I Brahmakiinta (Aj 14.15b,16a): square section pillar; the 
expression salakfa~1a probably indicates that it includes a bell
capital and an abacus; mentioned in the Raurava (39.26). 

II Vi11Jukiinta (Aj 14.166, 18a): provided with a bell-capital 
and an abacus, the pillar comprises an inferior square section 
element surmounted by a circular or octagonal drum; the 
lower component seems to be twice (tatkaQ/hamanena: error for 
tatkar7Ja

0

) as wide as the drum and its height is one and a 
quarter, one and a half, one and three quarters or twice its 
width; mentioned in the Raurava (ibid.). 
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III Rudrakanta (Aj J 4. l 8b-l 9a): variant of •~e prece~ing 
one, the upper drum of which has a sixteen sided section; 

mentioned in the Raurava (ibid.). 
IV Saumya (Aj l 4. l 9b-20): · pillar with bell-capital and 

abacus· its sixteen-sided drum rests on a square base one 
modul; wide(?) and with a height of one quarter of that of the 

drum(?). 
V Vasantika (Aj 14.21): octagonal pillar with a bell-capital 

and without abacus. 
VI Vrttakanta (Aj 14.21 b-22a): pillar, the circular shaft of 

which is faceted (? asriikiira~ suvrttaka~); bell-capital (kala.fo) 
without abacus. 

VII Piirviigraslambha (Aj 14.22b-23a): this pillar seems to be 
a variant of the preceding one; its shaft rests on a square base 
and its bell-capital is of circular section. 

VIII CitrakhaTJ¢a (Aj 14.236-26): the composite shaft of this 
pillar consists of five elements (bhutiikrti), three of which are 
square section and the other two sixteen-sided. Thus, starting 
from the top, we have a square drum with a height of one and 
a half or one and a quarter modules, a sixteen-sided element 
bordered by two lotus-like mouldings with a height of one 
module, a second square element one and a fifth modules in 
height, a second sixteen-sided element the same as the first one 
and a third square element which takes up th~ remaining 
height. There is nothing to indicate the presence of bell-capital 
and abacus. 

IX Vajrakha1J¢a (Aj 14.26b-28a): the shaft of the pillar con
sists of a median octagonal part set in between two square 
elements, each two modules high; the description ends with 
the mention of a division into nine parts the reason for which 
is not known to us. 

X RamyakharJ4a (Aj 14.286): a square section pillar which 
can probably be distinguished from the brahmakiinta type by 
the absence of bell-capital and abacus. 

XI CarukharJ¢a (Aj 14.29-30a): the shaft surmounted by a 
bell-capital is divided into five equal parts two of which, at the 
bottom, correspond to a square element; the distribution of 
the remaining parts is not given. 
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XII Skandakiinta (Aj 14.306-31): the shaft with circular or 
square section is surmounted by a bell-capital and an abacus 
and rests on a lotus-like base (padmasana) two modules high. 

XIII SiT{lhapada (Aj 14.316-32): an image of a lion makes 
up the lower part of the pillar and occupies one third of its 
height, the rest of which is taken up by a square or octagonal 
shaft. 

Entablature 

§ 3.23. The entablature is indicated by the terms manca 
(Rau 39.20,21; 40.9,21) and prastara (Aj 12.45,62; 14.47,48, 
55,56,64; 27.86; 37.31,32,40; 38.21; Rau 39.13,21,30). Manca 
may perhaps also be applied to the lower part of the attic 
( § 3.25). Prastara which indicates the entablature as well as 
the ceiling which is found at the same height ( § 3.24), is also 
applied to a string-course ( § 3.6 and table below). The height 
of the entablature ofthepriisiida is half that of the corresponding 
J1iidavarga, no matter what the number of the storeys ( § 4.6); 
for the marpf.apa it is one third or half this height according to 
the Ajita (37.31) whilst the Raurava simply indicates that the 
proportions of th~ ma,pfapa are the same as those of the prasada 
to which it is to be attached (Rau 40.21). The Ajita is the only 
one of the two texts which describes entablature and it gives 
two parallel descriptions of it, one for prasada (Aj 14.47-58) 
and the other for marpf.apa (4i 37.31-32). These descriptions 
are summarized in the following table: 

Elements (from the top) height 
viijana or pa!{ikii (fillet) 1/20 
prastara or prati (string-course) 2/20 
kaTJ!ha or antarita (groove) 1 /20 
Pa!!ika or alinga (fillet) 1 /20 
kapnta (cornice, dripstone) 7/20 or 2 or 3 modules 
pa!{ika or vii.Jana (fillet) 1/20 or A or t ofa module 
bhutamala or vasantaka (frieze) 3/20 or l module 
vo.jana (fillet, fascia) I /20 or¼ or 1 of a module 
uttara (architrave) 3/20 or~· or¾ of a module 

or 1 module 
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The uttara is the architrave proper but it is indivisible from 
the vii.jana which surmounts it and which is square section. 
The width of the architrave is naturally equal to that of the 
pillars and as well to that of the bracket-capitals on .which it 
directly rests. The frieze whether it is decorated with dwarves 
(bhii.tamii.lii., Aj 14.50) or with plant-like motifs l? vasantaka, 
Aj 14.57) projects by one module in relation to the architrave 
but its upper half is masked by the overhang (lambana) of the 
drips tone (kapota) (Aj 14.51-52). This dripstone has a con
siderable projection, equal to its height; on its extrados are 
miniature false dormer-windows (kapotanii.s'i) a half module 
wide and it is moreover ornamented at the corners with foliage 
(patra-vall'i) which is carried on up to a height of two modules 
(Aj 14.54-55). 

§ 3.24. The structure of the ceiling (prastara) which is 
found at the same height as the entablature is described only 
in connection with the maTJ,,Japa (Aj ~7 .33-36). In this context 
it is a particularly significant element since this kind of edifice 
has only the first three levels ending with the entablature 
( § 4.13) and the ceiling tends to be confused with the roof. The 
architrave (uttara-vii.jana, together) plays the role of a wall
plate on which rest the beams (tulii.); these support the joists 
(iayanfi) which the small joists (anumarga) rest on. It is on these 
last that we find set out a compact (ghana) layer of bricks which 
forms a slightly convex terrace (chattrii.kii.ra, literally "like an 
umbrella", Aj 37.36). The breadth of the beams is four times 
three times or twice the height of the fascia (vii.Jana) which 
surmounts the uttara ( § 3.23); they can be square or rectan
gular section and in the latter case their thickness is a half or a 
~ ~arter of their breadth. The dimensions of the joists and small 
Joists are respectively one half and one quarter of those of the 
beams (see below § 4. 18 for other types of roofing for the 
maTJr/.apa). 

Attic 

§ 3.25. The fourth level of the elevation looks like a dwarf 
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storey, the height of which is no more than one eighth or one 
tenth of the total height ofan ekatala priisiida ( § 4.6). It is placed 
under the roof and above the entablature ( of the last storey 
in the case of a building with more than one). This level is 
very much recessed in relation to the entablature and this fact 
taken in conjunction with the fact that the roof is often referred 
to as the "head" of the edifice(§ 3.27) explains why it is always 
indicated by the term "neck" (grzva, kaTJ/ha, gala) which, as 
we have seen, is also applied to the recessed mouldings ( § 3.8). 
We shall indicate it by "attic" which may designate the upper 
storey ifit is less high than the others although this term does 
not necessarily imply that it is greatly recessed in relation to 
what it surmounts (see eg. Vocabulaire de ['architecture, plates 
II-5, II-22 or Xl-18). The description devoted to it by the 
Ajita (14,67-76) is, as we have already pointed out, very brief; 
moreover it is inconclusive due to the fact that the editor had 
at his disposal only a single manuscript and that very corrupt 
(see Ajita, vol. I p. viii and p. 101 n.3). The attic can be broken 
up, for the sake of presentation, into three superposed elements: 
a platform which is used as its base, a dado meant to be the 
piidavarga of this dwarf-storey and a simplified entablature. The 
platform which is called veaz or vedikii is probably moulded, 
its mouldings however are not mentioned here. Its height is 
two modules (Aj 14.65); it is in recess in relation to the entabla
ture on which rests the attic .. and the value of its recess (vesana 
for vejana according to the Ms. and viijana proposed by the 
editor) is three modules (Aj 14.65) but it can also be calculated 
so that the width of the platform is seven eighths of that of thc 
priisiida (therefore of the entablature) which gives it a value 
equal to one sixteenth of the width of the prasiida (Aj 14.69). 
The dado which constitutes the main part seems to have a 
height equal to three elevenths of that of the attic taken in its 
entirety (Aj 14.66), which is surprisingly small. This dado is 
recessed in relation to the platform and its width seems to be 
four fifths (Aj 14.67) or four sevenths (Aj 14.69) of that of the 
platform. It would appear to be bordered at the base and at 
the top by a narrow string-course or by a fillet (kampa, pattikii 
Aj 14.66-67). In the description of that dado can be found a 
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feature which in the manuscript is namedyodika (Aj 14.67), a 
word which N. R. Bhatt proposes correcting to potikii.: it would 
then be the bracket-capitals of pilasters flush with the body of 
the attic-storey; although such pilasters are not mentioned in 
the description of the attic itself, they are perhaps referred to 
apropos the mahiiniisi of the roof ( § 3.28). This interpretation 
can be justified in view of the presence of a set forming an en
tablature on the top of the dado. This entablature consists of 
an uttara and a vii.Jana, the total height of which seems to be two 
modules, the vajana making up a third of the uttara (Aj 14.67-
68). We have already mentioned the pair uttara/vii.jana and we 
know that it can form simultaneously an architrave resting on 
pillars ( or pilasters) and a wall-plate supporting a roof ( § 3.23-
24 ). It is however difficult to know whether this double func
tion is present here, since no details are given, neither about 
pilasters nur as to the manner in which the attic and the roof 
are joined: we only know that both must be built with the 
same outline, that is the attic will be circular or square ac
cording to the shape of the roof ( § 4.11). Lastly we do not think 
that the expression gr"ivamancaka used by Raurava in connection 
with the Mohin1 temple can mean this "entablature of the 
attic" of which we have just spoken (see Rau 37.8: garudarrz 
siTf!ham uk,rm.n vii kalpayed grivamaiicake). It is not, in fact, easy to 
see how the images of Garuc;la, lion or bull could be arranged 
at the summit ofan element which constitutes the base of the 
roof; it is probably preferable to interpret grivamaiicaka as "the 
platform (maiica) [ which is at the bottom] of the attic (griva)" 
or, better, "the entablature of [the storey which is under the] 
attic"; given such an interpretation, it is possible to make a 
connection between that sentence and the one which is used 
apropos the temple of Siva: "one must establish [images] of 
bulls at the corners of the entablature which is at the bottom of 
the attic" (prastare galamule tu ko~ie~uk~all prakalpayet, Rau 
39.30; §§ 5.8 & 19). 

§ 3.26. The presence of a niche (11iisikii, § 3.44) on each of 
the four sides of the attic of a priisiida is expressly mentioned 
only by the Ajita which gives the following de:,cription (Aj 
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14. 70-76): the niche has a rectangular opening surrounded 
by an arch (toraT)a, § 3.45) the jambs (pii.da) of which support 
an upper girder decorated by a goose frieze (haT[lsamii.lii.); the 
interior width is four and a half or five modules or is equal to 
the depth which is either two or three modules. The projection 
of the jambs in relation to the plumb of the dado (gala) of the 
attic seems to be equal to one sixth or one third of the width of 
the platform (veai) supporting that dado. The upper girder is 
two thirds of a module high. These niches, all the clements of 
which must be decorated (sarvii.T{lsal'{l sobhanii.yuktam) arc ~or 
sheltering the divine images ( § 5.2). The Raurava makes little 
mention of the ·attic and says nothing about the presence of 
these niches; it enumerates the divinities placed at the cardinal 
points without specifying the level of the elevation to which 
they are to be fitted. We may wonder however if the projecting 
false dormer-windows ( bhadranii.sikii.) which it places on the 
roof ( § 3.28) do not in fact top niches situated in the attic, as 
is the case according to the A_jita in which the "big" false 
dormer-windows (mahiinii.sikii.) arc placed above the· niches 
(nii.sikii.) which we have been discussing. 

Roof 

§ 3.27. Besides the specific term sikhara (Aj 12.45,62,64; 
14. 76 ... ; 38.22,38; Rau 39:·28) the words, the first meaning of 
which is "head", are used for indicating the fifth level of the 
elevation, the one which corresponds to the roof, thus mastaka 
(Rau 39.21 ), fir!a (Rau 39.20) or siras (Rau 42.4). These terms, 
with one exception, arc only used in connection with priisiida 
and gopura. In fact the only other type of building described 
in a detailed manner is the ma7Jrj,apa and we know that it has 
only the first three varga and that its roofing is situated at the 
level of the entablature and is theoretically an almost flat 
terrace ( § 3.24); however sir!a is used once in connection with 
the snapanama7Jrj,apa the roofing of which comprises a central 
lantern surmounted by a finial (stiipyii.rohitaiir1aka, Rau 24.3, 
§ 4.18). Lastly, we note that the roofing supported by rafters 
which covers the provisional temple ( tarui1ii.laya) is simply in-
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dicated by the word lupii. ("ratter") (Rau 27.7 and § 4.37). We 
shall therefore consider here only the roof meant to be the 
penultimate varga of priisiida and gopura. 

§ 3.28. The more or less detailed descriptions given by our 
texts do not indicate the structure of the roof of the prasada and 
content themselves with counting the false dormer-windows 
(niisi, niisikii § 3.44) which are set there. Thus according to the 
Ajita there are, on the extrados of the iikhara, four big false 
dormer-windows set at the four cardinal points (Aj 14.81); 
four smaller ones can be inserted between them when the roof 
is octagonal or circular (Aj 14.82). The biggest which are the 
only ones described (Aj 14.77-80) have a width equal to one 
third that of the roof, a height which is equal to three quarters 
of their width and a depth of two modules. Their jambs are 

. . 
similar to the pilasters of the attic or to the jambs of the niches 
of the attic (? grivapiidavat, § 3.25) and they support a crowning 
(iiras) the height of which is equal to half the width of the 
dormer-windows. This crowning, which probably forms an 
arch, is ornamented with a mask of kinnari (kinnarivaktra pro
posed by the editor for kambarzvaktra of the Ms.) and many 
lianas, dwarves (as well as other figures of the same type) riding 
lions, vyala and elephants. In the Raurava, the two and a half 
verses (39.28-30a) devoted to the roof of prasada are extremely 
confused; to us it appears that distinctions are made between 
three types of false dormer-windows: the (big) false dormer
windows with significant projection (bhadranasikii, literally 
"false dormer-window forming protuberance" § 3.44), the 
(big) false dormer-windows with little projection (abhadra11ii.
sikii.) and the small ones ( alpaniisi). The first of these would be 
found at the top of the four facades of large priisiida with square 
or circular roof, the second ones at the top of the corners of 
large priisiida with circular roof (vesara, § 4.11) and the third 
at the top of the facades and possibly at the corners of the 
smaller priisiida. The different types of iikhara so far presented 
go with the priisiida the sikhara of which, even if it is circular or 
octagonal, is built on the basis ofa square and we have hardly 
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any details about the coverings of the two ( or three) rectan
gular priisiida listed in the Ajita ( § 4.12) 

§ 3.29. As far as gateways (gopura § 4.33), the plan of which 
is generally rectangular, are concerned, the Raurava (42.4-5) 
simply enumerates, without describing them, six possible forms 
for their roofs: the wagon-roof (siiliikiira), the flat roof (harmyii
kiira), the roof with double slope and a framing of rafters 
(LupiirohitaJiras), the roofin the form ofmal')rjapa (mal')rjapa), the 
one in the form of sabhii (sahiirakam error for sabhiikiiram ?) and 
lastly the one which is "like an umbrella" (chattriikiira). A jiilii is 
an edifice which is generally elongated and its wagon-roof ends 
with two very characteristic horse-shoe gables. We interpret 
harmyiikiira as indicating a flat-roof taking for our evidence 
the definition of the harmya as found for example in the Maya
mata (26.100: muT)r/iikiiraT{I fir;akaT{I harmyam etat) and in other 
parallel texts (ibid. t. II p. 36, n. 78); we may suppose that this 
flat roof is situated above the attic unlike the roof "in the form 
ofma1J<!apa" which must correspond to that ofa gateway which, 
in the manner of maT)tfapa, consists of only three varga and 
which consequently has its roof exactly at the height of its 
entablature. The roof "in the form of sabhii." is probably 
characterized by two hips ( § 4.38) while the roof "like an 
umbrella" is doubtless pyramidal unless it is simply a convex 
terrace analogous to the co;ering of the maT)r/apa described by 
the Ajita ( § 3.24). 

Finial 

§ 3.30. The finial is the last level of priisiida and gopura and, 
exceptionally, of a maT)r/apa ( § 4.30). It is indicated by the 
precise term stii.pi (Aj 12.45,63 ... ; 14.83-87; Rau 24.3; 26.19, 
20,28 ... ; 39.21) or by kumbha (Aj 14.90) which specifically 
indicates its main component. The Raurava uses kur;r/ala on 
three occasions when the context makes it clear that it is the 
finial that is meant or more precisely the summital bud of this 
finial (Rau 39.20,23,24); for example about the niigara type of 
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priisiida the text ha~ this· to say: "it must be square from base 
to /s,uT)rjala" (kuT)rjaliintam adhiJ/hiiniid vediisram niigaram bhavet, 
Rau 39.20) and this is also indicated by the Ajita which says that 
this priisiida "is square from ground to finial" (bhaumiidistii.pipar
yanta1Jl niigara1Jl caturairakam, Aj 12.67a). It is not 3bvious how we 
may move from the normal meaning of ku7Jqala ("ring") to 
that of finial; on the other hand it is possible that ku7Jqala is a 
wrong reading for ku</.mala ("flower bud") which is sometimes 
used to indicate the "bud" of the finial (Mayamata 19.17) and 
thus by extension the finial itself (ibid. I 9.58). 

§ 3.31. The finial is made in metal (gold, silver, copper, 
lead or bronze) or of clay, fired or simply dried (Aj 14.90-91). 
It is placed at the summit of the roof above the crowning 
bricks (mii.rdhef{aka) during a ceremony which marks the end 
of the work of construction (Aj chap. 15); there are four of 
these "bricks" (which can be stones § 2.12) and they hold in 
place a vertical stake (kila) which is the same height as the 
finial which is intended to encase it (Aj 15.4 7-48). The finial 
tapers towards the top (iinupiirvyiit krsam, Aj 14.83); its section 
is square or circular according to which of these designs the 
r0of follows. When the roof is established according to an 
elongated plan there are several finials aligned on its ridge, 
thus for example for the prasiida of svastibandhana type (Aj 12. 70, 
§ 4.12) which has three of them as well as for gateways (gopura 
§ 4.33) though their finials are dealt with only incidenially in 
connection with the placing of lamps (Rau 26.20: parivarii
griilaye ca gopure1u ca stiipifu / dipiidhiirii.TJIS tu vinyii.s_va . .. ) . Only 
the Ajita gives a detailed description of the finial; it enumerates 
its elements on two occasions with shades of differe11ce in the 
vocabulary, the first time when indicating their widths (Aj 
14.83-86) and the second time when giving their relative 
heights (ibid. 87-89). The width (or the diameter) of each of 
them is determined by a complex system of relations to the 
width of the slab (piili) which constitutes the base of the finial; 
the width of this slab itself is three fifths of the width of the 
platform (vedi) of the attic which is equal to that of the roof 
(4/ 14.83 arid 77). The different components and their pro
portions are as follows, starting from the bottom of the stupi; 
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for the sake of clarity we have reduced the system ofproporuons 
for widths to a simple basis, the unit of which is 1 /45 of the 
width of the base slab: 

height width 

(14.87-89) (14.83-86) ( 14.87-89) (14.83-86) 

A pali pali base slab 2/32 3/5 of that 
of the roof 

B ambuja padma lotus (doucine) 4/32 27/45 of A 
C skandha ka11dhara groove I !/32 18/45 
D adharapa!{i pa.Ii(?) slab ( ?) l½/32 3/45 
E ghata kumbha vase 7 /32 9/45 
F miilapadma ? doucine l½/32 ? 

G 6rwa ka~z{ha stem 6/32 1/45 
H kampanzvra pali slab ( ?) l½/32 

') 

I valka ? peduncle 1/32 ') 

J mukula mukula bud 6/32 I /45 

As we can see from these two lists the finial is made up of four 
main parts of approximately equal height, separated by low 
linking elements. Thus we ha\'e a base (A-B) made up of the 
very wide slab resting on the top of the roof and on a "lotus" 
which must have a doucine-like profile and which elevates the 
vase (E) which as its name suggests is rounded. Then we have 
an elongated stem (G) whose name "neck" indicates its very 
slender appearance and lastly a bud of great height at the 
summit 0); it is perhaps this bud which is referred to in the 
Raurava as indicating the whole finial. The linking elements. 
( D and H) probably appear as kinds of slab projecting slightly 
in relation to the narrow elcmcnts, groan· IC) or stem \GI 

which they top; this is clear from the compound kampan"fr·ra 
(H) which means literally "the projection (nirra) of the fillet 
(kampa')". The miilapadma must be an in\'erted doucine-like 
element which adjusts the breadth from the huge "vase·· to 
the thin "stem". Lastly the valka (I) which constitutes the base 
of' the "bud" mav owe its name literallv "bark", to the fact 
that due to its pc;sition it corres~onds tc; the peduncle which 
looks like the bulging of the skin of the stem at the bottom of a 
flower bud. 
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PLANS: ELEMENTS AND LAYOUT 

Plans 

§ 3.32. Most of the edifices described in our two texts have 
a main body (demarcated by the prama1Jasutra § 2.5); its plan 
is drawn according to a regular square or rectangle on which 
are to be articulated various supplementary features, for ex
ample the forepart ( § 3.34). Leaving aside certain specific 
priisiida, this plan is uniform at all levels of the edifice from the 
ground up. The main body thus determined constitutes in 
most cases a "closed" volume which is nowhere open to the 
sky. The square plan is used for a great number of ma1J¢apa 
( § § 4.19-20) and it is the basic outline for most of the prasada, 
even for those having their upper part (attic upward) designed 
on a circular or octagonal basis ( §§ 4.11-12). The rectangular 
plan is also used for the ma7J¢apa ( § 4.19 & 21) and for one, or 
possibly two, priisiida ( § 4.12); it is the only plan prescribed for 
the sabhii ( § 4.38), the gopura and the edifices "in the form of 
gopura" ( § 4.35); it is also the plan of the miilikii but this is a 
special case since, as we shall see, malikii are galleries attached 
to the interior faces of the enclosure walls; they surround a 
courtyard and are designed according to the plan of the en
closure, that is to say, they are always rectangular ( § 5:6). The 
only other type of edifice with a central courtyard dealt with 
in our texts is the catuisala which, according to the Ajita (38.43) 
serves as kitchen of the sanctuary; it is not described in this 
text but we know that it is a house comprising four main 
buildings (siilii) enclosing a central courtyard the plan of which 
may be square or rectangular (Mayamata chap. 26). The only 
edifice whose plan is circular is the priisada of the vesara type 
but the circular design may also be applied to its upper part 
alone ( § 4.11 ). The octagonal design is found only in the Ajita 
in connection with the upper part of two square prasada and 
of a third one which could be rectangular ( § 4.11-12). Lastly 
the only composite plan given is that of the prasada of the 
hastipr1!ha type which is characterized by the presence of an 
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apse and which is thus "at the same time circular and rectan
gular" (iiyatarrz vrttam eva ca, Aj 12.72). 

§ 3.33. According to their purpose the edifices described 
have an extremely simple interior layout which explains why 
the information on this subject, where it exists, is given briefly. 
The priisiida; all of which are temples, naturally ha,·e a central 
sanctum (garb/zagrlza, § 4. 7) but we are not told if its plan must 
conform to that of the edifice or ifit is always square as its given 
proportions lead us to suppose (ibidem). In the "large" temples 
this sanctum can be surrounded by concentric aisles (alinda); 
their presence, which can be understood in relation to the 
ritual (facilitating the circumambulation of the divinity inside 
the temple itself when the sanctum proper is too congested), 
is more probably due, however, to technical necessities: in
stallation of the stairs leading to the upper storeys and, above 
all, the lightening of the solid masonry surrounding the 
sanctum ( § 4.8). Whilst on this subject, it should be noted 
that nothing is said about the layout or the upper storeys of the 
priisiida; in particular we are not told if the stairs in question 
lead up to closed rooms or just to the small terraced ledges 
determined by the recessed position or the facade of an upper 
storey in relation to the storey immediately below. All the 
maT)</.apa have one single room, entirely free from inner pillars 
in the case of the small pavilions which have four or twelve 
pillars arranged on the periphei'·y only ( § 4.20 types I and II); 
everywhere else we find a hypostyle room with regularly 
spaced pillars (except sometimes at the centre where the inter
calumniation may be thrice what it is elsewhere, §§ 4.17-18). 
Allusion is never made to any internal di,·ision of a nw~l(la/w. 
We can assume the existence of such a division in the case of 
the mii.likii since these cloister-like galleries can house the 
apartments whose function is to serve thr sanctuary and 
which must be separated one from the other ( §§ -!.36 & 5.9). 
Lastly, we note that nothing is said about the internal layout 
of gopura and we do not know if the two doors on their elongated 
sides give access to a central room or if they are simply linkrd 
by a corridor going through solid masonry. 
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Outlying elements of the plan 

§ 3.34. The features which are articulated to the plan of 
the main body and which are consequently placed outside the 
space demarcated by the pramaTJ,asutra are usually of small 
dimensions. The only exceptions are the mukhama1J.¢apa which 
serves as an entrance hall to the priisada and which in certain 
cases can be bigger than the edifice of which it is an annexe 
( § 4.9) and the surrounding gallery (vara) which according to 
the Ajita can circle certain ma1J<fapa ( § 4.22); in both cases 
these features are intended to increase the inhabitable space of 
the main body. This does not seem always to be the case with 
the forepart, indicated by diverse names, which can be built 
against the central part of the facades of the prasada or of the 
ma1J.qapa. These are the elongated elements with only slight 
projection which, for the prasada (they are then called bhadra) 
occupy the middle of one or more of the blind faces of the 
edifice ( § 4. I 0) : these placements are also those of the arches 
which house the images ( § 3.45) and it would seem that when 
both these elements exist on one facade the bhadra is intended 
to highlight the image. Only the Ajita specifies the position of 
bhadra and then only when dealing with one-storey prii.sii.da so 
we do not know if these foreparts are to be elevated as far as 
the upper storey(-s) or if they are confined to the ground floor. 
The term bhadra is used in the Raurava in the compound 
agrabhadra which indicates the forepart which is to be situated 
in front of the entrance of a rectangular pavilion (Rau 40.16); 
we are not, as in the preceding case, dealing with a solid element 
but rather with an expanded porch; it is this that is indicated 
by the Ajita which names it nirgama ("projection") and which 
prescribes its position on the axis of the access stairs and, con
sequently, of the doors (Aj 37.23-25, § 4.22). 

§ 3.35. The Ajita, in descrihing the prasada saubhadra (Aj 
12.68, § 4.12) says that it should include "forepart and visa/a" 
(sabhadrarrz saviialam). Visa/a is usually applied to the width or 
to the area and, were it not for the simultaneous presence of 
the bhadra it would be considered simply as a synonym of this 
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term, the forepart being characterized by its area here as it is 
characterized by its projection in the appellation nirgama 
(above). The editor of the text, by the expedient of a quotation 
from the Suprahhedagama (31. 104a quoted in Ajita t. Ip. 83 n. 4), 
postulates a connection between this element and a ma7J¢apa 
with a hundred pillars called visala which seems to us to be as 
unlikely as the established connection (ibid. n. 2) between the 
hhadra/forepart of which we have just spoken and the hhadra
pz/ha which is a type of pedestal ( § 5.4). In fact these words, 
used to indicate the various types of edifices or architectural 
elements, are all-purpose names the value of which varies 
from one work to the other and, sometimes, even from one 
chapter to the next in the same work. To take for an example 
once more the word visala which in the Suprahhedagama, as we 
have seen, indicates a type of pavilion with a hundred columns, 
we note that, in the Ajita, it is applied in the form srzvija/a to a 
pavilion with thirty-six pillars (Aj 37.13a, § 4.20 t1pe III) 
and that in the Kii.mikii.gama (1.45.41) it indicates one of the 
categories of malika. To take another example ii.bhii.sa in Raurava 
indicates a prii.sii.da whose width ranges from fifteen to twenty
seven cubits (Rau 39.lsq.; § 4.5) and in the Ajita a sanctuary 
with unique enclosure (Aj 38.13; § 5.6) and in the Mayamata 
things as varied as temples, pavilions, houses, sahhii and 
methods of squaring off the timber (Mayamata, t. II index). 
To return to visala, it seems ··to us that, in this particular case, 
it must be an elongated element which in all likelihood is to 
be placed between the main body and the forepart. 

§ 3.36. Another term posing problems is rmi.t;a: accQrding 
to the Raurava (40.16 and 18) the rectangular pavilions, one of 
which is provided with a forepart (agrabhadra), have at the rear 
a raizga of three units (width or length?). It is not stated if it 
is exterior to the ma7J¢apa in which case it would be in symmetry 
with the agrabhadra at the front, or if it is inside. In the first 
case it may be a forepart which, unlike the agrabhadra, would 
not correspond to an entrance; thus it could play the role of a 
kind of "apse" of elongated rather than rounded plan. In the 
second case it is most likely a canopy; we already know that 
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ranga which in classical literature indicates the stage of a 
theatre, a theatre itself or an edifice of that type, is often 
applied to a canopy or an analogous structure: it is what is 
meant by the Kamikagama when it says that "the ranga is a 
ma1J,,J.apa constructed in the interior of a ma1pjapa" (Kamikagama 
1.50.94); if this hypothesis is accepted the ranga is not ap 
elemf'nt exterior to the plan but an interior construction 
intended to shelter an image. 

Doors 

§ 3.37. There are no descripticns relating to doors in the 
Raurava; the word dvara does not even appear in the chapters 
describing the prasada, the ma7J¢apa and the gateways; the 
information on the door itself and its frame, which we shall 
refer to in due course, is given only very incidentally. The 
Ajita gives two categories of doors distinguished one from the 
other by the buildings for which they arc intended and by 
the level at which they are situated on the facade of an edifice 
as well as by their proportions. The more common type cor
responds to the doors of the. prasada and of the ma7Jefapa (Aj 
12.37-44). The doors of this type must be placed between the 
base (adh~fhana) and the entablature (prastara); they must in 
no case interrupt the prati (supplementary lever or string 
course? §§ 3.6 & 15) which crowns the base (.4j 12.44 where 
the correction of naiva to caiva is certainly an inadvertance on 
the part of the editor; see the parallel texts in Mayamata, t. I 
p. 264); their height may be equal to the distance which 
separates this prati from the architrave (that is to say, to the 
height of the padavarga) or to that distance, les.~ one tenth, one 
ninth or one eighth (Aj 12.37-38); their width is equal tu half 
this height or to half, less one ur two tenths (Aj 12.39-40). The 
proportions are a little different for the door which gives 
access to the sanctum (garbhagrha, § 't. 7) which is then called 
gehadvara (Rau 30.50), vaktra (literally "mouth", "face" Rau 
I I. I) or simply dvara (passim). The dimensions of this door 
are calculated in terms of those of the sanctum, its width being 
one fourth of that of the sanctum and its height one half of it 
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(Aj 12.40--41); these dimensions sometimes serve as the basis 
for the calculation of those of the Linga, of the image of the 
deity and of those of the triiii.la or of the image of Vr~a, both 
situated in front of the temple (Aj 4.6; 36.6-8; Rau 39.9,11; 
35. 7-8). The compound suddhadviira (literally "pure door") 
used in this connection by the Ajita (36.6) probabl) shows that 
the reference dimensions here are those of the door proper, 
that is the interior dimensions of its frame, and not those of the 
exterior of the frame nor of the opening (see the same expres
sion used in a similar context in the Marzcisarrzhitii chap.8 p. 38, 
last para.). The second type of door is peculiar to the gateways 
(gopura, § 4.33); their doors do not in fact rise from the summit 
of the base but from the "upiina" which could be the plinth of 
this base (or possibly of the socle, upapifha) or most probably 
the adjustment layer found beneath it (Aj 38.40-41, § 2.25). 
\,Ve are therefore dealing with a porte-cochere or even with a 
chariot-gate; its dimensions can be calculated in two different 
ways (Aj 38.41-43): according to the first, the height which is 
double the width, is equal to the distance which separates the 
upiina from the entablature, that is to the total of the height of 
the piidavarga and of the adhi-!!hiina and, possibly, of the upapzfha; 
according to the second method this height is nine, ten or 
eleven spans (Iii/a=½ cubit, § 2.1) and the width is, a~ before, 
half the height. 

§ 3.38. The frame of the doors is made up of two jambs 
called jiikha (Aj 12.41-43; 20.126) or piida (4i 20.126), a lintel 
( udumbara .'lj 12.42 or patanga, Rau I 0.15) and a raised threshold 
(dehali, .;lj 12.42 and 20.126-127 or blmvaizga, Rau 10.15). These 
fotT elements are all square section and their width is equal to 
one fourth the height of the door itself (Aj 12.41); this may 
appear considerable but it allows for the placement of a signi
ficant decoration: different types 0f foliage ( vicitrapatrai-alli., 
Aj 12.42) to which are added on the lintel the image, of - , ' ... 

Sri, Sarasvati and Vighnesa and, on the jambs, those of the 
two Nidhipala, one holding the conch and the other the lotus 
(Aj 12.42-43). The term used to indicate a leaf is kavii{a; when 
it is not in dual form (.1;'20.128; 30.50; Rau 10.15), its appear-
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ance in compound words· does not tell us whether our texts 
also consider the existence of doors with single leaf (Aj 32.12; 
Rau 27.8). The pa!{ikii which is mentioned apropos the double 
door which gives access to the sanctum (Rau 10.15) is probably 
the rabbet-bar covering the gap between the two leaves (in 
the Mayamata 13.31, it is called skandhapa!{ikii). The only lock 
mentioned is a horizontal latch (argala, Rau 27.8, see Mayamata 
t. II p. 217 n. 26). 

§ 3.39. The number of doors and their positions vary 
according to the type of edifice and are rarely the subject of 
precise indications. The priisiida have one door only, situated 
in the centre of the main facade ( § 4. 7) but the mukhama7Jq.apa 
which is in front of this entrance may possibly include lateral 
accesses in addition to that which is situated on the axis of the 
sanctum (Rau 40.21, § 4.9). For the ma1Jef.apa they may number 
one to four and they are most probably in the middle of the 
facades since they correspond to the foreparts (nirgama) situ
ated in that position ( § 3.34). Lastly we note that the pavilions 
for installation of the Linga have four doors and that the pro
portions of two of these are to be calculated from those of.the 
Linga and not, as might be supposed, according to the general 
rules ( §§ 4.22 & 26). Finally as far as the gateways are con
cerned it may be supposed that their doors (described above) 
are fitted into their elongated sides but that is never specified 
( §§ 4.33sq.); and besides we know that these buildings may 
b~. replaced by simple gates set into the enclosure walls 
(1buiem). 

Windows 

§ 3.40. Windows are never dealt with directly in our texts 
and this is explained by the fact that the two types of edifices 
described in detail are the priisiida and the mw1ef.apa, the first 
one of which is entirely closed and the second most often open 
on all sides ( § 4.17). It goes without saying that the false 
:~rmer-windo"."s which are found on the roof of the priisiida 

d on the dnpstone cannot be included in the category of 
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windows ( § 3.44). The only reference to a window in the Ajita 
is to the latticed window (jiilaka) already mentioned in the 
exposition of the system of measures (Aj 12.2; § 2.1). The 
Raurava, for its part, simply indicates that the passage (antariila) 
which links two ma7Jqapa can include latticed windows (jiilaka) 
when it has no lateral entrances (vda) (Rau 40.8a; § 4.22). 

Stairs 

§ 3.41 Mention has already been made of the stairs (sopana) 
which are set in the aisles (alinda) allowing acce!:l> to the upper 
storeys of the priisiida ( §§ 3.33 & 4.8). These are the only ones 
named by the Raurava which in lieu of description indicates 
only that they are dextrogyre (pradak~iTJavaiiit) which could be 
an allusion to spiral staircases (see eg. Mayamata t. I p. 490). 
In the Ajita the stairs which give access to the summit of the 
base of certain pavilions, the position of which corresponds to 
that of the foreparts (nirgama, § 3.34) are bordered by two 
rails in the form of elephant's trunks (hastihasta, Aj 37.25-26). 
The same text points out, though without giving more details, 
that the main altar (mahiipz[ha) must be accessible by stairs 
when it is elevated by a socle (Aj 39.52; 5.11). 

DECORATIVE ELEMENTS 

Aediculae 

§ 3.42. The decorative elements which we shall discuss 
here are those which are built on the facades of the edifice 
without modifying its plan, unlike foreparts placed with an 
"eye to decoration" (iobhii.rtham, Aj 12.32) and yet appearing 
on the basic plan as outgrowths ( § 3.34). Amongst these 
decorative elements are found diverse aediculae which are 
mentioned, though not described, in connection with priisii.da 
(4,i and Rau), ma1Jrf.apa (Rau) and enclosure walls (Aj). Ac
cording to the Raurava these aediculae are intended to shelter 
divine images ( § 5.2) but they can also be purely decorative 
( Rau 39. l 4a). In the case of a prii.sii.da they can be installed 
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"above the base", that is against the padavarga of the ground 
floor or "above the entablature", that is against the padavarga 
of the upper storey (or storeys) and probably against the attic 
if the prasiida has only one storey (Rau 39.13). No details are 
given for the marJtfapa but the first of the two possibilities 
given above hardly seems practicable when the piidavarga is 
present as a portico, and not as a wall ( § 4.17) and consequently 
we may suppose that the aediculae are set above the entabla
ture; however due to the latter being the final level of the 
marp/apa, they cannot be built against a wall but should form a 
sort of coping at the summit of the elevation. As far as the en
closure walls are concerned we may suppose they originate 
from the stereobate which may possibly serve as base of the 
wall proper ( § 5.8). 

§ 3.43. The aediculae mentioned in our texts are of three 
types which with the help of parallel texts can be defined as 
follows: first are kii/a which are square plan and which are 
generally situated at the corners of an edifice, hence their 
frequent appearance under the name karT)akii/a (Aj I 2.68, 73; 
Rau 39.11, l 2 and 40.20); those attached to enclosure walls 
are, of course, simply called kii{a (Aj 38.23). It should be 
pointed out that this term kii{a is also applied to an edifice 
analogous to a marJtfapa (§ 4.14) and to the lantern which can 
sometimes be found in the centre of the roof of a pavilion 
( § 4.18). The kof{ha (Rau 39.11-12) or siilii (Aj (38.23) are the 
elongated aediculae covered by a wagon-roof (iiiliikiira); they 
are never situated at a corner of an edifice and their length is 
generally twice the width of the kii/a situated on the same level 
(Rau 39.11). The term iii/ii is also applied to the wagon-roof 
( § 3.29) and to some edifices which in our texts at least are 
poorly defined ( § 4.40). Lastly we find paiu·ara (Aj 12.69, 70 and 
38.23; Rau 39.11-12) which are placed between the kof{ha 
and the kii{a or between two kof{ha; they are square plan and 
their width is equal to that of the kii{a found at the same level 
(Rau 39.11); they probably owe their name ("cage") to the 
fact that they usually appear as a sort of small kiosk with four 
pillars whilst the kii{a and the ko1{ha have the appearance of 
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closed edifices, the door opening of which is occupied, if 
applicable, by the image of a deity. Such "cages" can also be 
found on the platform of the attic ( § 4.12). 

Niches and false dormer-windows 

§ 3.44. We have already had occasion to mention the 
presence of no.ii (nasika) on the extrados of the dri?stone 
(§ 3.10), on the attic(§ 3.26) and on the roof(§ 3.28). Nasi 
means "nose" and the use of such a word implies that the 
element referred to forms a projection. The descriptions which 
are given in connection with the attic and the roof show that 
the term is, in fact, applied to two different features. Apropos 
the attic a nasi is a niche enclosed by a projecting tora7Ja and 
intended to sheiter an image whereas a 11iis"'i placed on a roof 
has a purely decorative function: no divinity is placed at the 
centre but the surrounding decorations, on the other hand, 
would seem to be especially rich ( § 3.29). When we are dealing 
with a roof then this element is present as a blind dormer
window, which has led us to refer to it by the convenient 
expression "false dormer-window"; we also use this expression 
for the nasi found on a cornice since this moulding is in fact 
nothing but a convention representing the eave ofa roof. These 
different niches and false dormer-windows are usually dr.sig
nated according to their rel~tive dimensions which explains 
the use of the expression mahanasika and alpanasikii: the first 
are generally situated at the cardinal points and the second at 
the intermediate directions ( § § 3.28 and 4.12). However in 
connection with the prasiida, the Raurava appears to classify 
these nasi according to their projection whether it be great or 
small, since it distinguishes the nasika from the bhadranasika 
("niche forming forepart, § 3.28) but the passage devoted to 
these features is too brief to permit or judging the exact im
portance of this indication. Lastly, it remains to mention the 
specific use ol' nasika in connection with the pavilion for the 
ceremony of the swing (¢olamarJ¢apa, § 4.31). It is stated that 
in this pavilion the inner crossbeam (uttara) which supports 
the swing is surmounted by an arch (tora!Ja) the nasikii of which 
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is ornamented with vyiila and harrzsa (Aj 26.69a). It seems that 
nii.sikii. in this case designates the "gable" limited by an arch, 
by analogy with the niches which, as we have seen, are some
times surrounded by an arch. 

Arches 

§ 3.45. The word tora1Ja is used in our texts to indicate an 
arch the roles or which can be many and various. It can be a 
simple arch worked out or branches and leaves and placed at 
the entrance to a temporary pavilion constructed for a parti
cular ceremony as, for example, in the case of sacrificial pavi
lions the entrances of which are characterized by tora1Ja which 
are arches of plantain stems and leaves (Rau 18.62). Beside5 
these ephemeral arches which, in actual fact, replace the doors 
themselves, we also find a number of decorative arches which 
are sculpted on the walls of the edifices. We have already 
spoken of those which surround certain niches ( §§ 3.36 & 44) 
and there arc others found in the middle of the blind faces of 
the lower piidavarga of the prii.sada and possibly on the foreparts 
(bhadra, § 3.34) that is to say, in positions where the doors 
would be if the prii.siida were open on four sides and not just on 
one. The analogy between these tora1Ja which surround divine 
images ( § 5.2) and the door is the more striking in that the 
proportions may be similar. The Ajita specifies that these 
tora1Ja reach from the prati, situated at the summit of the base, 
to the architrave (uttara) at the bottom of the entablature 
(Aj 14.60): such indication, as we have seen, has already been 
given apropos the door of the sanctum ( § 3.37). The width 
of the tora1Ja is equal to half of the height thus calculated or it 
may be half of the intercolumniation of the pillars of the 
pii.davarga (Aj 14.60). The tora1Ja includes two pillars (pii.da) 
occupying one third of the height, the rest of which is taken up 
by the arch proper which rests on these two pillars and which 
is called here makara, probably due to the makara decoration 
which it usually bears (Aj 38.23; § 5.8). It remains to note that 
an arch crowns the cross-beam supporting the swing in the 
¢oliima1J¢apa and that it surrounds an ornamented gable 
(niisikii, §§ 3.44 and 4.31). 



IV 

EDIFICES 

§ 4.1. All the edifices described in both texts pertain to 
religious architecture as has been pointed out. They are 
temples or chapels housing divine images or they are buildings 
for the service of the sanctuary or those erected for the per
formance of certain ceremonies. In any of these cases they can 
be temporary or permanent structures. Thus besides the 
permanent temples whir.h are usually priisiida ( § 4.2 ... ), we 
have the taru7Jiilaya ( § 4.37) constructed to stand for a limited 
period and we shall see that several ma1J¢apa are only temporary 
constructions erected upon the occasion of a particular cere
mony ( § 4.13) whilst others form part of the structures which 
must be present in a sanctuary. Most of these different types 
of construction pertain to well defined architectural categories 
which will be mainly what we will study here, reserving for the 
next chapter the general layout of the sanctuaries (bhavana). 
Here we shall look at the priisiida which can be defined as 
being temples with a six level .elevation, the ma1J¢apa, pavilions 
with three levels, the gopura which are the gateways, the miilikii 
which look like cloister shaped galleries and, lastly, the taru7Ja
laya referred to above; we shall mention various edifices on 
which there is singularly little information in our texts (sabha, 
dhimya . .. ). 

PR.AS.ADA 

§ 4.2. From the architectural point of view a prasada is 
defined as a building with six levels of elevation (Aj 14.91). In 
practice in the texts it is invariably a temple which houses a 
divinity whether it be the principal temple of a sanctuary as 
is scmetimes specified by the use of compounds such as miila
prasada or miilalaya or miilaharmya (below). or the chapel of 
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Attendants of Siva such as Cai:ic;lesa, Brahma, Jyc~tha, Gai:iesa, 
Vi~l)U or Arka (Aj 39.11-14; § 5.14). Unless we are mistaken 
this term prasada, in the Raurava as well as in the Ajita, always 
means precisely "temple (or chapel) provided with six levels". 
The only exception to this is a token one; it is the use of the 
expression "like a prasada for the gods" (devaprii.sadavat) in con
nection with a dhipga which, as we shall see, is defined simul
taneously, as a divine abode (devatagrha) with three or with 
four levels (Aj 14.92; § 4.39). It is prob2ble that the similarity 
in this particular case is with respect to the function and not 
to the elevation. Aside from prasada a certain number of other 
terms are used for the same category of edifice: vimana (Aj 
12.34,47), sadman (Aj 12.30,36 ... ; Rau 39.12 ... ), sadana (Rau 
39.1,2 ... ), nivesa (Aj 39.13) and, most especially, harmya (Aj 
and Rau passim), iilaya, dhii.man and grha (Aj and Rau passim); 
the last three of these are also used, as might be expected, for 
indicating buildings of no matter what type. To take only a few 
examples, the chapel ofVr~a has the form ofa pavilion (malJ<fa
pakiira) and is called iilaya (Aj 39.12), a sabhii is a dhiiman (Aj 
14.93; § 4.38) and, as we have just seen, a devadhi,J1Jya is at the 
same time a devatiigrha. Alaya is used frequently in the com
pound sivii.laya to designate not a temple but the complete 
complex of buildings which constitutes the sanctuary of Siva 
(for example Rau 39.9 or Aj 51.6); in this context it is a synonym 
of bhavana (below). We know that harmya as applied to a roof 
appears to have the specific meaning of "building wit!: a flat 
roor' ( § 3.39). The word bhavana seems to be used to indicate 
the sanctuary in its totality as opposed to the temple proper. 
Thus we read in the Ajita that "after having p('rformed the 
circumambulation of the village (griima) one enters the sanc
tuary (b/zavana) and moves towards the sacrificial pavilion 
1 situated in the enclosure, § 5.10) and after that one circum
ambulates the temple (dhiima11) .. . " (Aj 28.95-98). Lastly 
mandira which appears only once (Rau 36.2) seems to designate, 
in a general way, the sanctuary, in the particular case when 
Vi~l)U is the principal deity of that sanctuary. 
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Dimensions of the priisiida 

§ 4.3. The information ~ven by both texts on the subject 
of the dimensions of the prasada varies quite a lot and we shall 
introduce their points separately ( §§ 4.4,5). We shall now 
ncte some characteristics common to both texts. First and 
foremost, the sole dimension given in its absolute value is the 
width of the prii.sii.da; we have seen elsewhere that this width 
may possibly serve as a unit of reference for calculating the 
dimensions of the enclosures of the sanctuary ( § 2.2) and it is 
from this width that the height is to be determined, according 
to the proportions which vary from one text to the other. No 
reference is made to the calculation of the length though the 
Ajita does mention one kind of prii.sii.da, or perhaps two (see 
§ 4.12) whose plan is rectangular. Another noteworthy point 
is the very small width given for the smallest prii.siida-three 
cubits according to the Ajita and only one cubit according to 
the Raurava-and we can better understand such dimensions 
if we consider that the available descriptions can be as well 
applied to the principal temple as to the chapels of the At
tendants which surround it, chapels the size of which is limited 
by the narrowness of the courtyard (see § 5.6). Lastly we 
should not be misled by the large number of widths given in 
both the texts; several of them pertain only to multiple 
stareyed temples which are •hardly touched upon in our texts. 
For example the Ajita when giving the width of the temples 
with one to twelve storeys describes only the one-storeyed type 
and, in the same way, the Rauram which deals with temples of 
up to sixteen storeys is limited when it comes to detailed pro
portions of the edifices with three or more storeys ( § 4.G). 

§ 4.4. According to the Ajita ( 12.15 20) twcnty-ei~ht 
widths are possible for the priisiida and these range from three 
to thirty cubits by successive increases of one cubit and arc 
divided into three groups which correspond to the "small" 
temples (ka,!Ja.w, avara, adhama), the "medium" ones (lllfl,,'.'o•a

ma) and the ''large" ones (uttama, fref(ha). There are well 
defined heights (.t,· 12.34-37) and numbers of storeys (Aj 12. 
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46-60) corresponding to each of these categories and these 
data are summarized in the following table: 

ratio 
category No. ofstorcys widths in cubits height/width 
"small" I 3 to JO 
(3 to 10 2 5 to 10 
cubits) 3 7 to 10 2/1 

4 9 and IO 
5 9 ( ?) (a) 

··medium" 3 11 and 12 
( 11 to 20 4 11 to 14 
cubits) 5 11 to 16 

6 13 to 18 12/7 
7 15 to 20 
8 17 to 20 
9 19 and 20 

"large" 8 21 and 22 
(2lto30 9 21 to 23 
cubits) 9 21 to 23 11 /7 

IO 2 I to 26 
11 23 to 28 
12 25 to 30 

(a) it is possible that daiiirµse should be read instead of nandiirµse. 

§ 4.5. There are thirty-six possible widths given in the 
Raurava (39.1-8). They range from one to seventy-one cubits 
by successive increases of two cubits and they are divided into 
five groups and not three, in the following manner: 

category 
k1udra ("small") 
ii.bhiisa 
vikalpa 
chanda 
jiiti 

widths in cubits 
l to 13 

15 to 27 
29 to 41 
43 to 55 
57 to 71 

No. of storeys 
1,2 or 3 
3,4 or 5 
6, 7 or 8 
8,9 or 10 
13 or 16 

It is indicated that the corresponding heights may be calculated 
from the chosen width in one of the five following ways (ibidem): 
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fiintika (Height=¼ of the Width), pauf(ika (H.=½ W.), 
jayada (H. = ¾ W.), adbhuta (H. = W.) and siirvakiimika 
(H. = I¼ W.). No mention is made ofa relationship between 
any one of these and any of the five categories examined. 

Elevation of the priisiida 

§ 4.6. The vertical proportions of the different levels ( varga) 
are clearly defined only in connection with onc-storeyed 
edifices (Aj and Rau) and with those of two storeys (Rau). They 
are summarized in the following tables: 

one storeyed priisiida 
Aj l 2.6 l-63a Aj l 2.63a-65a Rau 39.196-20 

finial stupi 1/8 shi.pi I/ I 0 kurJ.¢ala 1/8 
roof fikhara 2/8 sikhara 2/10 SlTfll 2/8 
attic kaTJ.{ha 1/8 grwa !k/10 grim 1/8 
entablature prastara 1/8 prastara I½/10 manrn 1/8 
level of the pillars pada '2/B piida 3/10 cara~w 2/8 
bast: adhi1/hii11a 1/8 masura I½/ 10 adhiira 1/8 

(In Ajita's second description, the total is indicated as "nine 
parts": navii'!liake or naviiTfliakai~ according to the different 
Mss. This is an obvious mistake since it is of ten and a hair 
parts as it appears in the item!zed description). 

two-storeyed priisiida ( Rau 39.206-21) 

finial stupi I/ I I 
roof mastaka 2/ 11 
attic gala ljl I 
entablature (2nd storey) jJ1"astara I/ 11 
level of the pillars (do.) ai1ghri '2/ 11 
entablature (!st storey) monrn 1/11 
level of the pillars (do.) ai1ghri 2/ 11 
base adhi1{hiina I/ 11 

We note that the socle (upapi{ha\ is nowhere taken into con
sideration in establishing thrsc- proportions and this is not 
surprising since it is not a compulsory element and its propor
tions in any case follow naturally from those of the base under 
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which it is placed ( § 3.13). On the other hand, the p~ii.sii.da 
with two storeys is a straightforward development of that with 
one storey, in that they are of equal height. The vertical pro
portions of edifices with three or more storeys are calculated, 
according to the Raurava, from those of edificc-s with two storeys 
but the indications on this su ~jcct arc never very clearly given 
I Rau 39.22-23a). It would seem that the height of an edifice 
with three storeys is to be divided into twelve equal parts: 
eleven of them are apportioned as above and correspond to 

the base, to the first two storeys, to the attic, to the roof and to 
the finial. The twelfth one is sub-divided into three: two 
thirds correspond to the level of the pillars of the third storey 
and one third to its entablature. Thus the total height of this 
third storey is equal to one third that of each of the two lower 
storeys. The same procedure is employed for buildings with 
four and more storeys: each time one part sub-divided into 
three is added for the supplementary storey; it continues like 
this for edifices with up to sixteen storeys, the height~ of which 
arc divided into twenty-five parts probably apportioned as 
follows: ' 

finial 
roof 
attic 
16th storey 

3rd storey 
entablature (2nd storey) 
level of the pillars (do.) 
entablature ( 1st storey) 
level of the pillars (do.) 
base 

1 /25 
2/25 
1 /25 
I /25 

I /25 
I /25 
2/25 
I /25 
2/25 
I /25 

( :\ for the entablature 
and J for the level or 
the pillars) 

(do.) 

In this way are obtained prasada who~e two lower storeys equal 
each other in height, which height is thrice that or each of the 
upper storeys, themselves equal one to another. 
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Layout of the priisiida 

§ 4. 7. The prasada consists of a single central room, the 
sanctum, which may be surrounded by one or several con
centric aisles (ali,zda § 4.81. This sanctum, normally called 
garbhagrha (Aj 12.21; Rau 39. 14...) is very often indicated 
simply by garbha (Aj and Rau /1a.1sim 1, a term which is also 
applied to the foundation deposit (Aj chap.17). Also found arc 
.{{arbhagara (Rau 13.22), dhiima.~arhha (Aj 12.27), antar.{{rha (Ai 
25.38) and anta~sthiina (Aj -~9.60). Its proportions are gi\'cn 
only for small prasada, those without aisles: its width must be 
one fourth, three fifths or four sevenths that of the priisiida (Aj 
12.2 l-2't) or one third or three fifths of that width (Rau 39.14-
15). I:: both cases the remainder of the width of the priisiida 
is taken up by the thickness of the wall (bhitti) which surrounds 
the sanctum and which, in the absence of the aisle, is also the 
external wall of thr edifice. Lastly we should add that ac
cording to the Ajita (12.25-27), the width of the sanctum of 
a priisiida constructed (reconstructed?) around an already 
existing Linga (/111rmT[I sthaT[l liiigam) must be either nine or 
twcl\'e times the width of the Linga and that the thickness of the 
walls is one third or half the width of the sanctum. The pedestal 
of the image or of the Linga (p"i/ha, pir)(/.ika § 5.3) is placed off 
centre and slightly towards the North-East in the sanctum 
(Rau 28.68; 30.37); it is fixed to the floor with mortar (Slldlza) 
which is strong (ibidem). Furthermore, the floor itself inclines 
slightly from South to North in order to facilitate the flow or 
liquids falling from the spout of the pedC'stal I Aj 13.14). The 
level ol'the floor is always lower than that ol'the bottom ol'th1· 
padavar.~a and it should correspond to that of the drainage 
duct (jalanirgamanacchidra) bored through the wall of the tcmpll' 
(Aj 13.14-15). According to the Ajita (ibid.) this duct should 
be situated at the same level as the top of the socle of the 
building (upap'i/ha) or at the same level as the torus (kairava), 
the dado (gala) or the upper string-course (pa{{ikii) of the 
base; it must be bored in the middle of the north face of the 
priisiida or at its north-east corner; th:s seems to be the case 
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whatever the orientation of the building ( § 4.9). The Raurava 
gives no specific details about this element and takes into con
sideration only its position at the North (Rau 11.3). The duct 
is extended to the exterior by a gargoyle (niila) (Aj 13.16-19) 
which is a projecting stone (niisasaila), square section with a 
width equal to that of the pillars (that is to say one module) 
or, as well, to the thickness of the wall which supports it; its 
length is twice its width, or it is three quarters more than that 
width or three times it. A gutter (jaliiyana) is cut in the middle 
of the upper face of this stone: it is trapezoidal section and its 
breadth at the bottom is one eighth less than at the top where 
it is equal to a third of the width of the gargoyle. The extremity 
of the gargoyle is a sculpted spout resembling an elephant's 
lower lip (gajiidharoj/iiT"fl.ia) and is slightly downwards inclined. 
We shall not deal again here with the door of the sanctum 
(gehadvara, § 3.37) apart from pointing out that its position is 
determined by the overall orientation of the sanctuary. If 
dedicated to Siva the temple will usually open to the East but 
the possibility ofa westward orientation is envisaged on several 
occasions (Rau chap. I I; Aj 14.66; 18.257; 39.22). The chapels 
of the Attendants should open so as to face the main temple 
( § 5.13) ; apropos sanctuaries dedicated to other gods we shall 
see that, in the case of Gai:iesa for example, the door should 
always be at the East whereas for Skanda it may be at the West 
or at the East. .. ( §§ 5.17 ... ). 

§ 4.8. The "aisles" (alinda) which may surround the 
sanctum are mentioned only in the Raurava (39.10, 16 foll.) 
which specifies that such elements arc only to be found in 
temples belonging to the four superior categories (iibhiisa ... ), 
temples which, as we have seen, are at least fifteen cubits wide 
and which have at least three storeys ( § 4.5). These aisles are 
covered passages enclosed by two walls and, where there is 
only one aisle its interior wall, which is at the same time the 
wall of the sanctum, is called grha/1i1Jr/i (Rau 39.16) and its ex
terior wall is also the- exterior wall of the priisiida and is called 
hara (ibid.). When there are several aisles ( as many as nine are 
possible, Rau 39.17) the hara of the first is the interior wall of 
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the second and so on. It is indicated moreover that these aisles 
are also to be found in the upper storeys (see below) and that 
the dextrogyre stairs found at the corners (for which kar'f)e 
kar~ze should be read instead of kaTJ{he kaTJ{he, Rau 39. I 7 a) rise 
from the aisles of the ground floor giving access to those of the 

upper storeys (Rau 39.17-18). In addition it is stated that the 
wall (that is the grhapi~z4i) which separates the sanctum from 
the innermost aisle is made of solid stone and brick masonry. 
On the other hand, apart from the statement that small 
temples have no aisles, there are no data on the relationship 
which must exist between the dimensions of the temple and 
the number of ali11da and none either on the proportions of the 
grhaPiTJ4i, the alinda and the hara and again none about the role 
played by the covered passages except apropos the stairs leading 
to the upper storeys. It should be pointed out with reference 
to this last, that the translation of alinda by "aisle" pertains 
more to their arrangement than to their function. It is worthy 
of note that, unless we arc mistaken, in tht' description of tht' 
rites which are enacted in the temple-, there is no mcmion of the 
use of these alinda. This omission is one more indication of our 
texts' lack of interest in temples of large dimensions; such an 
attitude can however be explained ifwe take into consideration 
that these alillda have less to do with cult requirements than 
they have with architectural t'xigencies of a technical kind. 
According to the Raurava, as h~s alreadv been seen, the stairs 
giving access to the upper storeys are ins~alled in the alinda but 
it is not clear why the presence of such stairs would necessitate 
the existence of several concentric alillda. It is certain on the 
other hand that in temples with multiple storeys, which arc the 
only type dealt with here, the arrangement of the upper storey~ 
which are recessed in rdation to the lower ones has the effect 
of considerably thickening the walls of the lower storeys. We 
therefore wonder if the alinda are not intended mainly to 
lighten this masonry; their probable narrowness would guard 
against such lightening having a weakening effect upon the 
solidity of the whole. 

§ 4.9. The entrance to the prasada itself may have an an-
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nexe before it which we shall describe here though in fact it 
belongs to the category of pavilions (ma(ufapa, §§ 4.13 ... ). We 
are here dealing with the mukhamal')<fapa which is articulated to 
the main facade of the prasiida and which can be considered as 
forming an actual part of the temple. This "pavilion of the 
door ( of the prasada)" is intended essentially for the accom
plishment of rites which cannot be enacted inside the prasii.da 
due to the narrowness of the sanctum and due to its being en
cumbered by the pedestal. This kind of building can be found 
in front ofa temple or ofa chapel and the Ajila makes it clear 
that the parivaralaya of Cai:iq.esa must have one of these (Aj 
39. l l; § 5.14). There are two complementary descriptions of 
the mukhamarJ<f.apa in the Ajita, one apropos the temple of Siva 
(Aj 12.28-31) and the other given along with general points 
connected with ma(1<f.apa (Aj 37 .37-40). The Ra11rava, on the 
other hand, devotes only two verses to this building (Rau 40. 
1-2) and in the chapter describing the prascida does not even 
mention its existence. Also called ardhamal')qapa (Aj 28.99; Rau 
40.2), agrama7Jqapa (Rau 27.6) or above all simply ma11efapa, the 
mukhama1Jefapa is, like all ma7Jqapa, an edifice the elevation or 
which consists of only three levels to which may possibly be 
added a socle (upapifha). According to the Ajita these three 
levels should be equal in height to the Jniisiida's corresponding 
ones (Aj 12.28; 37.39-40) or they 5hould be smaller by one, 
two, three ... or eig-ht sixtl"cnth, (:lj 12.28 29). In width the 
mukhama(ufapa should be equal to the priisiida (Aj 12.31 ; Rau 
40.1) or smaller by one fourth or one fifth (Aj 12.31) or bigger 
by half or three quarters (Rau 40.1 ). Neither of our texts in
dicate whether this building is square or rectangular but it 
may be understood as following tht'" same rules as other ma11<!apa 
(§ 4.21). Calculated in relative units, the width can be one, 
two, three or four pankti (Aj 37.37); we know that this unit 
corresponds to the distance which separates neighbouring 
pi! lars and expressions of this sort signify that the facade of the 
padavarga of the mukhama(1</.apa may have two corner pillars or 
two corner pillars separated by one, two or three intermediate 
pillars ( § 4.20). It should be noted that, since the value of the 
pankti is constant for one and the same building, the arrange-
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ment involving three and five pillars (two and four pankti in 
width) includes a pillar situated on the axis of the edifice and, 
thus, on that of the temple itself, which is surprising; we shall 
see that in the descriptions of square pavilions the number of 
pankti is always uneven and consequently the number of pillars 
always even, which means that there are no axial pillars at all 
( § 4.20). The link between the mukhamarJ<fapa and the priisiida 
is made, according to the Ajita, by a covered passage (an
tarala); its width is equal to that of the mukhamalJ<fapa or it is 
less by one pankti or it is one, two, three or four modules more 
(Aj 37.38). The interior breadth of the passage (praveia) should 
however a)ways be two modules (Aj 37.39); this last indication 
is surprising since we would expect this breadth in relation to 
that of the door of the sanctum. The Raurava mentions the 
antarala linking the mukhamarJ<fapa to the prii.siida in connection 
with the positions of the images of the dvarapala (Rau 32.1) but 
it describes only the one intended to link two marJ<fapa (Rau 
40.Sb; § 4.22). Access to the mukhama~ufapa is probably through 
an external door situated on the axis of that of the sanctum but 
this is not mentioned in our texts and, moreover, there is half 
a verse, somewhat confused, in the Raurava which seems to in
dicate that a mukhamarJ<fapa has a side door whose width is one 
to three modules (Rau 40.2b): eka1Jl va dvitridaTJ<fa1Jl vii. parfva
vefardhamarJrJapam (the readiqgs in the other manuscripts are 
no clearer: ... parfvevedarthamarJrfapam or parivevedii.rdhamaTJ
<fapam). Lastly, it can in any case be supposed that the door ( or 
doors) has before it a forepart (nirgama) and stairs (sopiina) as 
do the doors of the other ma1J<fapa ( § 4.22). 

§ 4.10. As we have seen ( § 3.34) foreparts (bhadra) can be 
fitted onto the blind faces of the priisiida; their width is one 
third or two fifths that of the temple and their projection which 
is very small is one module or one and a half modules. They do 
not necessarily have to appear on each of the three blind faces; 
there may be only one of them, in which case it is found at the 
back, or two, on the lateral facades (Aj 12 .32-34). Whether they 
have foreparts or not, the blind faces of the piidavarga are to be 
ornamented with median arches (torarJa, § 3.45) sheltering the 
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divine images ( § 5.2). To these are added the aediculae which 
can be fixed onto the piidavarga of the ground floor or of the 
second storey (or of the attic?) ( § 3.42). The Ajita mentions 
them only in passing in connection with particular types of 
priisada ( § 4.12). The Raurava on the other hand gives the 
general rules governing their arrangement (Rau 29.11-13): a 
facade should have square aediculae at the corner (kar{iakii,ta), 
three long aediculae (koffha), one of them at the centre and the 
other two equidistant from the centre and the corners and, 
lastly, four "cages" (panjara) placed in such a way as to separ
ate, one from the other, the aediculae mentioned above. The 
text adds that the open space which is left between these aedi
culae is the harantara which leads us to suppose that the given 
arrangement is relevant only to a temple with aisles (alinda) 
since it is this type of temple whose exterior walls are called 
hiira ( § 4.8). These harantaru ("wall intervals") are half the 
width of the square aediculae and of the cages and a quarter 
that or the elongated aediculae. To these various elements are 
added the niches and false dormer-windows found in the attic 
and on the roof (for their overall arrangement see § § 3.26,28 
and 44). 

Classification of priisada 

§ 4.11. We have seen that both our texts classify prasada 
according to their dimensions ( §§ 4.4-5) but equally they set 
out to group them according to differences in design which may 
exist between the plan of the upper levels (attic, roof and finial) 
and that or the lower ones {see also § 3.32). This system or 
classification is well known from the iilpaiiistra and the term~ 
used for indicating the different types, which hardly vary from 
one text to the other, have sometimes caused an unjustifiable 
pscudogrographica I conclusion to be drawn ( on this subject 
sec Ma_)'mnala, vol. Ip. 6 and vol. II p. 350). According to the 
Ajita ( 12. 65-68a) there are three kinds or temple, referred to 
by the names nagara, drii11iqa and vesara, or which the Raurava 
mentions only two (niigara and ve.rnra) (Rau 39.23-25 and 28-
2!)). A niigara temple is square from plinth to finial (Aj and 
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Rau). It should not have more than eleven storeys (Rau) and, 
on its roof at the cardinal points arc false dormer-windows of 
considerable projection ( bhadraniisikii) and at the intermediate 
directions some much smaller ones (alpanasikii.) (Rau). Lastly, 
as we shall see later, this nii.gara type is suitable for a chapel to 
JyeHha and to Durga as Attendants of Siva (Aj 39.14; § 5.14). 
The driivirja temple (Aj) has its three upper levels constructed 
on an octagonal plan, the others being square plan. The chapel 
of Vi~QU as Attendant of Siva belongs to this category (Aj 
39.14; § 5.14). Lastly, the vesara type is either circular from 
plinth to finial (Rau) or square below and circular above (Aj 
and Rau); on the roof there may be niches of greater or lesser 
projection or small niches (Rau); no examples of its uses are 
given. 

§ 4.12. To this traditional classification the Ajita adds 
descriptions of specific types of prasii.da which are characterized 
by the details of their plan or by the presence or absence of 
certain secondary or decorative clements. It deals especially 
with the saubhadra type (Aj 12.686-69) which is "to grant 
enjoyment" (bhogada) and which is "suitable for all gods" 
(sarvasurocita). As its name indicates, it is characterized by the 
presence of foreparts (bhadra) to which are added viiiila ( ?, 
§ 3.35). Its cntablaturc supports corner aediculac (kar~wkii./a) 
and the platform (vedikii.) of .its attic built on an octagonal plan 
supports cigh t "cages" (panjara). It is not indicated whether 
it is of the driivi<Ja type nor whether the attic itself, the roof and 
the finial should also be built on an octagonal plan. The 
svastiband/zana type (Aj 12. 70) is rectangular (ra/urafr(!Yala) and 
its roof has three finials (stupi, § § 3.30-31 ), and it should have 
nei thcr "cages" nor aediculae / pa;ijariidivilzzna). The descri p
tion of the sarvatomukha type is not very clear (Aj 12.71-72a); 
it would appear that its ground plan should be rectangular as 
in the preceding case, however the sentence ~1·ata111 1·i11a( ?) 
proktam may be understood to mean that, as compared with the 
preceding type, it has no long side and that consequently it is 
square. Its attic and its roof (no mention is made of the finial I 
are octagonal but rest on a circular platform ( af/amiiiraiiro-
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v1i-a111 vrllavedikayii yutam); these indications are more easily 
understood if the ground plan is square than ifit is rectangular. 
This temple is provided with mahii11asika but we do not know if 
these arc the false dormer-windows of the roof or the niches of 
the attic(§§ 3.26,28,44). Lastly the siirvakiimika type (Aj 12. 
72b-74) belongs to the hasliPn!ha category ("like an elephant's 
back") that is, it is built according to a rectangular plan one of 
whose small sides is replaced by a semi-circular ap5e ( § 3.32). 
Its attic and its roof are built on the same plan; its entrance 
facade has a gable (laliifa) and its apse is most probably covered 
by a hip. It has no aediculac but docs have a large niche on the 
gable in front and smaller ones ( or false dormer-windows) at 
the back and on the sides. The chapel ofVinayaka as Attendant 
ofSi\'a is built on this model and so, probably, is the chapel of 

Skanda(Aj39.13; §5.14) . 

. \1A~-l)APA 

§ 4.13. Pavilions (ma,pjapa) are certainly the edifices most 
frequently mentioned in our texts in which there are hardly 
any rites to be performed elsewhere than in a maTJ.<fapa, whether 
it is a permanent edifice built in proximity to the temple or a 
temporary construction erected for the occasion of a particular 
ceremony ( § 4.23). Not to be forgotten is the mukhama~1qapa 
which can serve as a vestibule for certain priisiida but which we 
shall not deal with here again ( § 4.9). Lastly, we note that as 
far as our texts are concerned the only ma~ujapa which is a tern pie 
as such is "the edifice in the form of a mai1<fapa" which shelters 
the statue ofVr~a, as Attendant of Siva (Aj 39.12; § 5.14). 
Technically the ma,;<Japa is an edifice with three levels of eleva
tion (base, level of the pillars and cntablaturc) to which a socle 
can possibly be added (below § § 4.16 ... ). The Raurava indi
cates that a marJ<fapa may ha\'e one or several storeys (tala) 
(Rau 40.20) but that is all it gives on the subject and neither it 
nor the Ajita describes malJ¢apa with multiple storeys. The 
roofing of the ma~1qapa is situated at the level of its entablature 
and appears as a slightly convex terrace, sometimes with a 
central lantern ( ku{a, ~ 4.18). It is supported by pillars set out 
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according to a regular orthogonal pattern based on the unit of 
measurement pertaining to the maTJ,(japa (pankti or aT!I.Sa, § 2.3). 
The ma1J.¢apa would thus appear to be a hypostyle building 
which may be completely open to the exterior or, on the con
trary, partially or completely closed by walls on which pilasters 
may be fixed or which may be set in between the pillars ( §4.17). 
The plan is square or rectangular ( § 4.19) but, as with the 
priisiida, these regular forms can be modified by the addition of 
secondary elements ( § 4.22). 

§ 4.14. As far as the nomenclature is concerned we note 
that the term ma~1¢apa (or maTJ[apa in its Tamil form) is in con
stant use and is never replaced by a synonym except in certain 
compound words; thus we shall find yiigasiilii, yiigadhiiman or 
yiigagrha Cviigageha) used parallel withyiigamaTJ,(japa to designate 
a sacrificial pavilion ( § 4.24). As well, we may consider the 
possibility that certain annexes to the temple designated by 
imprecise terms, sthiina or nivesana for instance, may actually 
appear as ma,p/.apa (Aj 38.43 ... and § 5.9). We shall consider 
later the use of the terms maTJ,{ja, maTJ,tfya and ma7J{jita in the 
Raurava ( § 4.18). It remains to deal with the prapa and the 
kiita. Prapa is used to designate certain small buildings : when a 
Linga or an image is installed it is here that the preparatory 
rites in water (jaladhivii.sa) and the ceremony of the bath (sniina) 
of the god are performed ( § (29). The prapa is also mentioned 
in the Raurava as a possible substitute for the ma7J(japa for the 
installation ceremony (Rau 30.13-14; 31.20; § 4.28). Other
wise our texts give no definition of this type of edifice but it is 
most probably, here as elsewhere, a simplified version of the 
ma7J¢apa characterized by the absence of a base and by a light
weight roof supported by pillars set directly into the ground 
(see Mayamata, vol. I pp. 618,620). Such a description cor
responds very closely to the Ajita ( 18.97) where it is stated that 
the prapa should be built above the Linga (lingopari prapii,.n kuryat) 
which is placed on the ground itself. As regards kii_ta, proposed 
by the Raurava as a substitute for a ma7J(japa or for a prapa (Rau 
31.20), it is probably a variety o[ma7Jrjapa characterized by a 
framework with rafters (lupii, § 3.29). Both texts devote one 
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chapter to the general characteristics of the ma7Jrjapa (Aj 
chap. 37 and Rau chap. 40). We shall try in the following para
graphs to regroup this general information with that found i_n 
descriptions of the marpj.apa which are constructed with a view 
to particular ceremonies and with which we. shall deal, in 
detail, later on ( §§ 4.23 ... ). 

Dimensions of the ma7Jq.apa 

§ 4.15. The dimensions of the ma~ujapa which are given in 
absolute values (cubits or spans) are the width and, more 
rarely, the height. Sometimes instead of the total height or as 
well as it, we are given the height of the pillars or that of the 
base. The length on the other hand is never directly indicated 
( §4.21). Whilst dealing in a general way with the width of the 
ma1J¢apa the Ajita says "expressed by odd numbers of cubits, it 
is from three to thirty-ofle cubits which gives twenty-nine 
possibilities" (Aj 37.1-2). The last number mentioned in this 
sentence makes it clear that a parallel set of dimensions exisL~, 
given in even numbers; it must be from two to thirty cubits or 
from four to thirty-two and it is not easy to choose between 
these two possibilities since, in the same text, is described a 
pavilion two cubits wide (the smallest of the ¢oliimaiz¢apa, 
§ 4.31) and another thirty-two cubits wide (the pavilion for 
the installation of large Linga, § 4.21 type I) ... As far as the 
Raurava is concerned it deals with the same subject in a sentence 
difficult to understand (Rau 40.3) : siif(ahaslmµ samiirabhya 
dvidvihastavivardhanat / trayovi'!l5acchatarrz yavattavan ma,:zrjaparrz vis
trtam. This could literally be translated: "the width of a 
ma7Jq.apa ranges from eight to one hundred and twenty-three 
cubits by successive increases of two cubits". However we note 
that the number one hundred and twenty-three seems exces
sive and that widths of ma1Jt/apa described in the rest of this 
text go from five cubits (the smallest of the sacrificial pavilions, 
§ 4.24) to thirty-six ( pavilion for funeral rites, § 4. 32). The 
total height of the pavilions is, as we have said, only rarely 
given in absolute values. In the chapter dealing with maizrfapa 
in general, the Ajita only gives the heights possible for tl.e 
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pillars (below) and it is only apropos the pavilions for installa
tion of the Linga ( § 4.26) and of statues ( § 4.27) that the 
subject of the height of the ma{z¢apa arises. In the first case (Aj 
I 8. 34 sq) it can be of fifteen, nine or five spans ( tala = ha! fa 
cubit, § 2.1), and, in the second case, it should be of twelve 
spans. The height of the pillars theoretically goes from five to 
eighteen spans (Aj 37 .8-9; § 3.17); the only specific heights 
indicated are eleven and nine spans for the pillars of the snap
anama,:u/apa (Aj 29.14; § 4.30). Lastly the height, in absolute 
val uc, of the base is given only for the pavilions for installation 
of the Linga and of images (Aj 18.45 and 40. 10: one span) and 
for the snapanamar;r/apa (Aj 29. I 4-15: one and a half spans). 

§ 4.16. The vertical proportions of the mar;¢apa are not 
always made clear by our texts. In the general chapter it de
votes to mar;<fapa the Raurava limits itself to indicating that base, 
level of the pillars and entablature must have the same pro
portions as those of the main temple (mii.laharmya) (Rau 40.21) 
hut we wonder if such a formula is not meant to apply mainly 
to mukhamar;</apa ( § 4.9). It is only apropos the sacrificial 
mar;</apa (yagama{z</apa, § 4.24) that this text indicates the height 
of the base, which should be one third or one quarter that 
of the pillars (Rau 18.62), without giving precise reference 
to that of the entablature. According to the Ajita the height of 
the base should be half, two fifths or a third that of the pillars 
(Aj 37.27-28a) and that of the entablature a halfor a third of 
it (Aj 37.31). In specific descriptions the proportions of the 
cntablature are never given. As for the base, its height should 
be a third that of the pillars in the case of the <iolamaiufapa (Aj 
28.63sq.; § 4.31) and in that of the s11apanama(1rfapa it should 
only be three twenty-seconds or a sixth of the height of its 
pillars (Aj 29.14-15; § 4.30); the last two numbers are very 
small but this is undestood since we are dealing with a tem
porary pavilion. The erection of' a large base is a consider
able work and we may infer that this type of very low base 
appears much more frequently than our texts would lead us to 
suppose. It can even be assumed that these pavilions erected 
for short periods do not include a base at all, after the fashion 
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oftheprapii ( § 4.14) unless they are built on existing permanent 
bases as can sometimes be seen in the courtyards of certain 
sanctuaries (particularly in Kerala). Apart from the propor
tions, no further details are given apropos the bases which 
must therefore correspond, theoretically, with general types 
already described ( §§ 3.14-15). The Ajita only says that they 
can be elevated or simply replaced by a socle (sopapifhaT{I tu vii 
kuryiit kevalaT{l vopapifhakam, Aj 37.28). In the specific descrip
tions only the efoliimarp/.apa is presented as having a socle, the 
height of which is equal to that of its base or to three quarters 
of it (Aj 28.65a where obviously sopapz/hakam is to be read 
instead of somapzfhakam). 

§ 4.17. The pavilions described throughout our texts are 
all edifices which are completely open and their padavarga 
therefore appear as colonades. Both texts indicate, however, 
that the ma,J<!,apa can also be totally or partially enclosed by 
walls (kuefya, bhitti). According to the Raurava these walls seem 
to be set in between the pillars: "to ensure solidity a wall can 
be built on the periphery of a maTJefapa in whichsoever bays 
desired" (baliirthaT{l biilzyata~ kuefyam i~{apankti~u kalpayet, Rau 
40.196) ; the same text, using aT{lsa instead of pankti to designate 
the bays, adds "a maTJefapa may be accessible from all sides or, 
equally, it may have a wall in the bays de-sired or a wall (all 
around)" (savesaTfl parita~ kuqyam i!!iiT{lie kuqyam eva i•ii, Rau 
40.236). The Ajita simply indicates the manner in which the 
thickness of the wall and the projection of the pilasters applied 
on it ( § 3.1 7) arc to be calculatccl. Aside from the dimensions, the 
pillars of the ma~t(iapa should "conform to the rules prescribed 
for pillars in the chapter devoted to priisiida" (Aj 37. 7) and they 
therefore correspond to the type we have already described 
( § 3.22). The Ajita merely points out that they must all be pro
vided with a bracket-capital (bodhikii, Aj 37.29-30; § 3.21). 
Finally we may suppose, although it is not stated, that the 
pillars are most often in wood. The number of pillars visible 
on each face of the /1adava1:lf.a is determined by the dimensions 
of that face given in "units" (pankti, aTflsa), defined as being 
the distance between two neighbouring pillars situated on one 
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and the same li~e which distance must be constant for a given 
ma~ujapa ( § 2.3). 1'f the width of a pavillion is three units then 
four pillars will be visible on the face of the padavarga which 
corresponds to this width: two corner pillars and two inter
mediate ones. If the pavilion is square and thus, as above, with 
a width of three units, the total number of the pillars which 
support the roof will be sixteen of which twelve will be peri
pheral and four interior. In the same way a pavilion five units 
square is to consist of a total of thirty-six pillars: four central 
pillars surrounded by twelve interior pillars, themselves sur
rounded by twenty peripheral pillars (for the other square 
pavilions and for the rectangular pavilions see below § § 
4. 19 sq.). Most of the pavilions utilized in the ceremonies 
described in our texts have at their centre a platform (vedika) 
and, so that it can be installed, the four central pillars may be 
omitted which means that a square pavilion three units wide 
should not consist of more than twelve peripheral pillars, and 
as well that a square pavilion five units wide should not consist 
of more than thirty-two pillars: twelve interior pillars and 
twenty peripheral ones. In the Ajita we read that the sacrificial 
pavilion (yagamaiu/.apa, § 4.25) is square, that each side is of 
three units and that it consists of sixteen or twelve pillars (Aj 
27.150-153), or else that "the three types of (square) pavilions 
(intended for the installatio11 ceremony of the images) consist 
of thirty-six pillars but that the sage priest can omit the four 
central pillars in order to lay the platform" (ja/tri'f!ljatslambha
sarJlyukte prokte'smin maiuf.ape traye/ varjayed ddiko dkimii11 madhye 
stambhacatuf(ayam/ / vedyartham athavii ... Aj 40. 7-8a). This 
a1Tangcment is possible for practically all sizes or pavilions 
(sec below § 4.20 ... ) but the omission or the central pillars 
results in there being in the middle of the maiuf.apa an actual 
intercolumniation of three units which obviously presents a 
problem with reference to the roofing of that part of the edifice. 

§ 4.18. We shall not deal here again with the entablature 
proper (praslara, manca, § 3.23) except to recall that it is not 
mentioned at all in the descriptions of specific maiu/.apa. The 
roof of the mar;</,apa is, as we know, at the same height as this 
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entablature and is one with the ceiling ( § 3.24). We have seen 
(ibid.) that, according to the Ajita, it comprises three layers of 
wooden pieces (beams joists and small joists) and a layer of 
bricks. It is therefore a weighty structure which must be sup
ported by pillars fairly close together if sagging of the archi
traves (uttara) is to be avoided; this probably explains why, in 
absolute value, the unit (pankti) does not exceed five cubits 
( § 2.3) and at the same time it makes us wonder how the 
roofing of the pavilions, the central part of which has an actual 
intercolumniation of three units, is achieved. In the Ajita, the 
absence of any reference to the roofing, aside from the descrip
tion of the heavy structure mentioned above, prevents us from 
knowing how the author of the text envisages this covering. 
Moreover, it is possible that we should consider the type of 
roofing described as being mainly theoretical and that the 
ma1J¢apa without central pillars are covered just with palms 
which gives much more leeway as regards the choice of the 
span of the architraves. The Raurava is more explicit; devoted 
to the general characteristics of the ma1Jrfapa chapter 40 gives 
a description of the pavilion, the central pillars of which are 
absent, and mentions the presence of a kufa found at the centre 
of the pavilion. The width of this kufa, when indicated, is 
equal to three units, that is to the width of the space made free 
at the centre by the omission of four pillars. Thus, for example, 
the square pavilion nine units wide can consist of a hundred 
pillars or just ninety-six ifit has, at its centre, a ku{a three units 
in width (Rau 40.13, literally "a kuJa occupying nine parts of 
the surface", see § 2.3). This description is of interest when 
read with a parallel one according to which the snapanama~zrfapa 
( § 4.30) has ninety-six pillars and comprises at its centre "a 
roof surmounted by a finial and three units wide" (Rau 24.3: 
madhye tantu naVO.TflSaTfl syii.t stupyii.rohitafir!akam) or according to 
the reading of one of the manuscripts "a roof mounted upon 
rafters and three units wide" ( ... lupiirohitafirJakam, ibid. crit. 
note), which is still more typical. If we accept the evident 
parallel between the two descriptions the kiifa appears as a 
sort oflantern covered by a roof with two or four slopes. This 
type of covering allows for a span greater than that of the flat 
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roofs. The lantern is probably to rest on the twelve pillars 
which surround the space cleared in the centre. As we shall 
see, this lantern also exists in the case of certain rectangular 
pavilions without ever being more than three units .wide 
( § 4.21). Regarding the square pavilions, the Raurava mentions 
here too the presence of a lantern with reference to certain 
pavilions whose network of pillars is complete. Thus the pavi
lion five units wide with thirty-six pillars may be sarvama1Jrj,ita 
(below) or it may ha~e a central kiifa one unit wide or a kiifa 
three units wide (Rau 40.10-11): in the first case the kiifa rests 
on the four central pillars and, in the second, on the twelve 
pillars which surround them. It may be supposed that, in this 
type of pavilion, the point of the lantern is to elevate the roofing 
at the centre of the ma7Jrjapa in order to install there a canopy 
(vitana) for example. As we have just seen, the ma1J.ef.apa with 
thirty-six pillars and without lantern is described as sarva
matJ,</.ita (Rau 40.11 a) and this term, as well as others related to 
it, is found in other descriptions. Thus the pavilion with sixty
four pillars and without a lantern is ma1Jr/ita (Rau 40. 12a); that 
with one hundred pillars and without kii/a is ma7Jrf.a ( ibid. 13a); 
in the same way the rectangular pavilion with eighty pillars 
and without a lantern is ma1Jrf.ita (ibid. 17a) but its counterpart 
has seventy-two pillars and a lantern and is described as having 
a lantern at its centre and a TTJ.ll1J¢ya all around it (Rau 40.18a: 
anyiivrla'f!l ma~ujyam a11ta{1 pakfaTJlsakiitakam, see below § 4.21 
type II). We consider that this last quotation demonstrates 
clearly the opposition which exists between the structures 
qualified by terms such as maiufita and the kii/a/lantern, the 
first being connected with the flat roofing which is normally 
that of maiufapa. It remains to be known what relation the 
word ma1Jrf.apa may have with the terms ma1J¢ita, ma1J¢ya and 
ma(1¢a which is another problem altogether. We know the 
traditional etymology of ma7Jr/.apa as it appears, for instance, in 
the MaJ,amata (25.26a: ma1J¢a111 subh11,ra(1a1f1 laTJl piit"iti mat1¢apam 
ivate, see other references in our edition) and the different 
interpretations of it, according to whether one takes ma7Jqa to 
mean "ornament" or "platform" (see the details in Mayrhofer, 
sv ma1J</.apa). We know, however, that ma7Jr/a also means "head" 
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and we wonder if, in the particular case which interests us, it is 
not this that should be understood from the use of maT)r/a 
(maT)r/.ita, maTJr/.ya) since it would thereby stress the fact that 
the (flat) roofing is the "head" of the maT)r/,apa in the same way 
as the sikhara is the "head" (sir~a, siras) of a prii.sada or or a gopura 
This is an hypothesis and we might equally take it that the flat 
roof is like the "cream" (marJrfa) on top of milk. Lastly, we 
recall that it is not impossible that the different terms about 
which we have been speaking arc to be related to the name of 
the abacus (malJefi) which may be placed above the bell
capital ( § 3.20). 

§ 4.19. Pavilions may be square or rectangular but there is 
hardly a mention of the latter in our texts other than in the 
chapters dealing with general characteristics of the matirfapa. It 
is there that the Ajita, having stated that all the pavilions 
should be square (Aj 37 .3a: caturiisra~ samii/1 sarve ma(1rfapii1J 
parikzrtitii~), gives nevertheless a rule for calculating the length 
(mukhiiyiima) of pavilions based on their width (Aj 37.18; 
§ 4.21) but in the rest of the text only one rectangular pavilion 
is mentioned, the rfoliimatu/apa (Aj 28.63; § 4.31). The Raurava 
which gives different methods for calculating the proportions 
of rectangular pavilions (Rau 40.4-Sa, 14sqq; § 4.21) adds 
that square pavilions are intended for snapana rites and rectan
gular ones for the clothing of the images (Rau 40.20a: samaira,rz 
snapa11artha1J1 tu pari11efiirtham iiyatam) but the only rectangular 
pavilion mentioned in the rest or the text is a snapa11ama~1c/apa 
i Rau 24.2--3; § 4.30); as for the pavilions where the clothing of 
the gods is performed (iistluinama,_u/a/Ja § 4.23) they arl' never 
described ... Whether the pavilions arc square or rectangular 
is determined, as has been seen, by the number or units (pai1kti, 
m11fo) which make up their width and, should the case arise, 
their length, as well as by the number or their pillars and by 
the possible presence or a central lanttrn (kufa). 

§ 4.20. The width or square pavilions is always expressed 
by an odd number of units -one, three, five, seven or nine- and 
that of their pillars, consequently, always by even numbers, 
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from four to one hundred. The different types presented in our 
texts are as follows: 

I. Pavilion one unit wide: this very simple edifice which we 
may call a "kiosk" has on! y four corner pillars; it is mentioned 

in the Ajita which calls it irikara (Aj 37. I 0a). 
II. Pavilion three units wide: this is the most widespread 

model and the Ajita calls it iribhadra (37. !Ob); as we have seen 
there are two types ( § 4.17), one with sixteen pillars (Aj 37. I Ob; 
Rau 40.9) and the other with twelve pillars (Aj 37.1 la). The 
sixteen pillar type is mainly used for serving in the ceremonies 
of installation (below § § 4.25 sq.) and also as a sacrificial 
pavilion (yagama1Jr/apa) for the malwtsava (Aj 27 .151 ; Rau 18.60; 
§ 4.24). The twelve pillar type is only mentioned as a sacrificial 
pavilion for the mahotsava (Aj 27.151; § 4.24) and as a s11apa11a
ma1J¢apa (Aj 29. I 3). 

III. Pavilion five units wide: according to the Raurava 
which docs not say how this model is used, there are three 
types all of which appear to have thirty-six pillars (Rau 40. l(}-
1 la). The first is sarvama7Jqita and probably ha~ a completely 
flat roof; the second has a lantern (kii/a) which rests on the four 
central pillars and the third a lantern resting on sixteen pillars 
(above § 4.18). According to the Ajita there, are two types 
( Aj 37. l 2b-l 3a) : one has thirty-six pillars and is called iri
viiala; no example of its use is_.given. The other type has thirty
two pillars and is called iiibhoga; it can serve for the installa
tion of images of more than five cubits (Aj 40.4 sq and § 4.27) 
and of"Linga of medium size (Aj 18.38; § 4.26). 

IV. Pavilion seven units wide: there arc two types, called 
sr"ikii.ta by the Ajita. One has sixty-four pillars (the Rmnava 
says it is ma~ujita), the other has sixty pillars and a central lan
tern (Rau 40.l lb-12bl and Aj 37.13b-14a). According to the 
Ajita the first type can serve as a rnapa1wma1_1¢apa ( § 4.30) and 
the second as a pavilion for installation of Liriga of large size 
(§4.26). 

V. Pavilion nine units wide: we have seen ( § 4. 18) that, 
according to Raurava (40.126-13) they are of two types: the 
one with a hundred pillars is a flat-roofed maTJ,(iapa and the 
other, with ninety-six pillars has a lantern which, as we have 
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seen, appears to be surmounted by a finial (stiipi) in the parti
cular case of the snapanama1J¢apa (Rau 25.2-3). The Ajita (37. 
14b-l 7) calls it ma1J¢apa sarvatomukha and, to the two types 
described in the Raurava it adds a third which would appear to 
have only seventy-six pillars, at least according to the descrip
tion: "or else having left out the four central pillars we have 
twelve pillars around and we omit the twenty pillars (which 
are normally) exterior to these twelve pillars" (athava madhyame 
tyaktvii. vedapii.dii.'!ls tu tad bahit1 / ravipii.dayuto bii.hye hina'!l vi'f!I.Sal
pii.do'pi ya!)). The Ajita does not refer to the use of this sarvato
mukha ma1J¢apa. 

§ 4.21. According to the Ajita (37.18-19) the plan of a 
rectangular pavilion is taken from that of the square pavilion 
of the same width and the length chosen should always be a 
whole number of pankti without being more than double the 
width. The possible omission of the central pillars should be 
made according to the same proportions. For example, we can 
say that, from a square pavilion three units wide provided 
with sixteen or twelve pillars can be obtained rectangular 
pavilions with the following proportions: 

width 
3 

do. 
do. 

length 
4 
5 
6 

number of pillars 
(with central pillars) (without. .. ) 

20 14 
24 
28 

16 
18 

The Raurava gives two procedures: according to the first which 
is analogous to that given by the Ajita the plan ofa rectangular 
pavilion is taken from the square pavilion of the same width 
bearing in mind that the length should not be more than triple 
the width; the possible ratios arc: 5/4, 6/4, 7 /4, 8/4, 9/4, 10/4, 
11/4 and 12/4 (Rau 40.4-5a, 21a). The second method uses 
for a basis two standard plans, one five units wide and seven 
long and the other seven units wide and nine long ( Rau 40. l 4-
19a). In both cases two solutions are envisaged according to 
whether or not the pavilion has at its centre a space covered 
by a lantern (kiita): 
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I. The standard pavilion five units wide and seven long has 
forty pillars ifit has no lantern otherwise the lantern is three 
units wide and five long and there are only forty pillars. In 
both cases this type of pavilion includes, at the back, a ranga 
( § 3.36) three units wide and, at the front, a forepart (agra
bhadra, § 3.34) with a width or a projection of one unit. The 
length of this pavilion can be increased by two units at a time 
up to triple its width which gives the following possibilities: 

number of pillars 
width length without kii/a with kii/a 

5 7 48 40 
do. 9 60 48 
do. 11 72 56 
do. 13 84 64 
do. 15 96 72 

II. The standard pavilion, eleven units wide and nine long 
has eighty pillars when it has no lantern and is then defined 
as marJ.</ita ( § 4.18). Otherwise it has only seventy-two pillars 
and a lantern of three units by five as in the preceding case. It 
too includes a three unit ranga at the back. Again as in the 
preceding case the length can be increased by two units at a 
time up to triple the width which gives the following possibi-
lities: • 

number of pillars 
width length without kii/a with kii/a 

7 9 80 72 
do. 11 96 84 
do. 13 112 96 
do. 15 128 108 
do. 17 144 120 
do. 19 160 132 
do. 21 176 144 

§ 4.22. We have seen that the plan of a pavilion, as in the 
case o[apriisiida, can be modified by the addition of secondary 
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clements such as surrounding gallery or forepart ( § 3.34). The 
surrounding gallery (uara) is, according to the Ajita (37.22-23) 
one unit wide which is to say that it has only one row of pillars 
parallel to the sides of the main body. These pillars have the 
same appearance as those of the malJqapa itself but their height 
should be less by one quarter or by one half and, moreover, it 
can be assumed that they rest directly on the ground and that 
they support the eaves ofa leaning roof which takes its support 
from the main body. The foreparts are either agrabhadra one 
unit wide (or with one unit projection?) mentioned in con
nection with a rectangular pavilion- (Rau 40.166; § 4.21 type 
I) or nirgama which according to the Ajita (37.23-25) project 
by one unit and are three units wide and the number of which 
varies from one to four in ratio of one per face, as do those of 
access stairs and corresponding entrances. In this regard we 
recall that we have hardly any details about the doors of the 
pavilions which may often appear in the guise of simple arches 
of leaves and branches (loralJa § 3.4"'3); their number is some
times given in connection with certain specific pavilions and is 
always four in this case (Aj 27.151; 18.486); it is only in con
nection with the ma,;rfapa for installation of the Linga that the 
Ajita specifies that the east and north doors should have widths 
related to the dimensions of the Linga ( § 4.26). In any case the 
ma,;qapa dealt with in our texts are generally open buildings 
with bases often oflittle elevation and it may be supposed that 
they are, nearly always, accessible from all sides .... In its 
general chapter on the ma,;qapa the Rauraua describes the pas
sage that may link two neighbouring pavilions (Rau 40.5b-8a) 
which it calls antariila (ma~u/.a/1iikhyadvayor antar antariilaT(l pra
kalpayel) a term often used, as we know, to designate a covered 
passage linking the mukhama~1rfapa to the priisada ( § 4.9). This 
antariila may appear in the guise of a ma1Jrfapa or it may be 
siiuakiifo, an expression which would appear to correspond to 
an open-roofed passage; otherwise it may possibly have a 
lateral entrance or, equally, side walls broken by latticed 
windows (jiilaka). Its width goes from one to nine cubits unless 
i; is to be calculated in terms of the number of units of the 
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width of the ma~ufapa; the relation between the two dimensions 
however is not indicated. To the diffcren t types of foreparts 
mentioned above can be added, as we have seen, the raizga 
which is found "at the back'' of two rectangular pavilions 
(§§ 3.36 and 4.21). Lastly it may be remembered that aedi
culae of all types (Rau 40.20: kar~1akii{iidi, "corner aediculae ... 
etc'.') can adorn the facades or pavilions. 

Specific types of pavilions 

§ 4.23. The pavilions described in connection with specific 
rites are quite numerous; in particular arc dealt with: sacri
ficial pavilions, pavilions for the ceremonies of installation of 
images and or the Linga and those intended for the bathing or 
images and of the Linga, snapanama~ujapa, <f.oliima(u/apa, and 
ma1J<f.apa constructed on the occa~ion of funerals. A certain 
number of others are however mentioned without any descrip
tion at all and these we will enumerate here so as not to have to 
come back to them. Thus the pufpama~ufapa ("pavilion for 
flowers") is mentioned as a possible place for the celebration 
of aratrika (Aj 23.5) and it is probably the edifice called pu1pa
sala which is presented as a permanent annexe to the temple 
in the Ajita (38.45; sec also § 5. I 0) ; the dharmasrava1Jama1J</.apa 
where discourses are given is equally a permanent annexe to 
the temple (Aj 38.46; § 5.10). On the other hand we do not 
know if the "pavilion of the dance" (nrttama~1<f.apa) mentioned 
by the Raurava ( 19.14) is built specially for the ceremony or 
the sacred dance (iuddha11rlla, Ii tcral I y "pure dance") or 
whether it is a permanent cdif-in· like the preceding ones. 
Lastly the iisthiinamal}t/apa is often mentioned (Rau I 8.105; 
26.34; Aj 22.58, 259,284 and 291): it is here that the portable 
images (utsavamiirti) are "clothed" and here that they arc 
probably kept between festivals, when they arc taken out in 
procession (hence the name "audience pavilion"). We here 
recall that this last pavilion is following a rectangular plan 
( § 4.19). 
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Sacrificial pavilion 

§ 4.24. The sacrificial pavilion is used for ceremonies 
including oblations (homa) and is characterized by the pre
sence of a central platform (vedikii) surrounded by a variable 
number of firepits (ku1Jrja) of different forms (for descriptions 
of these firepits see Raurava chap.14 and Ajita 21.3-50). This 
pavilion is most often designated by the name yiigama1Jrjapa 
(Aj 27 .149; 28.4; 38.49; Rau 17. 7; 18.60, 136) but we find as 
wellyagagrha ( 0 geha) (Aj 27.280,303; 28.44; 35.9; Rau 25.59), 
yii.gadhii.man (Aj 27.274,281 ),yii.gasii.la (Rau 11.12) and naturally 
ma1Jrjapa (passim). This can be a permanent edifice in which 
case it is situated to the North-East of the temple of which it is 
an annexe (Aj 38.49; § 5.10); there is no description ofit in 
either text, the Raurava limiting itself to saying that its internal 
disposition should be reversed when it is annexed to a temple 
facing West (Rau 11.12; § 4. 7). It would appear, furthermore, 
that in this permanent pavilion are enacted the ceremonies of 
the offering oflights (iiriitrika, Aj 23.4), of the plenary oblation 
(purTJii.huti, Aj 37.303; :28.44) or of the aizkuriirpaTJa (Rau 17.7). 
Certain ceremonies however necessitate the construction of 
a temporary sacrificial pavilion: for example the great annual 
festivals (mahotsava) or the ceremonies which accompany the 
installation of a Linga or an image. We shall return later to 
these pavilions for installation ( § § 4.25 sq). The chapters 
devoted to the mahotsava in our texts contain detailed descrip
tions of the sacrificial pavilions which arc to be constructed as 
occasion demands (Aj 27.149 sq and Rau 16.80 sq). This 
marJ</,apa which, according to the Raurava, may also be a prapa 
( § 4.14) should be built in the vicinity of the temple at any of 
the cardinal and intermediate directions except the West and 
South-West, according to Raurava or only to the North, North
East, South and South-East according to Ajita. It is square and 
its width is five, seven or nine cubits according to the Raurava 
and five, seven or ten according to Ajita; this width must be 
divided into three units (pankti) and there may be sixteen (Aj 
and Rau) or twelve pillars (Aj) and thus it corresponds to two 
possible types of three unit pavilions(§ 4.18 type II). The 
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height of its pillars is one third its width (Aj and Rau, literally 
"equal to one unit") and that of its base is one third or a 
quarter that of the pillars (Rau). Access is by four doors (Aj) 
each one of which has an arch (tora~ia, Aj and Rau) before it. 
Inside, it has a central platform (vedikii), the width of which is 
one third that of the mar;r/apa (Aj and Rau), its height being 
half its width (Aj) or one cubit (Rau) which is more or less as 
for a ma~1rfapa five or seven units wide. This platform may, 
according to the Raurava, be elevated by a soclc (upavedikii) 
two digits high and with a projection or three di~its. The 
1•edikii is intended to receive the pitchers into which the deities 
arc invoked and its upper surface should be "smooth" as a 
mirror" (Aj 27.154). It is around this vedikii that the firepits 
for oblations are arranged. According to the Ajita there arc 
nine firepits for important ceremonies, five for those of lesser 
importance and only one for the small ceremonies. The Raural'll 
says only that there may be nine or fin'. \\Then there arc nine, 
a square- / calurasra, vediisra) one should hr placed at each or 
the cardinal points, a circular (vrtta) one at each corner and a 
lotus-shaped one (padmakw;q.a, ambuja 0

) between the one at 
the North-East and that at the East. The Raural'a in addition 
makes it clear that the square firepits at the East and the 
South may be replaced by lotus-shaped ones. In order to 
obtain the disposition of five firepits it is sufficient to omit the 
circular ones at the corners and, according to the Ajita to place 
the lotus-shaped firepit at the North-East. Lastly when there 
is only one firepit it must be placed at one of tht cardinal 
points. Apart from those sacrificial pavilions intended for the 
malwtsava thc1·c arc as wcl I those intended for the foundation 
ceremony of a sanctuary or for the ritual of atonement called 
pavitriiropar;a. For the foundation ceremony (Aj 17.12-14) the 
pavilion is built in front of the temple under construction or 
to the South or the North. It is five, six or seven cubits wide 
and contains a platform (vedikii) surrounded by four square 
firepits unless there is only one which is then still square and 
situated at the East. For the pavilrifropa~w (Rau 25.32--34) the 
square pavilion is built at the East or at the North-East or the 
temple; its platform elevated by a socle (upavedikii) should be 
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surrounded by five square or circular firepits arranged at the 
cardinal points and at the North-East. 

Pavilions for ceremonies of installation 

§ 4.25. Ceremonies of installation of the divine representa
tions (Liriga or images) and possibly (Rau Chap. 29) of their 
pedestals necessitate the construction of pavilions designated 
most of the times as ma1J<!apa without other indications (,4j 
42.6; 46.18, 38; 47.1; 48.14; Rau 28.27; 29.8; 30.13; 31.20; 
37.23; 38.18). However we also find the expressions-adhiviisiir
thamaT)cjapa (Aj 18.34), which refers to the preparatory rituals 
( adhiviisa) and prati1fhiima1Jc/apa ( Aj 40. 39; Rau 36.15) or sthiipa
niirthamaTJ,rjapa (Aj 40.4); one may note that the Ajita appears 
to employ the two last expressions without reference to the 
precise definitions it gives for prati1fhii and sthiipana (Aj 18. 7 sq) : 
sthiipana designates the actual setting in place of the Liriga 
which is done with the help of the craftsman (jilpin) while the 
prat~/hii is the ritual installation which is enacted with the 
help of the formula (mantra) of the god. These pavilions resem
ble to a great extent the sacrificial pavilions (yiigamaT)r/apa) and 
have, as those do, a central platform (vedz, vedikii) surrounded 
by firepils the number and the forms of which vary according 
to the deities as well as according to the texts. The ritual for 
the installation includes the "bathing" (sniina) of the deity 
which most often takes place in a separate pavilion or in a 
separate prapii (s11iinama1)c/apa, sniinaprapii, § 4.29) but the 
Raurava sometimes speaks of a location for this bathing (snana
vedi, sniinaivahhra) inside the pavilion for installation itself 
( § 4.28 types II,IIl,IV). According to the Ajita the dimen
~ions and the number of pillars of these pavilions are related to 
the nature and the size of the representation to be installed 
there; according to the Raurava, these variations apply only to 
the dimensions and the maTJ,r/.apa always has sixteen pillars. The 
interior arrangement too is slightly different in one text than 
in the other and we will therefore deal with these pavilions 
separately starting with those described by the Ajita. 
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§ 4.26. For the installation of the Linga the Ajita gives 
three types of square pavilions intended for the large, medium 
and small Linga (Aj 18.34 sq). Provided with a varying 
number of pillars these pavilions all have a base half a cubit 
high; the text says literally that "their ground has a height of 
one span" (Aj 18.456: ma1Jr/.apa.11a1J1 tu sarve~aTJZ talamatrasthalo
cchrayam). They have four doors each with an arch in front 
(Aj 18.48b) and it seems that the interior width of those doors 
which are situated at the North and at the East depends on 
the dimension (length? width?) of the Linga which is to be 
installed (manena niscite tinge pragudagdvaragarbhayoM tdnmana
dviguTJ,aTJ'I vapi trigu1J,a7JZ va caturgwJam/ I hznamadhyottamaT{l kur
y•at ... Aj l 8.44-45a). Their central platform (vedi, vedika) 
is in brick, baked or unbaked, and is to be elevated by a socle 
(upana, § 3.3) (Aj 18.46-47a). The bathing of the Linga always 
takes place in separate sniinamandapa ( § 4.29). The specific 
characteristics of these three types of pavilions are as follows: 

I. For the large Linga (Aj l 8.34-38a) the pavilion is thirty
two cubits wide and fifteen spans high. Having a width of 
seven units (pankti) it only has sixty pillars (see §4.20 type IV 
with lantern) and the free space at its centre is occupied by a 
platform: its width is three sevenths that of the pavilions, its 
height is one cubit and that of its socle (upana) four digits. This 
platform is encircled by two concentric series of firepits, the 
first, of nine which are square (East), in the form of a vulva 
Cvoniku{zr/.a) (South-East), a half-moon (South), triangular 
,South-West), circular (West), hexagonal (North-West), loti
limn (North), octagonal (North-East) and again circular 
(between north-east and east firepits); the second series com
prises twenty-four square firepits. The doors situated in the 
North and in the East have a width equal to four times that of 
the Linga (see above). 

II. For the Linga of medium size the pavilion (Aj 18.34-
38a) is fifteen cubits wide with a height of nine spans. It has 
only thirty-two pillars and therefore conforms with the type 
sribhoga ( § 4.20, type III). The space freed by the omission of 
the four central pillars is occupied by a platform five cubits 
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wide (that is one third of the width of the ma~ufapa), three spans 
high (hence of greater elevation than in the preceding case) 
and supported by a socle three digits high. It is surrounded by 
sixteen firepits arranged in only one circle: eight of these are 
placed at the cardinal and intermediate directions as above 
and they are separated one from another by eight circular 
firepits. The doors at the North and East are triple the width 
of the Linga. 

II I. For the small Li nga the pavilion is ten cubits wide and 
five high and it has sixteen pillars ( § 4. 20, type II). The width 
of the platform is one third that of the pavilion itself and its 
height is two spans whilst that of its socle is two digits. The nine 
surrounding firepits are arranged in the same way as the first 
series of type I. The doors at the North and at the South arc 
twice as wide as the Li,iga. 

§ 4.27. It is only of those mar;r/apa for the installation of 
the image which represents Siva alone (kevala) that the Ajita 
gives a complete description (Aj 40.4- and following), however, 
apart from the number and the arrangement of the firepits 
this description is valid for all the deities and the text only in
dicates thereafter that a pavilion is "as above" (pii.rvavat) and 
otherwise discusses only the firepits. According to the general 
description this pa\'ilion must be erected to the East, North, 
South or North-East of the temple where the deity is to be 
installed. It is six cubits high and the height of its base is half a 
cubit ( § 4.16) whatever may be the width of the pavilion or 
the number of its pillars. The central platform is, likewise, 
always one cubit high. Where the statues arc ten cubits tall 
the pavilion is twenty-fi\'c or fifteen cubits wide and includes 
thirty-two pillars ( § 4.20, type III iiibhoga). The arrangement 
is the same for statues or five cubits except that the width is 
then sixteen or fifteen cubits. For the small images the pavilion 
is twelve, seven or five cubits wide though there are always 
sixteen pillars ( § 4.20, type II,. The rite of bathing the deity 
always takes plac(' in a separat(' building ( § 4.29). As has been 
si·en th(' arrangement of the lin·pits follows a specific rule for 
cac h deity as follows: 
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I. When Siva is alone (kevala) (Aj 40, 10-12a) there are nine 
firepits arranged like those for the installation of the small 
Linga ( § 4.26, type III) and this arrangement is also suitable 
for the composite images ofHarihara (Aj 44.26) and ofArdha
nari (Aj 45.12 and 21) as well as when Siva is represented in 
the company of Brahma and Vi~Qu (Aj 42.6). 

II. When Siva is with Uma (samhika) (Aj 41.26b-27) there 
should be a vulva-form firepi ~ (yoniku1Jefa) at each corner of 
the platform. It would seem that these four firepits are addi
tional to the nine for Siva alone but the description of the 
oblation which follows (Aj 41.36 sq) is very confused and it is 
possible that theseyonikuTJefa replace the firepits in the forms of 
vulva, triangle, hexagon and octagon which are found at the 
corners of the preceding arrangement. 

III. For V~endra, principal Attendant of Siva (Aj 46.19), 
there are five firepits which are square (East), half moon· 
(South), circular (West), triangular (North) and lotiform 
(North-East). This arrangement is equally suitable for the 
installation of Brahma (Aj 47.2). 

IV. For the Matrka (Aj 48.12-14) there should be nine 
firepits: square (East), circular (North-East), lotiform (be
tween North-East and East) and vulva-form (everywhere else 
that is: South-East, South, South-West, West, North-West 
and North). • 

V. For Vinayaka (Aj 49.17-20) there arc t,vo possib!e 
arrangements depending on whether the oblation is made in 
nine firepits or only in five. In the first case the fircpits at the 
cardinal points starting from the East arc, respectively square, 
semi-circular (literally "like a bow", dlumur), circular and 
triangular; those of the intermediate directions (South
East ... ) are a II square and the "principal" fire pit (pradhana) 
is lotiform and is between that of the North-East and that of 
the East. In the second case there arc no square fircpits at the 
intermediate directions and the lotiform principal firepi l is al 
the North-East. 

VI. For Skanda a.iTangemcnts are the same except that the 
principal fire pit i ~ hexagona I instead oflotus-form ( ./4j 50. 15-16 
and 43 sq.). 
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VII. For Car:iqesa (Aj 51.8-10) two arrangements again 
are possible. When there are nine firepits those at the cardinal 
points are square and those at the intermediate directions, as 
well as the principal firepit (between North-East and East), 
are circular. When the oblation is five-fold there are no circular 
firepits at the intermediate points and the principal one which 
is circular is at the North-East. 

VIII. For Jye~tha the principal firepit is in the form of a 
vulva (Aj 52.11 a); there should be four others (Aj 52.10 is a 
hypothetical reconstruction but see ibidem 23 and following). 

IX. For Durga (Aj 53. l Bb-20) there arc nine firepits. 
Those at the cardinal points are square, those at the inter
mediate directions vulva-form and the principal fire pit ( be
tween North-East and East) is lotus-form. 

X. For Surya (Aj 54.13-15) there arc nine firepits: eight 
square at the cardinal and intermediate points and one loti
form between the North-East and the East or there arc only 
five firepits, square at the cardinal points and lotiform at the 
North-East. 

§ 4.28. As indicated above, all the "pavilions for installa
tion" described in the Raurava are edifices with sixteen pillars 

( § 4.20, type III). The width of the central platrorm is always 
one third that of the ma1Jrfapa and its height is generally one 
cubit; this platform rests most often on a socle (upar·edika) and 
its upper face "is to be covered by a layer of red earth, smooth 
as a mirror". (Rau 27.296). Besides the platform and the 
firepits surrounding it, the maiufapa sometimes encloses the 
place for the bathing or the statue (rniinavedi). Although a 
certain number of ma~ufapa arc described in detail, more or 
less, we note that the text is sometimes content to indicate that 
the ceremony of installation takes place in a pa,·ilion without 
giving more detail (installation of images ol'Sirn, Rau 35.293, 
or of that of Vi~1~u, Rau 36.15). 

I. For the installation of" the Li11ga (Rau 27.27 sq.), the 
mai1rfapa, built in front of the temple should be from se\'cn to 
fifteen cubits wide which gi\'Cs nine possibilities corresponding 
to nine sizes of Li11ga ( Rau 27.3-4). Thl' platform resting on a 
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socle (upavedikii) two digits high and with a projection of five 
digits, is surrounded by five firepits which are: square (East), 
semi-circular (South), circular (West), triangular (North) 
and lotiform (North-East) unless they are all square. The 
arrangement is the same for the provisional Linga (biilalinga, 
Rau 27.12b-15; § 4.37) but substitution by square firepits is 
not envisaged. The bathing of the Linga takes place in a 
separate sniinaprapa ( § 4.29). 

II. In the particular case of commemorative Linga (kfetra
liizga) (Rau 30.13-15) the pavilion which can also be aprapii 
( § 4.14) is nine cubits wide and its central platform (there is 
no mention of the upavedikii) has only four firepits at the cardinal 
points; these are all sq uarc. In addition there is a secondary 
platform to the North of the main one; it is one cubit wide and 
intended for the bathing of the Linga (sniinaveai). 

III. In the ma,.ujapa for the installation of the pedestal 
(pz/ha, pi1J¢ikii) of the Linga (Rau 29.8-20a) the platform 
placed on a soclc should be surrounded bv five vulva-form 
fircpits at the cardinal points and at the North-East. The 
sniinavecfi is at the North as in the preceding case. This pavilion 
is to be constructed to the East, to the North-East or to the 
North of the temple. 

IV. The ma~1qapa for the installation of Gauri' is the only 
pavilion for installation of an image of which a fairly detailed 
description is given (Rau 31.18-23). It may be a mar;qapa 
proper or a ku/a or again a prapii ( § 4.14) and it is to be con
structed in front of the temple of the God or of the Goddess. 
Its width is seven, eight or nine cubits; its doors (or door) arc 
sunnoun ted by decorative arches ( tora~za, § 3.45). I ts platform, 
which is placed on a socle two digits high and with a three 
digit projection, is surrounded by five lotus or vuh·a-form 
fircpits arranged at the cardinal points and at the North-East. 
The northern part of this pavilion encloses a pit for the bathing 
of the image (rnanaivabhra); the width of this pit is triple that 
of the pedestal of the imagf' to be installed and it is encircled 
by three (or by two or only one) lcH·lsol'steps (m1•khalii, literally 
"belt") made of earth; through these steps is bored a duct 
(110/a) at the north face with a spout ljaladlzara) at both ends. 
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V. For Mohini: (Rau 37.23-24a) and Nagaraja (Rau 38.18b-
19) the descriptions are much more summary. The number of 
pillars is not indicated but, considering the dimensions we may 
assume that there are sixteen as in all other cases. For Mohini' 
the pavilion is nine cubits wide and its platform, placed on a 
socle, has circular firepits at the cardinal points. For Nagaraja 
the pavilion is only seven cubits wide and a sole firepit should 
be placed at the East of the platform. 

VI. For the images representing Somesvara the text limits 
itself to indicating that a two cubit wide platform with a height 
one third of this width should be placed in a marpJapa in front of 
the temple; this platform rests on a socle. There is a circular 
firepit in the East and a vulva-form one in the North-East 
(Rau 31.20-21). We may wonder whether, in this particular 
case, the ma7Jrj.apa is not simply the mukhama1Jr/.apa of the temple 
for, in fact, it is not the c.onstruction of the edifice itself which 
is dealt with but only the making of the platform (ma1Jr/.ape 
calayagre tu madhye veazTfl prakalpayet/Rau 34.20a). 

Pavilions for the bathing or the gods and for rites in water 

§ 4.29. The ceremony for the installation or Linga and of 
images includes a bath (snana) given to the god either inside 
the ma'f)r/.apa for installation as we have seen above, or in a 
separate building. According to the Ajita this building is a 
ma1J¢apa, the snanama~1¢apa (Aj 18.99; 40.39; 41.28; 42. 7; 
45.12; 46.16; 47.10; 49.28; 50.17,30; 51.21; 54.30); it is to be 
set up at the North-East or the pavilion for installation (pra
ti~thiima~ufapa) and its width should be equal to that of the 
central platform or this pavilion (Aj 40.39-40). At the centre 
of the sna11ama1J¢apa there is a platform ( vedi, rniinavedikii) 
supporting a tank provided with a drainage duct (niiliivata) 
(Aj 40.40; 47.10). According to the Raurava this building is a 
prapii (Rau 28.34; 29. 7) at the centre of which is a pit (.foabhra) 
one cubit wide and encircled by three levels of steps (mekhalii) 
with a duct (no.la) at the North (Rau 28.35; see also above 
§ 4.28 IV). The preparatory rite in watt:r (jaladhivasa) which 
is equally part of the ceremony of installation takes place on 
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the bank of a river or of any stretch of water, or a tirthii in 
short, and it necessitates the construction of a prapii abo,·e the 
Linga (Aj 18.97; 28.93; Rau 28.26; 29,7; § 4.14); we have 
seen that this light building rises without base directly from 
the ground; according to the Raurava (29. 7) it has four pillars. 

§ 4.30. The snapana ceremony is a ceremony of propitiation 
intended to "avoid an untimely death, to calm ills and fears, 
to atone for faults ... etc." (Aj 29.1 sq.). le consists of mentally 
"bathing" Siva and his entourage in a series of pitchers con
taining diverse liquids and substances. The ceremony is as 
meritorious as the pitchers arc numerous but the possible 
numbers vary slightly from one text to the other (on this sub
ject see Raurava vol.Ip. 145 and following). In our texts the 
numbers go from four to one thousand and eight in the Ajita 
(29.2Q and following) and from nine to one thousand and nine 
in the Raurava (Chap. 20 to 24). The pitchers are arranged 
according to well-determined diagrams (sec the drawings 
given by N. R. Bhatt in his two editions) and these diagrams 
arc to be drawn in front of the temple whether or not inside a 
ma7Jrjapa (Aj 29.16). This snapanama~1rjapa is dealt with in a 
slightly different way in each of our texts and we shall therefore 
look at it in them separately. According to the Ajita (29.12-16) 
there are three types of snapanama~u/.apa suitable for the large, 
medium and small snapana. for the large rnapana with l008, 
508 or 216 pitchers (Aj 29.20-2la), the square pa,·ilion is 
thirteen cubits wide and h;i.s sixty-four pillars which is to say 
that it conforms to the ir'iku/a type ( § 4.20 type IV). Its pillar.; 
should be eleven spans high and its base should be

0

only sixteen 
digits high which is very little in view or the proportions pre
scribed for the pavilions in general in the chapter devoted to 
them(§ 4.16). For the medium snapana with 108,48 or 24 
pitchers the pavilion should be only seven cubits wide and for 
the small ones with 16,8 or 4 pitchers, only five; in both cases 
there are only twelve pillars (see § 4.20, type II without 
interior pillars) which are nine spans high and which are 
placed on a base sixteen digits high as in the preceding case. 
These three pavilions are to have a floor "smooth like a mirror'· 
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and should be provided with four entrances with arches in 
front of them. The Raurava which mentions that the snapana 
with twenty-five and one hundred and eight pitchers are 
carried out in a marpjapa (Rau 21.1; 23.3) describes only that 
intended for the snapana of one thousand and nine pitchers 
(Rau 24.2-3). There can be nine possible widths for this pavi
lion, from 15 to 23 cubits; it can be square or rectangular but 
must have ninety-six pillars and a central lantern surmounted 
by a finial and three parts wide (literally "occupying nine 
parts", see§ 4.18). The square type obviously corresponds to 
what we have seen above (see § 4.20, type V) and, as far as 
the rectangular type is concerned, it may be a straightforward 
development of the square type but with an increase in the 
number of pillars or, alternatively it may be a pavilion seven 
units wide and thirteen long with ninety-six pillars ( § 4.21 
type II). 

Pavilion for the ceremony of the swing 

§ 4.31. The "swinging" ceremony (efolotsava) is a propitia
tory rite in the course of which the processional images (utsava
miirti) of the god to be celebrated (utsaveivara) and his consort 
arc placed on a swing set in a maT)r/apa (Aj chap.28). The Ajita 
which speaks of this ceremony, describes at one and the same 
time the pavilion itself and the interior frame intended to 
support the swing (Aj 28.63-79) and this description ends con
fusedly. To give an example, the word stambha indicates in turn 
the pillars of the maT)r/apa and the smaller ones which serve as 
jambs for the frame. The marJefapa is rectangular; its length is not 
indicated ( § 4.21) but its width may be two, eight or fourteen 
cubits or it may be three, nine or fifteen (Aj 28.63-64a). It 
has a base (dhariitala, adhif!hiina) elevated by a socle (upapz[ha). 
On this base are found, in the first place, the pillars of the 
maT)¢apa itself (their number is not indicated) and, in the 
second, the jambs of the frame (the height of which is different, 
see below). This maT)r/apa is prapiilan/a:ta (Aj 28.68a) which. 
would seem to indicate that it is provided with a light roofing 
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( § 4. I 4). The two jambs of the frame (t/oliistambha) are con
nected by a crossbeam (uttara, see as well § 3.23) above which 
is an arch (toraTJa) the top of which corresponds with those of 
the pillars of the ma~u/.apa. The gable (nasika) of this arch is 
decorated with vyala and with haTJ1sa (Aj 28.69a). Lastly, the 
swing itself (¢ala) has a seat made of a plank (phalaka) provided 
with rings (valaya) to which are attached chains (srnkhala) for 
suspension. The vertical proportions of the mal',lt/.apa and of the 
frame are given on the basis of the height of the base which 
should be equal to a quarter of the width of the edifice (Aj 
28;646). Thus the height of the socle (upapifha) is equal to that 
of the base or is smaller by a quarter and that of the pillars of 
the maTJ¢apa is three times that of the base. The jambs of the 
frame have a height equal to five thirds that of the base, the 
crossbeam (uttara) making up one third of it and the arch 
being the same height as the base (literally: "is equal to three 
fifths of the jambs" Aj 28.65-68). These different proportions 
can be summarized in the following table where, for the sake 
of clarity, it is to be understood that the total height is divided 
into fifteen parts (or into fourteen and three quarter parts 
according to the height of the upapi/ha): 

pavilion frame 
lormJa 3 

stambha 9 uttara I 
t/.olastambha 5 

adhi~·thii11a 3 
upap'ifha 3 (or2l) 

To conclude, we note that the text specifies that the jambs of 
the frame should be slightly tapering; their width at the base 
is one eighth of their height and this width should be reduced 
at the top by a tenth (Aj 28.67, see also Aj 37.5 and above 
§ 3.17). 
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Pavilion for funeral rites 

§ 4.32. There is only a brief description of the pavilion for 
funeral rites and that only in the Raurava (46.23-31). It is a 
large square pavilion thirty-six cubits wide and constructed 
at the cremation ground (smasiina) when the body is carried 
there. There is a firepit ( or several?) at the centre of the edifice 
as well as two altars (vedi or vedikii) placed in the North-West 
and the North-East at a distance of one cubit from the firepit. 
The site of the funeral pyre (ciliislhii11a) is found to the South
East of the firepit. The altars arc square and arc eight digits 
wide at the North-West and seven digits wide at the North
East. The site for the funeral pyre is rectangular and measures 
four cubits by two cubits and eight digits. In the course of the 
description of the pavilion there is only one firepit of which it 
is said that the width is one cubit and that it is encircled by one 
level of steps (mekhala) eight digits wide and four high (Rau 
46.26-27); its form is not indicated but, on the other hand, in 
the description of the oblation (Rau 46.99 and following) there 
are, in the first place, fircpits in different forms which can be 
related to oblations made with specific intentions and, in the 
second, "four firepits found at the four corners" (Rau 46.106a, 
no precise indications given as to their form). It would seem 
that the different forms prescribed must be those possible for 
the central kuTJ¢a but we do not know if the four firepits dealt 
with next can be substituted for that at the centre or should 
simply surround it. The forms prescribed for the central(?) 
kurpja are hexagon, circle, lotus, triangle, vulva and square 
(Rau 46.100-105). 

GOPURA 

§ 4.33. The gateways intended for crossing the enclosure 
walls (prakara, §§ 5.5 sq.) which surround the temple are very 
cursorily described in the Ajita ( 38.31-42) as they are in the 
Raurava which devotes only one five verse chapter to them 
( chap. 42). Both texts are much more concerned with the 
presentation of the dimensions of these edifices than with their 
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architectural charactcristio. \Ve know that a temple may ha\·c 
up to five enclosures, always numbered from the centre ( § 5.5). 
According to the Ajita the first has only one entrance situated 
in front of the door of the temple itselrwhilst the others have 
two of them, situated on the axis of the temple at the front and 
at the back or they have four at the cardinal points (Aj 38.29--
30). The same text goes on to say that these entrances may 
appear in the form ofa gateway or ol"a simple gate (Aj 38.31: 
.(!,opura171 syiit pratidviira111 keva/a111 d1·iiram ei-a vii). For designating 
in general fashion the gateways the only term that appears 
in our texts, apart from gn/JUra is dviiriiyatana ("buildin~ 
of the door" Rau 26.6). Gopura is an ambiguous term which 
may refer as much to gateways in general as to those proper 
to particular enclosure walls or, to those ofa definite architec
tural type (by the expressions gop11riikiira or gopuriikrti, below 
§ 4. 35). There are in fact some speci fie terms, for gi\·ing- precise 

indications about the gateway corresponding to each one or 
the five enclosures; in parallel texts these arc generally as 
follows: J'obhii (or dviirru'obhii) for the gateway or the first en
closure, jii/ii ( or dviirajiifii) for that of the second, priisiida ( or 
dviirapriisiida) for that of the third, harm_)'a (or rfriiraharm_ra) !"or 
that of the fourth and gopura (or dz•iiragopura) for that or the 
fifth (sec MaJ'amata, vol. I p. 570 n. 5). The Raurara does not 
make use of these terms in the chapter devoted to gateways 
where they arc designated c~llectively by gopura, but this 
series appears incidentally in the same text in connection with 
dviira/1iila, the statues of which should Le placed ''on both sides 
of the doors (oft he gateways) of which the first is .iohhii and the 
last gopura" (Rau 32.2: jobhiid(gopurii11tc,111 ,kiirn.~)•aii-11 /11 piir
foaJ•o(1). The Ajila employs different nomenclature in that it 
calls the gateway of the first enclosure dviiragopura, that or the 
fifth mahagopura and the remaining three gopura (A.j 38.32-36) 
which does not prevent its using gopura in the general sense 
(sec for example Aj 38.31 quoted above) nor from adding 
that the gateways of the first and fifth enclosures, that is the 
dviiragopura and the mahagopura, are "in the form of gopura" 
whereas the others mav be "in the form of harmya" (Aj 38.39--
40a; tc1u pa'ii.camam iidy~TJl ca gopuriikiiram uc_)'ale/fr1q11 harm_yarnd 
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vapi ... ; sec below 4.35). We shall sec that this multiplicity of 
meanings for gopura can sometimes create problems when 
positions are given in relation to the "gopura" without more 
precise indications ( § 5.11). We should point out that it seems, 
generally speaking, that this "gopura" is the gateway of the 
sanctuary (bhavana, § 4.2) which is to say that it is found on the 
outermmt enclosure wall which constitutes the peribolos what
ever the total number of enclosure walls may be ( § 5.5). This 
equation of gopura with the entrance of the sanctuary matches 
up with the definition of gopura as the gateway of the fifth 
enclosure (above) taking into consideration the use of the 
term in non-religious architecture to designate for example, 
the fortified gate of a town or of a palace. 

§ 4.34. According to the Raurava the dimensions of the 
gateways are calculated from the width of the main temple of 
the sanctuary (mulapriisiida): the width of the gateways is 
always equal to that of the temple and their length increases 
as one moves from the centre of the sanctuary. Their height is 
equal to their length or double their width (Rau 41.2-3). These 
different proportions are summarized in the following table, 
taking as the unit the width of the temple: 

1st encl. 2nd encl. 3rd encl. 4th encl. 5th encl. 

wide 
length 
height 

1 

1± 
1± or 2 

I 
I½ 
l½ or 2 

l¾ 
l¾ or 2 

2 
2 

1 
2 
2 

The system of proportions given by the Ajita is less coherent 
(Aj 38.31-39) and this text provides only a horizontal dimen
sion expressed in cubits and the height, determined from the 
dimensions of the priisiida. The horizontal dimension, called 
vistiira, is three, five or seven cubits for the gateway of the first 
enclosure, five, seven or nine for the second, seven, nine or 
eleven for the third, nine, eleven or thirteen for the fourth and 
eleven, thirteen or fifteen for the fifth. Vistiira normally de
signates the width but, by analogy with the indications given 
by the Raurava it may be supposed as well that these increasing 
dimensions correspond rather to the length or the gateways. 
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In any case, it is small dimensions that arc dealt with there and 
these are scarcely suitable for anything other than gateways 
of"small" priisiida, those whose width does not go beyond ten 
cubits ( § 4.4) and which are almost the only ones which the 
Ajita describes in any detail(§§ 4.3 sq.). According to the 
Ajita there are two methods for calculating the height of the 
gateways (Aj 38.38-39); by the first that height is equal to the 
total height of the priisiida or to that of its roof which is to say to 
the total height reduced by the height of the finial. By the 
second method the reference unit is the width of the priisada 
and the gateways have a height equal to one and a halftimes, 
one and three quarter times or twice this width. There are no 
references to the application of any particular proportion to a 
gateway situated on a specified enclosure wall. 

§ 4.35. As we have seen, n~ither text gives a significant 
architectural description of the gateways and we have seen too 
that the Ajita states that the gateways may be "in the form of 
gopura" or "in the form of harmya" (Aj 38.39-40; § 4.33). The 
first expression (gopuriikiira) does not give us much information 
but we may note that an analogous expression (gopurakrti) is 
used to define the appearance of the chapel of the Seven 
Mothers which is twice as long as it is wide (Aj 29.12-13 and 
below § 5.14). The other exp1psion used (harm_yavad) is open 
to two different interpretations according to the sense in 
which we take harm_ya: ifwe consider it purely and simply as a 
synonym of priisiida ( § 4.2) we may understand that the gate
ways in question, those of the intermediate enclosures, may 
have the same appearance as the temple. We know however 
that harmJ•a can equally be employed to designate a particular 
kind of roof and that the term carries this sense in the Raurava 
precisely in relation to the roof of the gateways ( § 3.29). If we 
accept that interpretation it is then understood that these 
edifices have a flat roof. The only precise detail given by the 
Ajita with reference to gateways concerns their doors and, as 
we have seen these are chariot doors or portes cocheres which 
go up between the plinth (upiina) of'thc base and the architrave 
(ultara) of'thc entablaturc ( § 3.37). Turning to the Raurava \VC 
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find that the information given is hardly more precise. From it 
we do learn, however, that the gateways are rectangular (Rau 
42.1-2) and that they may have one or several storeys, that 
their roof may assume diverse appearances (Rau 42.3-5) and 
that it may have one (or several?) finials (Rau 26.20 and 
§3.30). We shall not return to the subject of the roofs ( § 3.29) 
but as far as the number of storeys is concerned we notr that it 
is associated with that of the storeys of the principal temple in 
a sentence the precise meaning of which eludes us (Rau 42.3a: 
eko viinekabhii.mir va gaTJ_Jiidin s_adanoktaval) ; it may perhaps be 
understood that the number and proportions of the storeys 
follow the same ;-ules as do those of the prii.sada. 

MAL/Kil 

§ 4.36. Malika are hypostyle buildings which may be con
structed against the interior face ofan enclosure wall (priikara) 
thus cons ti tu ting a sort of cloister gallery. They are intended 
to house images of the Attendants when those are placed 
against the enclosure walls ( § 5. 13), as well as certain offices of 
the temple which, as the Ajita says, are "set against the en
closure walls" (priikiiriiirita, Aj 38.43; below § 5.9). According 
to the Ajita ( 38.25-27) ~hese galleries may have one or two 
storeys and they have one, two or three rows of pillars parallel 
to the enclosure wall (Aj 38.25: the text says literally that 
miilika are one, two or three pankti wide). According to the 
same text the calculation of'the value ofthepankti and that of 
the height of the pillars as well as that of the base should be 
"carried out as before" which probably refers back to the 
chapter dealing with marJ(/apa (see § § 4.13 and following). 
This text concludes its description of mii.lika with a rather 
peculiar sentence (jalamiirgavihzna'!l vii siiliikara'!l prakalpayet, 
Aj 38.27a); it is not clear as to whether this should be applied 
to the malika or to the enclosure walls against which they are 
standing. The first hypothesis postulates the presence of gutters 
(jalamiirga) in the absence of which the miilika will have the 
form of a so.Iii, that is an edifice with a wagon-roof ( § 4.40); 
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according to the second hypothesis this sentence may simply 
refer to a drain bored through(?) the enclosure wall. The infor
mation in the Raurava ( 41.10-12) is somewhat different: the ma
lika should have a depth of three, four or five cubits, the number 
of pankti shou.ld be odd and should be the same overall, which 
probably means that the gallery must have the same number 
ofrows of pillars (parallel to the wall) tound the whole circum
ference of the courtyard. The same text makes it clear that the 
base (iidhiira) of the miilikii should be three quarters that of the 
temple and that the pillars (cara~a) and the entablature (pra
stara) should have the same dimensions as those of the temple. 
This is an interesting point in that it indicates to us that the 
malika, like the ma1J¢apa, has just the three first levels (varga). 

OTHER BUILDINGS 

Provisional temple 

§ 4.37. The provisional temple (taru~iilaya, literally "young 
temple") is an edifice of simple structure intended as a tem
porary substitute for a temple under con~truction or under
going repairs (Rau chap.27; for Ajita see § 2.21). It is to be 
constructed before the beginning of work on the temple itself, 
to the North-East or to the East of that temple (or of its site if 
the construction is new) (Rau 27.5). It is a square building 
three, four or five cubits wide, its height being equal to its 
width or to that width reduced by a quarter or a half (Rau 
27.6). Its extremely simple elevation consists of only two levels 
which are of equal height. They are: the wall made of baked 
bricks or of adobe and the pitched roof made up ofa framework 
of rafters (lupii) covered by thatch (troa) (Rau 27.7-8). The 
sanctum where the provisional Liriga (balalinga, Rau 27.8b sq.) 
is found is closed by a_door with leaf(kava(a) and latch (argala) 
(Rau 27.8; § 3.38). This door can have a pavilion in front ofit 
(agrama1J¢apa) playing the same role as the mukhamai1¢apa in 
front of certain prasiida (Rau 27.6; § 4.9). 
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Sabha 

§ 4.38. Sabha are mentioned only in a brief description in 
the Ajita ( 12.93-94) and in the enumeration of the forms for 
the roofs of the gateways (sabhiikiira, Rau 42.4; § 3.29). Ac
cording to the definition in the Ajita a sabha is an edifice with 
five levels of elevation built on a rectangular plari (the length 
being double the width or greater by a quarter, by a halfor by 
three quarters); it is meant to house the representations, mani
fest (sakala) and unmanifest (avyakta), that is to say the images 
of the gods or their symbols. The indication of the presence of 
five levels would be interesting if they were enumerated, for 
the sabhii, mentioned very frequently in parallel texts, is never 
described; the only exposition known to us that is at all detailed 
is in the Mayamata (25.198 sq.) and it is very confused. Ac
cording to current practice in South India the term sabhii is 
used for indicating hypostyle buildings whether square or 
rectangular which are covered by a four-sloped roof when 
square and a two-sloped roof with two hips when rectangular; 
they have only one storey and no attic (gr'iva). This last point 
corresponds closely to the description given in the Ajita since 
their elevation is thus of only five levels. Th·e interior pillars 
are generally arranged so as to leave a vast space at the center 
(as in the ma1Jr/apa with lantern, § 4.18); this is made possible 
by the utilization of a framework with rafters. This type of 
edifice is often used for the shrine of Siva Nataraja as in the 
well known example of Cidambaram. 

Dh~TJya 

§ 4.39. As we have previously had occasion to point out, 
the dhi;rga is a temple (devatii.grha) with three or four levels and 
"resembling a prii.sii.da meant for the gods" (Aj 14.92; § 4.2). 
It is intended to shelter an unmanifest image (avyakta) (Aj 
14.94). This very summary description would appear to cor
respond to a small edifice which may be constructed in place 
of a complete prii.siida. Its three or four levels make for different 
identificatior,s: when there are three the building may be 
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analogous with a ma1J¢apa (base, level of the pillars, entablature/ 
flat roof) or again with a provisional temple ( § 4.37) where the 
elevation would consist of a wall and a roof which would have 
a finial added to it; for the four level arrangement we may 
equally envisage a building analogous with a kii/a ( § 4.14) 
with a base, a level of the pillars and a pyramidal roof sur
mounted by a finial. 

i"ii/ii and catuiiiila 

§ 4.40. Our texts give neither description nor definition of 
iii/ii but the term is used on several occasions to designate 
buildings, or a form of roof or, lastly, a type of elongated 
aedicula. In the first case it is invariably used in the compound 
words which designate the ancillary outbuildings of the 
temple: yiigasiilii (Rau 11.12), pufpaiiilii (Aj 38.45), iastraiiilii 
(Aj 38.47) and vastrasiilii (ibidem). We have seen that the first 
two of these compound words correspond to edifices which are 
also designated by maTJ¢apa ( § § 4.23-24) and we should 
perhaps consider that, in these two examples at least, iii/ii is 
used in a very general sense ("building", "edifice" ... ). This 
cannot be the case, however, when the term is used to designate 
a wagon-roof constructed on an elongated plan ( § 3.29). This 
type of roof, which also chara~teriz~s the elongated aediculae, 
hence the parallel use of iii/ii with ko~/ha to designate them 
( § 3.43), is theoretically the covering of the iii/ii proper which 
constitutes thl' main part of a house (Mayamata, vol. II p. vii) 
which is to say an elongated building sometimes divided into 
sncral rooms and bordered on one of its long sides by a 
verandah (ibidem). A house may comprise one or several of 
these buildings and is called, accordingly, ekaiiila, dviiii.la • • • 
etc.; when there are four iii/a they are arranged so as to form 
a quadrilateral at the centre of which is a courtyard and it is 
thus that the catu.Hiila serving as kitchen should appear (Aj 
38.43; § 3.32 and 5.10). 



V 

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF 

SANCTUARIES 

§ 5.1. The principal temple (miilapriisiida) of a sanctuary 
(bhavana, § 4.2) built on a suitable site ( § 2.18) shelters in its 
sanctum the god to whom the temple is dedicated. This temple 
is surrounded by an enclosure (prakara) or by several con

centric enclosures, the walls of which are interrupted by doors 
or gateways ( § 4.33) and in which are installed the Attendants 
(parivara) of the principal god, and where are also found the 
various auxiliary buildings necessary to the functioning of the 
sanctuary; these are in the first place the edifices meant for 
service and, in the second, one or several large altars for 
offerings (mahiip'itha) as well as the flag-pole (dhvajadarJ<Ja). 
The general schema presented in more or less detail by our 
two texts apropos the sanctuary or Siva (sfriilaya, § 4.2) applies 
equally to those dedicated to other deities and this explains 
why the teachings regarding other sanctuaries are very largely 
limited to a few specifics such as the enumeration of the pro
pitious sites ( § 2.18) or the names of the Attendants ( § § 5. 
17 sq.). To take one example, the Raurava in presenting the 
sanctuary of Vi~IJU (harimandira) and listing its possible posi
tions indicates that as far as "the temple, the pavilions and 
the rrst" are concerned, this sanctuary must "conform to 
what has already been laid down", that is what has been said 
i11 ronncctio11 \Vith the sanctuary of SiYa (Rau 36.1-3) and 
mentions the Attendants only incidentally, in connection with 
th<:' piijii (Rau 36.28-30). We shall therefore, first present here 
the sanctuary of" Siva with its main temple, its enclosures ... 
etc. and, at the end of the chapter, we will give in addition 
some- specific information regarding the sanctuaries of other 
gods. 
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SANCTUARY OF .~'/VA 

The principal temple 

131 

§ 5.2. We shall not return to the architectural description 

of the main temple which can be a priisiida ( § § 4.2 sq.) or, 
simply, a dhi~T)Ja ( ~ 4.39) except to recall that the descrip
tions we have deal with hardly anything but the one-storey 
buildings and to note that our texts do not make clear whether 
or not a priisiida of any particular category or of any particular 
type can be used indiscriminately ( § § 4.11-12). At the corners 
of the building the entablature should carry images of bulls, 
or of dwarves with their hands joined over their hearts ( bhiitiin 
hrdaye' iijali1JZ vill)aset), or both of them at the same time (Rau 
39.30-32). The presence of bulls means that victory is sought 
after whilst that of dwarves brings prosperity (pu~{i) and that 
of the two series together, liberation (mokJa). These images 
are installed upon the terraced ledge created by the recess of 
the attic above the entablature and they are thus found "on 
the entablature at the foot of the attic" (prastare galamufr, Rau 
39.30). For the rest, the facades of the temple are abundantly 
populated by gods the positions of which the Ajita gi\'cs in a 
systematic fashiCln: to start with there arc the images in the 
niches surrounded by arches which arc found on the threr 
blind faces of the piidavarga (Ai 14.59-64; §§ 3.45 and 4. 10): 
if the temple opens to the East ( § 4. 7) wc find Siva in the form 
ofDak~i1)amurti in the South and ofLi11godbha,·amurti in thc 
West (literally: "ls,·ara in the form ofLi11ga and accompanied 
by Brahma and Vi~J)U .. J and, lastly, Brahm ii in the North. ff 
the temple opens to the \-Vest, the imagcs in the South and 
North are as above, there is naturally nothing in the \Vest and 
Vi~1JU is found in the East. A second series of images arc to be 
installed in the large niches at the cardinal points of the attic 
(Aj 14.74-76; § 3.26): in the East, Sakra mounted on his 
elephant or Skanda; in thc South, Si\'a in thl' form llr T,:-111;1 
or of Lakulisvara (ityphallic image); in the \\'est. :\arasiq1lt;i 
or Rudra but this last may equally be in thl' North in place of 
Brahma who is normally found there. Thc Raurma ~i\'es a liq 
of "didnities of the cardinal point~"' 1di.iiimiirti: without in-
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dicating the level at which they arc to be installed but, as this 
is a series of four, it is probably intended for the attic (Rau 
39.33-35): in the East may be Skanda, Vinayaka or Sahaja
Brahma who may also be in the North; in the South, Da~ii:ia
murti, in the West a form of Vi~QU and, lastly, in the North 
Dhanada-Kubera or Vidhatr-Brahma (above). As well, the 
same text indicates that "the gods beginning with Sukhasana" 
(sukhiisiiniidideviin, Rau 39.15) must be placed "everywhere" 
(sarvatra); this refers to the eight, thirteen or fourteen manifest 
forms of Siva which arc enumerated and described in Chapter 
35 of that iigama (see Raurava vol. II p. 7 5 note 9 for the different 
numbers of these forms found in this text). As this sentence is 
given at the end of the chapter dealing with the temple itself 
(priisiida) we may suppose that these images should be dis
tributed amongst the different aediculae or niches of the facades 
( § § 3.40 sq. and 4.10) but it is to be noted that according to the 
Ajita the vyaktaW1_[ta, that is the manifest images, should be 
installed in the different enclosures of the sanctuary (Aj 38.51-
53; below § 5.16). Lastly it is only the Raurava that mentions 
the Dvarapala which should flank the door of the prii.siida and 
that ( or those) ofi ts mukhamarJefapa and of its antarii/a (Rau 32.1). 
The same images are to be found on both sides of the doors of 
the gateways (ibid.) which explains why the series given by the 
Raurava is concerned with the four cardinal points and not 
just with the East and West which are the usual directions for 
the door of the temple itself. We have therefore the following 
pairs (Rau 32.6-8): in the East, Nandin and Kala; in the 
South, Dai:iqin and ·Mui:iqin; in the West Vijaya and Bhpigin 
and, lastly, in the Nonh Gopati and Ananta. 

§ 5.3. It is in the unmanifest form of Linga that Siva is 
installed in the sanctum of the main temple. The Raurava in
dicates in addition however that there should be a manifest 
representation of Siva accompanied by Uma (Somesa) placed 
against the wall at the rear of the sanctum behind the Linga 
(Rr.u 34.1-2; ibidem t.lI p.viii-ix). The Linga may have 
variom forms and dimensions (Aj chap. 4; Rau chap. 28). It 
should b(' placl'd sli~htly off-centre towards the North-East 
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(Rau 28.68; 30.37) so as to rest on the floor (sthala) of the 
sanctum via the intermediary of a flat stone placed over a 
sacred deposit (brahmasilii Aj 18.170 sq. or iidhiiraiilii, Rau 
28.68); this stone is cantoned by four smaller stone liners 
(11a11dyiivar/asilii Aj 18.214 sq.: Rau 28.71; 29.3) which arc 
placed under the pedestal (p"i/ha, pi~ufika). W c shall notice 
that the Linga does not rest on the pedestal but in it and that 
the height of the pedestal should be such that only the upper 
element of the Linga (iivabhiiga) is visible (Rau 28.74). The 
pedestal is moulded (below) and it is made either of stone or 
of bricks or of the two used together (Rau 28.72-74; Aj 16.51-
52). When it is stone it should be monolithic according to the 
Raurava but the Ajita points out that, when necessary it may be 
made by assembling several blocks of stone the number of 
which, howrver, is not to exceed four and nor should there be 
any joint in the upper part of the pedestal, that is to say its tank 
(see below). The brick pedestal is made up of a "core ol' 
bricks" (i!fakiigarbha, Rau 28. 73a) coated with stucco (sudhii); 
lastly the "mixed" (mifra) pedestal or which mention is made 
only in the Raurava, has its lower part in bricks covered with 
stucco and its upper part in stone; the text says literally that 
"below, the doucine is (in bricks) coated with stucco and the 
upper part is of stone" (misre tu adho'mbuja,µ saudham upary 
asmamay•aTJI bhavet) but we do not know exactlv which doucinc 
is under discussion and in fact, of the two ;ypcs of pedestal 
described by the Raurava ( § 5.4 and table III), one (bhadra
piJha) has no doucine and the other (padmapi/ha) has two. The 
assembling of pedestal and Linga and the attaching of them to 
the floor should be done with mortar of the aHaha,u/ha typl' 
(Aj 18.216; Rau 29.28) or of the vajraband/za type (Rau 29.28, 
see above § 2.16). 

§ 5.4. The Raurava describes two types or pedestal, blwdra
pi/ha and padmapi(ha (Rau 28.73-81), without saying whether 
they are square or circular. The Ajita (chap. 16) presents ten 
of them, five square and five circular (Aj 16.9-10) amongst 
which is the bhadrapi_tha (square) corresponding to the pedestal 
of that name described in the Raurava and the padmapi(ha 
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( circular) the mouldings of which differ from those presented 
by the Raurava under the same name. In table III at the end 
of this book we have grouped together the different descrip
Lions which we have already used in the general study of 
mouldings ( § 3.1). Apart from on the upper rim, the mouldings 
appear very similar to those of the base and we find in parli
cular the arrangements with two registers already noted 
( §§ 3.4 and 3.15). The rim (ghrtaviiri) is the border of the tank 
rwa/a) which constitutes the upper lace of the pedestal and 

which is intended to receive the :iquids which arc poured over 
the Linga during the various ceremonies. This rim is inter
rupted in the middle of the northern side of the pedestal by a 
projecting spout (niila) which allows these liquids to run toward 
the floor of the sanctum (Aj 16.48-50; Rau 28.78-79). We 
recall here that Lhis floor inclines so as to regulate the flow 
towards the duct bored through the wall and ending in the 
gargoyle at the exterior of the priisii.da ( § 4. 7) 

Enclosures 

§ 5.5. The enclosures are described briefly in the Raurava 
chap.41) and in rather more detail in the Ajita (chap.38). 

l'riikiira which can be translated by "enclosure" indicates as 
\\'di the courtyards Lhe specific name of which is ai,kana (Aj 
'.{I.JO and 49) and also the walls which surround them (siila, 
bhilfi, kurf.ya). A fully developed sanctuary has five enclosures, 
which arc always numbered starting from the centre of the 
layout, the specific names of" which arc: antarma~u/ala (Aj and 
Rau) for the first, anlarhiira (Aj, Rau) or antarahiira (Rau) for the 
second, madltyahiira (Aj, Rau) for the third, maryiidi (do.) for 
the fourth and, lastly, mahii.maryii.di (4f, Rau) or bii.hyasii.la (Rau) 
for-the fifth which is placed at the limit of the sanctuary and 
which constitutes its peribolos. We do not know if the expres
sion antarankaQa ( "interior courtyard") used by the Ajita (38.49) 
indicates one of the inner enclosures in particular (antarmarJrf.ala 
or antarhiira) or ifit is to be understood in a looser sense. The 
number five is the maximum for the enclosures and, according 
to Lhe Raura,·a there may only be three, two or one of them 
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(Rau 41.13). The Ajita, in which the number may be from one 
to five, points out moreover that a sanctuary with only one 
enclosure is called iibhiisa (Aj 38.13, not to be confused with the 
iibhasa temple which is dealt with in the Raurava § 4.5) and 
that its enclosure is to be constructed in the position envisaged 
for the second, third or fourth enclosure of a sanctuary which 
has five of them (Aj 38.27-28), which means that it is to be 
established according to the dimensions proposed for one of 
these three enclosures. 

§ 5.6. Dimensions have a significant place in descriptions 
given by our two texts whether concerned with the thickness 
and height of the walls ( § 5. 7) or with the area of the court
yards. It is only the Ajita however which notes that the en
closures are drawn up according to a rectangular plan and 
that their length (mukhii_yiima) is equal to one and a quarter 
times, one and a half times, one and three quarter times their 
width or, again, twice, three times or four times this width 
(Aj 38.16-17). This width (vistiira, viiiila, tali) is the significant 
dimension since from it is also calculated the distance which 
separates the different enclosure walls of the central temple 
and that which separates two successive walls or, as well, the 
two opposite sides of the same enclosure. On this subject, we 
note the amphibology of vistiira which may designate indis
criminately any one or these dimensions: thus when the Rau
rava says priis.iidasadrsavyiisalJl tripiidaTJl vardham ez·a va/ antar
marJefalavistiiram ... / a11tarma(1ef alavistiiradvigu(w'ntarahiiraka/l ( Rau 
41.1--3) it should be understood that vistiira designates, in the 
first instance, the distance which separates the temple from 
the wall of the first enclosure and, in the second, that which 
separates the two opposite walls of that enclosures. The units 
employed arc the cubit as well as the width of the central 
temple, the width which the Ajita calls dai1efa ( § 2.2) and which 
must be taken along the pramii,_ias,itra; we know that this is the 
basic line for all dimensions ofan edifice ( § 2.5) and it is from 
this same line that the dimensions of the enclosures are taken. 
We have grouped in the table a1 the end of the paragraph the 
different dimensions after hadng reduced them to the depth 
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of the courtyards so as to facilitate comparisons, this depth 
being the distance separating two successive enclosure walls 
or, in the case of the antarma1J¢ala, the temple from the first 
enclosure wall. This table gi\'cs rise to the following notes: as 
far as the depth of the first courtyard is concerned the Ajita 
indicates that "to protect and embellish the temple" it may be 
equal to three quarters of its width instead of a half (Aj 38.14) 
but it does not say if the dimensions of the other courtyards 
should be modified nor how it is done if so; elsewhere, for the 
dimensions in cubits we read Aj 38. !0a in the following 
manner: adyarrz salanka1Janta1J2 tatigatam athava vahnibaTJabdhinan
dai rudrair hastai~ kramasaparimittam adyamanarrz vidheyam (thus 
following manuscript C, instead of ... kramoccai& parimitam 
adhamadyadyamiinaT[l vidheyam chosen by the editor). It does not 
~eem possible in fact that the heights (of walls, § 5.7) are to be 
found there since it deals with tati. In conclusion, our last point 
refers to a more general range: if the proportions given here 
for the enclosures arc compared with those for the corre
sponding gateways as given elsewhere ( § 4.34) we notice that, 
taking for example the proportions given by the Raurava, the 
gateway of the first enclosure occupies at least half of the depth 
of the corresponding courtyard which leaves hardly any room 
for the offices and the chapels of Attendants. 

Calculation of the depth of the courtyards 

I st encl. 2nd encl. 3rd encl. 4th encl. 5th encl. 

A. Unit= width of the main temple 

I I½ I½ I½ 1,1½,3,4½ 
Rau i l! l! I¼ l!,2½,3¾ 

4 l. l-4 ½ l I I l, 2, 3 

Aj 38.5-7 ½ ½ 2 3 

Aj 38.14 i ? ? ? ? 
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B. Unit= cubit 

Rau 3 9 15 20 29 
41.5-8 5 11 17 22 31 

7 13 19 24 33 

Aj 38.8-9 7 8 10 16 20 

Aj 3 to 11 5 to 13 7 to 15 9 to 17 11 to 19 
38.10 

§ 5. 7. Our texts agree upon the fact that the thickness of 
the enclosure walls varies from one to two cubits but whereas 
the Ajita (38.19-20) gives five possible thicknesses correspond
ing- to five cncio~urcs, the Raurarn I 41 .8-9) offers nine, without 
justifying this number which obviously does not correspond 
to the number of enclosures. As for the height of these walls 
the Raurava indicates that it goes from three to six times their 
thickness ( Rau 41.9-10) while the .-ljila cn,·i~agcs several po~~i
bilities (Aj 38.20-22) : if the sanctuary is "small" (k1udra
dhaman, see § 4.4) the height of the apparently unique en
closure wall should be at least equal to that of the temple and 
may possibly exceed it by a quarter or a half; in the other 
cases the wall may be raised right to the top of the level of the 
pillars, of that of the entablature, of that of the attic or of that 
of the roof. It may be supposed that the heights increase in 
progression from the centre but that is not expressly indicated 
and moreover the text gives four possibilities and not five as it 
docs for the thickness (above) for example. By the same token 
we may say that only three possible values are given for the 
heights of walls expressed in cubits (Aj 38.22: six, seven or 
eight cubits). 

§ 5.8. The base of the wall may consist of a stereobate 
(vedika) (Aj 38.28; § 3.6) the proportions of which are not 
given. The coping (iiras) may have, according to the Raurnm 
(41.14), the form of a parasol (chattriibha), that of a bubble 
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(budbudiikiira) or that of a half-moon (ardhacandriikrti). In the 
first case the reference is to a coping with two slopes and in 
the second to a round coping but we do not know if the third 
expression alludes to a round profile differing slightly from 
that of the "bubble" or if it should be considered as applying, 
not to the coping itself, but to semi-circular merlons which 
would be arranged on the ridge or the wall. This last hypo
thesis does not however accord with the presence of"numerous 
(images) of bulls and dwarves" on this ridge (Rau 41.14; the 
Ajita 38.24 mentions only the bulls). Against the wall are 
applied decorative elements which, according to the Ajita, 
are either aediculae which are narrow (kii/a), elongated (siilii) 
and in the form of cages (pa'itjara) or arches (tora1Ja) (see above 
§§ 3.43 and 3.45). They are separated, one from another, by 
pilasters "provided with all the elements" (sarviingiiizghri), 
that is: shaft, bell-capital, abacus and bracket-capital ( § 3. I 8). 
It may be supposed that the stereobate dicussed above func
tions as the base of these aediculae, or niches, as well as of the 
pilasters, the lower part of the coping taking the place of the 
entablature of these pilasters. Lastly, there is nothing to indi
cate what is to be done when galleries (miilikii) § 4.36) are con
structed against the inner face of the enclosure walls. It is 
possible that the decorative elements we have just mentioned 
are retained but this is not certain. Finally it may be supposed 
that the niches and aediculae set against the wall, in certain 
cases shelter the images of the Attendants and other divinities 
installed in the different enclosures ( § 5.13-15) when these 
images are "se~ against the wall" (bhittisamiisrita). 

Outbuildings 

§ S.9. The regular functioning of the sanctuary calls for 
several annexes which are enumerated only in the Ajita (38. 
43 sq.) ; they are collectively indicated by the vague term 
sthana (Aj 38.506) which may be translated by "place". Some 
of these annexes are installed in more or less well defined 
edifices ( maTJ<fapa, siilii, catujsiila, § § 4.13 and 40) whereas the 
others probably correspond to sections of the galleries (miilikii) 
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demarcated by partition walls ( § 3.33) thus justifying the use 
of imprecise terms such as sthiina, nivesana or iilaya. These out
buildings are listed together with their positions determined 
according to the cardinal points but the enclosure in which they 
are situated is not indicated precisely and, especially, we do 
not know if the expression "antarankaTJe" indicates a specific 
enclosure or just any one of the inner courtyards ( § 5.5); that, 
and what we know of the narrowness of the courtyards ( § 5.6) 
makes it difficult to understand the manner in which these 
annexes and the chapels of Attendants are arranged (see 
§ 5.13 sq.). Let us however note, tha.t unlike the chapels, the 
outbuildings are never situated on the cardinal axes of the 
sanctuary. 

§ 5.10. In the enclosure where the outbuildings are, we 
line! in the eastern part the kitchen (pacanasthiirra) and its 
annexes: the granary (dhiinyasthii11a) and the "storeroom for 
condiments" (vyanjarzasthiina). Only the kitchen is well-defined 
architecturally since it should be a catuiiiila, that is to say a 
house with a central courtyard surrounded by four buildings 
{ § 4.40). It is situated to the South of the median axis of the 
enclosure; the granary is found to the North of that axis and 
the storeroom for condiment~ at the south-cast corner. In the 
southern part of the enclosure is found the "place of water for 
the baths" (rnii11iimbha!zsthiin~), to the East of the median axis. 
and the "building for flowers" (fm1pasiilii) to the West of that 
axis. It would seem that what arc being discussed here arc 
the stores where are kept the ingredients used for p,-,ja: the 
water for the bathing or the god and the flowers for making 
diagrams or ornaments. \Ve have previously seen ( § ,l_23\ that 
the pu!pasiila is mentioned elsewhere under the name of puipa
marJrfapa (Aj 23.5) and that these two designations prob.:.bly 
correspond to the two forms that this building can take: that 
ofa hall with a wagon-roof(§ 4.40) and that ofa pavilion with 
a flat roof. Lastly, we note that this /1//,i/wiiil<i may equally be 
placed in the western part of the enclosure next to the dhar
masravaQamaQ¢apa. In the south-west corner should be found 
the temple treasury (dhanadhiinya11ii~11 stha11am). The western 
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part of the enclosure is occupied by two constructions whose 
functions are closely related: in the South the "pavilion for 
religious discourses" (dharmasravaT)amaTJ<Japa) and, in the North 
the "school" (uidyiisthiina). At the north-west corner is found 
the "room for the arms" (saslrasalii) and that for the "gar
ments" (uastrasiilii); in both these cases the rooms house objects 
which arc used to "equip" the god at the times of the great 
processions. Next to them we find the "dormitory" (sayarw
stlzii.na) which may serve as a temple for Gauri (Rau 31.3) and 
which is otherwise usually used for the processional images 
(utsavamii.rti). Lastly, at the north-east corner is found the 
sacrificial pavilion (yii.gama~1<Japa, § 4.24) beside w~ich are, in 
the first place, the storeroom for the umbrellas and other acces
sories of that kind (clwttradt11ii,r1 nive.i-anam) and, in the second, 

the wells (kupastlta,w). 

Main altars for offerings 

§ 5.11. According to the Ajita (39.42-43) there should be 
two main altars for offerings (mahiififha or pi{ha) found, res
pectively, al the front and at the back of the "gopura" at a 
distance from it of from three to fifteen cubits. Reference to 
inner and outer altars leads u, to suppose that the term go/mra 
applies here to the gateway of the outermost enclosure of the 
sanctuary. The Raura11a (33. 16 sq.) would appear to be speaking 
of only one altar which could then correspond to the Ajita's 
outer altar (cf. Rau 18.22) and the same text points out that 
this altar should be situated on the axis of the entrance of the 
sanctum al the East or the \-Vest of the temple according 
to the latter's orientation (Rau 11. 9 and § 4. 7). Made of stone 
or or a core or bricks covered with a coating, the altar appears 
as a moulded body as high as it is wide, its upper face being 
occupied by a lotw, 1kamala), on the receptacle (kar~1ikii 1 or 
which offerings are placed. The two descriptions our texts 
give differ slightly so we shall present them separately (for 
details of the mouldings sec table IV). According to the Ajila 
(39.43-52) the altar is square and its width, which is equal to 
its height, can be from three to seven spans giving seven possi-
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liilities. The altar itsell' may be placed on a moulded sock 
( 11pap1fha), the top of which is reached by a flight of stairs 
(sopiina). Images of bulls are found at the corners of the altar 
and at those of the pedestal images of the mahiibhuta. Lastly 
this text points out that the outer and inner altars (above) 
should have the same dimensions. According to the Raurava 
(33.16-21) the width of the altar may be from one to two 
cubits ( = 2 to 4 spans) giving nine possibilities. This altar is 
square or octagonal or "pro\·iclecl with buttresses in the 
middle" "(madlryabhadrayuta) which last seems to be alluding to 
a square altar, provided on each of its faces with projecting 
clements. Images of bulls and of dancers (niifaka) are to be 
placed at the corners. As for the mouldings (table IV), it is 
pointed out that their recesses or their projections should con
form to what has been said regarding the bases (angiiniiTfl 
vefoni1kriintam adhi1fhiinoktava I kuru, Rau 33. 20a, sec § 3. 2). 

The flag-pole 

§ 5.12. The pole for the god's banner (dhvajada,;qa) may be 
situated near or at a distance from the temple but always 
on the axis of its door (Aj 27 .91-92; Rau 18.22-23). According 
10 the Raurava it may be in front ofor behind the image ofVr~a 
( § 5.14) or "between the (m~in) altar and the gopura" or else 
"in front or in the middle of the second enclosure" or in the 
third enclosure. The expression p'i/hap,opura_vor madh)'e, also 
found in the Ajita (below), is not clear but we may suppose 
that here again thegopura is the dviiragopura, that is the gateway 
or the last enclosure ( § 4.33). According to the Ajita the pole 
is "in front of the temple or inside the enclosures" (priisii
diigre ... prii.kiiriibhyantare va) which would seem to signify that 
it may be in the first enclosure, and thus just in front of the 
temple or in one of the others. According to the same text thi~ 
pole may be in front of the (main) altar (which of them is not 
certain since the Ajita prescribes two, § 5.11), in front of the 
p,opura ( ?) , in front of or behind Vr~a, between the gopura and 
the (main) altar or between the gopura and Vr~a (which last 
would seem to allude to a temple with only one enclosur") or, 
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finally, in the fourth or fifth enclosure. According to Raurava 
( 18.30) the height of the pole is triple that of the temple. 
According to the Ajita (27. 73) the pole may be as high as the 
temple or it may reach only to the level of the top of its roof 
and not to the finial; or it may reach to the level of the 11r1sikii 
( of the a1tic? of the roar?) or lot ha I of the a Ilic or to tha I or lhl' 
cntablaturc. It may, equally, be as high as the "go/mra" or it 
may measure ten, eleven or twelve cubits (Aj 27. 77). Th(' 
dhvajada~u/.a comprises two clements: the pole itsclr (<la~!(la . 
.-{j and Rau ;ya1{i, Rau) and an uppc1· clement (t1/)(l(/a~1(la) which 
supports the ring (valaya) through which passes the cord (rajju) 
of the flag (Aj 27. 78 sq. Rau 18.32 sq.). It is made of a carefully 
chosen wood ( § § 2.14-15) and is planted in a square masonry 
support ( vedikii, Aj 27 .94-97; Rau I 8.38-39) which, according 
to the Raurava, may be elevated by a socle (upavedikii). 

The Attendants 

§ 5.13. The Attendants (parii•iiradevalii, literally "'di\'initic.-s 
of the entourage") of Siva arc installed in the first three en
closures of his sanctuary (Aj 39.1-3; Rau 33.1-2) in the form 
of images, whether or not sheltered by chapels, or in the form 
of altars (p"i/ha, balifi{ha, vif/ara), (Aj 39.34-36; Rau 33.6). They 
may be placed in the centre ofa courtyard or against the inner 
faces of the enclosure walls (-'V. 39.3: Rau 33.1-2) but in both 
cases thry should always face the temple of Si\'a (Aj 39.6; Rau 
33.3). Lastly each or the Attendants has an appointed place 
but if the main temple- opens to the West and not to the East 
this will rc,Trsc thc positions ur the Attcndants found at the 
East and \Vest of the first enclosure, rcspectin·ly Vr~a and 
Skanda (Aj 39.22; Rau 11.9). It is not stated whether or not 
the positiom or the Attendants nr the second and third en
closures should b(' changed in the same way. The Rmll'ac·a 

mentions the chapels or the Attendants only incidentally 
apropos the placing ot'thr lamps ( Rau 26.20j. Thl' Ajila is more 
rnmprehcnsin· and gi\'es definitions of the particular types or 
chapel suitable to Attendants or the first endosme (s('e below 
~ :">. l-t-1: it adds that thes(' chapels are lo han· only one store\' 
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(4i 39.15) and that their exterior width should be calculate-cl 
in terms of the width of the sanctum of the main tempk (miila
priisiidagarbha); it may br three, four, six or seven fifths ofit or 
equal to it (Aj 39.4---6). We may suppose too that, when the 
Attendants arc "placed against the wall ( of the enclosure)" 
(bhittyii.frila) the chapels arc a little different than the text 
indicates and that they sometimes take on the aspect of ku{a or 
siilii built against the wall; we do not sec however how the 
chapel hastipn"!fza ofVinayaka, in particular can be built again,t 
a wall without losing the apse which is its essential characteris
tic. The altars which may be substituted for images of At
tendants are described in both our texts (Aj 39.16-21; Rau 
33.6b-8a) ; called p1/ha or balifitha by the Ajila and v4/ara by 
the Raurava, they arc cut to size in stone or made of mortar 
(saudhaja) or bricks (Rau 33.8a); their width, equal to their 
height, is twelve, eighteen or twenty-four digits according to 

the Raurava; these heights are nine, eighteen or l'venty-seven 
digits according to the Ajila, ifwc agree to take kardikii, in the 
expression kau.i'ikii1igulasm11mita111 ( Aj 39. 166), as a name or 
Durga and as being associated with the number nine since 
there are nine Durga (see Bhaviv-atpura{ia quoted in T. G. Rao, 
Elements of Hindu Iconography, I 9 I 4, voll/2, append. C, p. 115). 
These al tars may be square or ci rcu la r ( 1{1) and may a pp car 
under two aspects. In the first case they arc "as a lotus" and 
thus "lotus-altars" (padmapz/ha, not to be confused with the 
pedestal of the same type, § 5.4) and they are surmounted by a 
receptacle (kan_1ikii) where the offerings are placed (padma
/J"i{hm11 lu kurvita padmakiira111 .iaA-an.1ikam, Aj 39. 19a). In the 
second case they resemble a small pyramid or three degrees 
of steps ( Ii t. "belts", nukhala) at the summit of which is found a 
lotus (Aj and Rau); the 4fita adds a form with two degrees of 
steps and anothl"r with one: in the last case the altar would 
appear as a slab placed on the ground and supporting a lotus. 
Ca,~c_lcsa is the only Attendant of' the first cnclo~ure whose 
image should not be replaced by an altar (.-lj 39.20 21:: nine 
of'these altars should be put in plan· ol'thc ~lot hers and three 
in place ofjyq\ha (do.). since the ~lothns arc alwa,·s accom
panied by Virabhadra and Ga1_H•s;1 ( fin instance .-lj '.{ti.:n I 
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339) and JyeHha by her son with a bull's head and by her 
daughter ( do. 324-325). 

§ 5.14. The Raurava, having indicated that there are At
tendants in the first three enclosures (above), goes on to list 
only those of the first enclosure (Rau 33.2-3) and, amongst 
these, omits CaQQesa. They are: Uk~a in the East (for a temple 
opening to the East), Durga in the South-East, CamuQQI in 
the South, GaQesa in the West, Jye~tha in the North-West, 
Hari in the North and, lastly, Bhanu in the North-East. The 
text also prescribes the installation of the Siva trident ( tri.sula) 
in front of the image of Uk~a (Rau 33.11). The series given by 
the Ajita for this same enclosure is slightly different and it is 
accompanied, as we have said, by details of the chapels (Aj 
39. 7-21; table V at the end of the book): 

I. East: Vr~a; his chapel which may itself be in a maiidapa 
or a prapa (ma(ufapaprapii11tarasa1.nsthita) is in the form of a 
pavilion (ma7J¢apiikiira); this should be a kiosk with four 
pillars (sec § 4.20; type I). 

II. South-East: Brahma (instead ofDurga according to the 
Raurava); square chapel (11iigara type ?). 

III. South: the Seven Mothers (instead ofCamur~c;fi who is 
one of them); their elongated chapel (thrice as long as wide) 
is in the "form of a gopura" (gopurakrti, § 4.35). 

IV. South-West: Vinayaka/Gai:iesa; apsidal chapel (hasti
Pufha, § 4.12) open to the East. 

V. West: Guha; his chapel seems analogous with that of 
Vinayaka because both arc presented in the following way: 
hastiPrJ'(ha'f!Z ga1Jdasya 11ivefob s_viid guha.~ya tu (~j 39. 13b). 

VI. North-West: JyeHha; chapel of niigara type ( § 4.11). 
VII. N0rth: two possibilities: Durga/Kausiki or Vi~QU; the 

chapel ofDurga is niigara type and that ofVi~Qu dravirja ( § 4.11). 
VIII. North-East: Ravi/Arka; his chapel which opens to 

the West is qualified by vidhanavat ("according to the rule"); 
the same expression is found in the chapter devoted to the in
dividual installation of Surya but it is quite clear this time that 
the temple is a priisada (priisiida1Jl pa.scimad1·iira7!1 krtvii p11.1Ta1·,"
dhii11ata~, Aj 54.13); it would thus seem that vidhanavat here 
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simply indicates that the temple, or chapel, of Arka conforms 
to the general rules given for the temple of Siva. 

IX. At the North-East is equally to be found the chapel of 
Car.ic;lesa, devotee of Siva, but it is situated outside the align
ment of the other parivaralaya (Aj 39.11: caT}desalayam al!)'aklaTfl 
ma1J¢ale tu prakalpayet, literally: "the chapel of Cai:i,c;lesa should 
be constructed without being included in the circle"). This 
chapel is a prasiida with a mukhama#apa ( § 4.9) and its door is 
to the South. Let us add that the position given here is not to 
be modified in any manne1· at all (cf. Aj 5l.6b-7a). 

§ 5.15. For the second and third enclosures the Ajita lists 
the divinities and indicates their positions without giving any 
more details (Tab. V). In this way, we have in the second en
closure (Aj 39.23-26) the eight Lokapala (each in the direction 
proper to him) as well as Arka and Candramas in the East (on 
each side ofSakra), Agastya and Narada in the South, Sri and 
Sarasvati" in the West, Vyasa and Vagi"sa (Pataiijali) in the 
North and, lastly, the supernumerary K~etrapala in the North
East (Aj 39.34). In the third enclosure are arranged together 
four groups, each of eight divinities: the eight Vasu, the eight 
Marut, the eight Mahanaga and the eight Pramatha (Aj 
39.27-33). This refers to groups of secondary deities, hardly 
individualized at all and very.abstract and which most often 
are installed in the form of altars. 

§ 5. 16. The Attendants just listed are not the only di,·ine 
forms to be installed in the enclosures of the sanctuary of Siva 
who is himself installed, not only in the form of the Lii1~a in 
the main temple, but also in his manifest forms ( § 5.2) in the 
second, third and fourth enclosures (Aj 38.51-53). These 
images are to be placed against the wall so as to face the main 
temple. Moreover, "in the absence of walls" they are to be in 
the courtyards (bhiltiTJI hitvii.nga~ze vii.pi kii.rayed . .. , Aj 38.53) 
which seems to be an allusion to an unfinished sanctuary the 
enclosures of which are outlined but not bordered by walls. It 
is, as well, Siva who is installed in the form of comm~morative 
Linga (k;etralinga) set up in the third, fourth or fifth enclosure 
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(Rau 30.9-10). Lastly, Gaun/Uma who, as we have seen, may 
be at Siva's side on an image placed at the rear of the sanctum 
of the main temple ( § 5.3) may equally be installed in the 
"dormitory" (.foyanasthiina) which is amongst the permanent 
annexes of the temple ( § 5.10). 

OTHER SANCTUARIES 

§ 5.17. As we have already pointed out, the indications 
given about the sanctuaries or divinities other than Siva arc 
very succinct; they are generally contained in the chapters 
relating to the installation (sthiipana) of these different divinities 
and which deal with their installation both as Attendants to 
Siva and as principal deities in their own shrines. Little is to 
be found here other than the details bearing on the choice of 
the site, on the position of the door and, lastly, on the number 
of Attendants and their names. As for the site we are often 
merely referred back to what has been said about that of the 
Li1iga, that is the sanctuarv or Siva In connection with the 
Attendants, we shall note that lists arc most often given in rela
tion to the putting in place of the pitchers used in the kumbhii- · 
blzijeka and arc thus concerned with their positions on a ritual 
diagram which is simply a reproduction of the layout of the 
sanctuary. The Raurava deals with the individual installation or 
Vi~9u, of Mohini" and of Nagaraja but for the last the only 
indication which is, strictly speaking, of interest to us is the 
one which shows that th!' image ofNagaraja should be placed 
on a blzadrapitha or on a /JadmajJ°i/lw ( Rau 38.11). The Ajita deals 
with the installations or the group or the Maq·k;i, or Gai:icsa, 
of Skanda, of JyeHha, of Durga and of Surya (we recall here 
that the chapters relating to the installation of Vi~IJU and 
K~etrapala have not yet been published, § 1.4 and Append. II). 

§ 5.18. The sanctuary of Vi~QU (harimandira) may be in
stalled in the middle of an inhabited area such as a ,·illage 
(griimiidi) or, again, at its cardinal or intermediate points or 
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between them, in other words, anywhere. It may equally be 
situated beside thr sea or beside a river or a pool or again in a 
forest (Rau 36.1-2). The temple and its pavilions and other 
outbuildings are like those described for Siva (Rau 36.3). The 
door is flanked by Sankha and Cakra represented in their mani
fest forms; Garuc;la is in front of the door and the eight Atten
dants-listed for the vipJ.upujii-arc: Vimala, Vidhiitr, Vikrama, 
Vijaya, Pu~timiirti, Vrddhi, Tripada and Abhivrddhida (Rau 
36.28-30). 

Mohin1 

§ 5.19. The sanctuary or Mohin1 (mohi1~vii1·iisaka) is in
stalled outside the inhabited area in whatever direction is 
desired. The temple {harmya), the pavilions (etc ... ) should be 
like those described for Siva. An image of Garuc_la, or a lion or 
of a bull should be placed on the entablaturc (at the foot l or 
the attic (giivamancake, § 3.23) (Rau 37. 7--8). Two didnitil·,. 
A~tarigi and Ko~ari, are placed in the- sanctum al the sides or 
the entrance (garbhagehe pravdas_va piirfo<~vo!z) whilst two others. 
Sankin1 and Tankin1, flank the ·'outer door" (biil~Mdriira 
(Rau 37.17-19) but we do not know if this "door" is simply 
that of the sanctum (or of the mukhamawfapa) or that which 
may take the place of the gqteway ( § 4.33). Lastly, sixteen 
female divinities take the place of the Attendants and should 
all face the main temple (priisiidiibhimukha) but we do not know 
if they are arranged in one or sc-veral enclosures. 

The Seven Mothers 

§ 5.20. As we have seen, the Se,·en Mothers (Aj; Camu1}QI 
only, according to Raurava) may be installed in the southern 
part of the first enclosure of the sanctuary of Siva ( § 5. I 3). 
When they are installed in a separate place this may be in the 
north-eastern or northern sectors of a inhabited area such as a 
village (griimiidi) or, for preference, in a uninhabited spot 
(vijana) beside a river or a pool or in a park or a wood or, again, 
on a mountain (Aj 48.1-3). The temple itself is not described 
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but we may suppose that, like the chapel ( § 5.13) it is a building 
elongated from East to West and open to the North, since it is 
said that all the Mothers should face North, and that Vfra
bhadra and Gal).esa should be arranged respectively to the East 
and the West of the Mothers, thus facing West in the first case 
and East in the second (Aj 48.59-60). Lastly, Camui:ic;la 
(Camui:ic;li"), when the Mothers are Attendants of Siva, is the 
last of the series, the order of which is therefore: Brahmai:i1, 
Mahesvan, Kauman, Vai~i:iavi, Vara.hi, Indrai:i1 and Ca
mui:ic;la who is installed in the centre when we are dealing with 
a sanctuary apart (Aj 48.4); it is not indicated if this displace
ment implies that Vai~i:iav1 takes the place of Camui:i<;la or if 
there is a simultaneous shifting of the positions of this goddess 
and of Vara.hi and lndra.1)1. 

GaIJ.esa 

§ 5.21. Gai:iesa (Vinayaka ... ) may be installed as Atten
dant to Siva and as acolyte oft he Mothers ( § § 5.13,20). When 
he has a separate sanctuary this may be installed in the southern_ 
or eastern sector of an inhabited area and, very generally, in 
all the places suitable for installation of the Linga of Siva (Aj 
49.15-16a). His temple (dhaman) always opens to the East 
(Aj 49. 77). Vfra and Mahavfra are the two guardians of his 
door before which is found the imagr or his mount, the rat, 
which is not named. His eight Attendants arc, from the East, 
Supravesa, Suvrtta, Yamana, Sankhapala, Bhairava, V1resa 
and Ugrarupa; they do not seem to be represented except by 
altars (Aj 49. 77-80). 

Skanda 

§ 5.22. Places suitable for Skanda (outside the sanctuary of 
Siva) are those which are suitable for the Linga (Aj 50.14). 
His temple (dhaman, prasada) opens to the East or to the West. 
The eight Lokapala are his Attendants, Visakha and Naiga
meya his guardians, and the peacock, his mount, is installed 
in front of the door (Aj 50.75-76). 
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§ 5.23. Information concerning the position of the sanc
tuary of Jye~tha is of no use since it is found in a section of the 
text reconstructed by the editor (see Ajita vol. II p. 179 note 2). 
Otherwise we find only the names of the female guardians of 
the door, Vidyujjihva and Visalak~i', and those of the eight 
Attendants: Kara.Ii', Kapilak~1, Vimala, Vibhuja, Bhasvara, 
Vitata, Kikasa and Kadru (Aj 52.43-45). 

Durga 

§ 5.24. Positions suitable for the Linga are equally suitable 
for Durga. Her temple (priisiida) opens to the East, if enjoyment 
or victo1y is desired, and to the West ii' liberation is sought 
(Aj 53.16-17). Her two guardians (dvaradevata) are Ulkamukhi' 
and Vijihva ("She who has a mouth of fire" and "She who 
has no tongue"). Her mount, the lion, should be in front of 
the door. Her eight Attendants arc Bhiimi, Jyc~\ha, Mo\1, 
Mohin1, Prakrti, Vikrti, Niyati and Nivrtti. Lastly, on the 
main altar for offerings outside the sanctuary ( biihyasthe mahii
pi{he), should be installed the whole group of Piitana (Aj 
53.45-49). 

Siirya 

§ 5.25. All positions suitable for the Linga are suitable for 
the sanctuary of Surya. Whether installed in a village or in 
other inhabited area, or in a sanctuary of Siva, his temple 
should always be in the eastern sector and always open to the 
West (Aj 54.11-12). His guardians (dviiriidhyakfa) are Ugra 
and Prasanta; in front of his door should be installed A-rui:ia 
the charioteer and one horse. His attendants are the Lokapala 
(Aj 54.95-98). 



VI 

CONCLUSION 

§ 6.1. A study of this kind can only draw partial conclu
sions bearing more upon the characteristics of the two texts 
studied than upon the way in which the whole corpus of works 
of the same nature envisages architectural questions. The first 
obvious thing to note is that the place given to architecture 
varies considerably from one text to the other. The Ajitagamn 
is by far the richer, giving as it does more descriptions and 
more technical terms. We are however struck by the fact that 
these descriptions concentrate a great deal upon points of 
detail and, in a very general fashion, upon the purely external 
and immediatly visible characteristics of the buildings; added 
to this, the vocabulary is con!\,idered as known and the minute
ness of the descriptions assum~ mastery of the iilpafristra on 
the part of the reader. This last factor is even more pronounced 
in the Rauravagama which, as we have said, enumerates more 
than it describes; for example there is some ambiguity in its 
references to specific types of bases and pillars since, as we 
have seen, similar names are often used to designate different 
types: for example padmapifha pedestal, abhasa temples and 
viiala ma7Jrjapa. This does not prevent the text from otherwise 
giving a series of interesting data on the interior layout of the 
''large'' prasada as well as on the form of the roof of gopura and 
on the presence of a lantern above some ma1J.rf.apa; it is very 
obvious in view of this last point that the Raurava is referring 
to known concepts which it remains for us to find more com
prehensively presented in other texts. Finally, it is somewhat 
surprising to find the Raurava giving so little space to the rites 
which accompany construction, and to note the complete 
absence of any directions as to thr sites propitious for thl 
installation of a sanctuary. This lacuna is all the more curious 
in that the same work deals so extensively with the installation 
of the provisional temple. It is almost as if the compiler ron-
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siders that the temple is of interest to his readers only once it is 
built, the exposition of the provisional temple being justified 
since this building comes into play during construction of a 
new temple as well as during restoration work, to which the 
Raurava devotes a few verses. This explanation is not completely 
satisfactory however and we are inclined to think that these 
omissions must have occured during transmission of the text. 

§ 6.2. Dimensions and proportions are important in our 
texts as in most parallel ones and, as we have seen, half of the 
chapter the Raurava devotes to priisiida deals with little other 
than these questions; in the Ajita we notice the same kind of 
trend in the chapter dealing with ma1J<fapa and these are only 
two examples amongst many. We are bound to wonder what 
the function of all these dimensions is, in works which do not 
appear to be intended for the construction technicians, and to 
wonder at the specificity of the dimensions given, in view of 
the texts' silence when it comes to construction techniques. \\Te 
consider that the explanation is two-fold: firstly, dimensions 
play a decisive part in determining the auspicious character 
of the building by the expedient of the a.ya.di series. Even if the 
priest in charge of the temple, or the temple founder, has only 
a limited interest in techniques used to build the temple, it is 
likely that he is very much concerned with everything relating 
to the fruits that the service• of the temple or its construction 
will bestow. It is possible to say that the choice of dimensions 
relates to the religious aspect of temple building as do the choice 
of the site and the placing of the foundation deposit. We 
consider that the second explanation of the importance ac
corded to dimensions is found in a certain hierarchical classi
fication of buildings which, although it does not always appear 
clearly in the two texts studied here, does so more distinctly 
in others; thus, for example, the Afayamata (9. 79 and following-) 
explains that "small" temples are for small villages and that 
it is equally a mistake to construct a superior-class temple in 
an inferior built-up area as to do the reverse. This interest in 
dimensions accords with a general concern for conformity to 
strict norms; the same concern is apparent for the accomplish-
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ment of the rites as for the establishment of the construction 
in which they are to be performed. Here we would seem to be 
touching upon the essential aim of the expositions relating to 
architecture in the manuals we have been studying: they give, 
above all, the norms and references which allow for a degree 
of control of the work done by the technicians, when the 
temple is constructed as well as during subsequent work. 
Ancient witness to this role played by iigama is given in an 
inscription from Uttarameriir dating, most likely, from the 
eighth century, where it is said that the temple-of Sundara
varadaperumal was "built according to agama-s" (V. Gana
pathi Sthapati, "An interesting inscription from U ttiramerur". 
Seminar 011 inscriptions- 1966, ed. by R. Nagaswamy, Madras, 
1968, p. 178 sq.; F. Gros et R. Nagaswamy, Uttaramerur, 
Pondicherry 1970, p. 81). Much more recently, that is to say 
just a lcw years ago, we have seen the priests of the great 
sanctuary of Tirupati using the authority of the iigama-s to 
oppose the opening, in the enclosure wall of the temple, of a 
supplementary door intended to facilitate the circulation of 
the vast throngs of pilgrims who come there every year to make 
their devotions. This last example which is by no means unique 
shows very cogently how the agama-s may be used, in a sense, 
against the technicians or, to be more precise, how they may 
be used by the technicians of the ritual against those repre
senting more worldly concerns. It is safe to assume that such 
use is not new and that, as we have noted above, it is the one 
for which our texts were compiled. From the point of view of 
the study of architectural traditions the interest of these texts 
may thus be considered as being to some extent limited, since 
their area of concern is ritual and whatever touches more or 
less directly upon it; this has nevertheless the advantage to us 
of providing information which can be said to have been con
sidered mandatory. 



APPE~DIX 
I 

Emendations to the published texts 

References are to the kriyiipiida. The abbreviation "~ls'' 
following a proposed emendation indicates that it is supported 
by a reading shown in a critical note on the published text: 
its absence indicates a conjecture. 

Ajitagama 

5.31 b maTJ,(/ukavat instead of bandhukavat 
I 0.56b iivartam apasavyakam (Ms) " iivartam atha savyakam 
11.9a kaTJ,/haTfl (Ms) " karT)aTfl 
I J.l Oa ka~1/hmr1 (Ms) " kar')aTfl 
12.11 b dvividhaTfl ( Ms) " rfridhaTfl 
12. 31 b catufzpa TlCll1flSGhzna7fl vii (Ms) " catu!ipa llCllTflsakaTfl i·iiJ,i 
12.44a dviiraTfl naiva (Ms) " dviiraTfl caiva 
12.63a daso.Tflsake " navo.TflSake 
13.7a padmaTfl ekarn (Ms) " piidam ekaTfl 
I 3. I 3 b padmaviijanam (Ms) " padmarn viijanam 
I 3. l 6a tadarthaTfl (Ms) " tadardha171 
14. I 6b tatkar')amiinena ,. tatka~1(hamiine11a 
14.34a dhrgunnatim " drgunnatim 
14.34b syiit kaTJ./ham " syiit kuQt/.am 
14.38a tasyotsandhikam (Ms) " tasyotsedhakam 
14.426 atidhiirefu ( § 3.21) " atibhiirefu 
14.46a karkankampanirgatib " karkar'ikaTJ/hanirgatib 
14.656 ve.sanaTfl viija11a171 
28.65a sopapzthakam " somapz/hakam 
37 .11 a bhaveddkinam " bhaveddhzman 

Rauraviigama 

28. 776 drgbhagaTfl 
28.806 kaTTJ,avetro 

'' d(~bhagaTfl 
" karrJaveso 
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55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 

33.21 a kar~zefii.kJayutar,z 
33. 21 a 11iitikiinvitam (Ms) 
39.126 karrmu (Ms) 
39.176 kar7Je karT)e (Ms) 
39.20a,23b,24b kur/.mala 0 

( § 3.30) 
40. 76 ma7Jqapasyokto 0 

40. 18a anyathii.izghryavrtaT]'l 
42.2a triguTJam tu va (Ms) 
42.46 sabhiikaram 

11 

" kar~ze$ii.ktayuta111 
" niilakiinvitam 
" kaTJthe;u 
" ka~1/he kaTJthe 
" kurJt/ala 

0 

" maT)t/alasyokta 0 

'' anyathanyavrtaT]'l 
" dviguTJ.am tu va 
., sahiirakam 

Unpublished chapters of the kriyapada ot" the Ajita,gama 

(list communicated by M. N. R. Bhatt) 

K;etrapiilasthapanam 70 Tzn;oddhiiravidhi!, 
Parivarasiidhiira77asthapanam 71 Sar,zprokfa77avidhi!, 
Sarasva{isthiipanam 72 Pi77r/ikiisthiipanauidhib 
Sii.lasthiipanam 73 Priiyascittavidhib 
Vimanaprati;thavidhib 74 Sakalarcanavidhib 
Golakadisthapanam 75 Vise;otsavavidhib 
Gurup,ati;thavidhib 76 Damanotsavavidhib 
HarmyasaT]'lprok1a1Javidhib 77 Dzk1avidhib 
Vuadanavidhib 78 .s·aivasraddhavidhib 
Pradak1i1Janamaskii.ravidhib 79 .A.rcakasyii.saucavidhib 
Vasantotsavavidhib 80 Bhogii.ngarcanavidhi(1 
N avanaivedyavidhi!, 81 S"iistur utsavavidhil; 
Krttikiidipavidhi!, 82 Bhaktaprali$/hiiuidhil; 
Pratyayiidipatala!, 83 1Triiryalak$a7Javidhib 
Adhhutasii.ntib 84 S'raddhotsavavidhib 
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INDEX OF ARCHITECTURAL TERMS FOUND IN 
THE AJITAGAMA AND IN THE RAURAVAGAMA 

When one of the two texts (Aj, Rau) is mentioned after a 
Sanskrit term or an English equivalent this indicates that the 
term, or equivalent, appears in, or is valid, only for the text 
mentioned. The Sanskrit terms which arc not found in our 
two texts are in brackets. 

A 

arp.sa :-1. equal part (in calculation of proportions) § 2.2.-
2. = pankti (Rau) § 2.3.-3. relative unit of area measure 
(=square J,a;1kti) § 2.3.-4. = dehalabdhiingula § 2.4.-5. 
one ofiiJ•ii.di series§ 2.7. 

agrabhadra (Rau): forepart ( ofa pavilion) § § 3.34, 36; 4.21, 22. 
agramai:ic;lapa (Rau): = mukhamwufapa (of the provisional . 

temple) §§ 4.9, 37. 
a1ika1)a or angai:ia: enclosure, courtyard §§ 5.5, 6, 16. 
anga:-1. moulding §§ 3.2, 13; 5.11.-2. level of elevation 

§ 3.12. 
angar:ia: see ankaTJa. 
angula: digit (absolute or relative unit of measure) § § 2.1, 4. 
anghri: pillar, pilaster, level of pillars § § 3.16; 4.6. 
arighribandha (Rau) : type of base ( = pii.dabandha?) § 3. 15. 
ar.iu (Aj): atom ('formless' unit of measure) § 2.1. 
atidharastambha (Aj): multi-faceted pillar § 3.19. 
adbhuta (Rau): method for calculating height of priisiida § 4.5. 
adhivasarthamar:i<;iapa (Aj): pavilion for preparatory rites of 

installation ceremony § 4.25. 
adhi~thana: base, level of base§§ 2.24, 25; 3.1, 14; 5.11; 

Tab. II. 
anumarga (Aj): small joist§ 3.24. 
antararikar:ia (Aj): innermost enclosure(?) § 5.5. 
antarahara (Rau): = a11tarhii.ra § 5.5. 
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antarala :-1. passage linking prii.sii.da and mukhamaT}</.apa 
§§ 3.40; 4.9; 5.2.-2. passage linking two maTJ,</.apa (Rau) 
§ 4.22. 

antarit~ (Aj): groove (recessed moulding) § § 3.8, 23. 
antargrha (Aj): = garbh1J.grha § 4. 7. 
antarma1:H;lala: first enclosure § § 5.5, 6. 
antarhara: second enclosure § 5.5. 
antabsthana (Aj): = garbhagrha § 4.7. 
apakveHaka (Aj): dried brick § 2.12. 
abja (Aj): doucine § 3.9. 
ambuja (Aj): doucine § 3.9, 20, 31. 
argala (Rau): horizontal latch §§ 3.38; 4.57. 
ardhacandrakrti (Rau): half-moon like (ref. coping of wall or 

merlons) § 5.8. 
ardhamar.H;lapa: = mukhamarJ<fapa § 4.9. 
alinda (Rau): aisle (in a temple) § § 3.33, 41 ; 4. 7, 8. 
alpanasika: small false dormer-window or small niche § § 3.28, 

44; 4.11. 
avakasa: see sii.vakii.ia. 
avani (Aj): lower string-course (moulding) § 3.5. 
asman: stone§§ 2.10, 12; 5.4. 
a~~abandha, aHabandhana: kind of mortar §; 2.16; 5.3. 
a~tasra: see kairava ~/afra. 

A 

adye~iaka (Aj): first brick (laid in place during foundation 
ceremonies§§ 2.8, 12, 24. 

adhara (Aj): base, level of base§§ 3.14; 4.6. 
adharapaifi (Aj): slab (element of finial) § 3.31. 
adharasila (Rau): liner (for Linga) § § 2.17; 5.3. 
abhasa:-1. category of prasada (Rau) §§ 4.5, 8.-2. type of 

sanctuary (Aj) § 5.5. 
ayadi: set of series used to establish character, auspicious or 

inauspicious, of a dimension § § 2.6, 7. 
ayama: length § 2.5. 
ala ya: temple or sanctuary § § 4.2; 5.9 
avasaka (Rau): sanctuary § 5.19. 
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asya (Aj): band decorated with masks ( part of bell-capital) 
§ 3.19. 

asthanamar:ic;lapa: audience pavilion (where portable images 
are kept and clothed) § § 4.19, 23. 

I 

iHa (Rau):= ~{aka? § 2.12. 
i!!taka: brick § 2.12. 
iHakagarbha (Rau): core of bricks (ofa pedestal or ofan altar) 

§§ 2.13; 5.3. 

u 
uttara (Aj):-1. architrave§§ 3.21, 23-25, 45; 4.18, 31.-2. 

cross-beam (of the frame supporting the swing) § 4.31. 
utsandhi (Aj): element of bell-capital § 3.19. 
udumbara (Aj) : lintel of a door § 3.38. 
upadaQQa: top-part of dlwajadaTJrla § 5.12. 
upap1tha: socle (under the base of a building or under 

mahapitha) §§ 3.l, II, 12, 13, 37; 4.6, 9, 16, 31; 5.11.· 
Tab. I and IV. 

upavedika (Rau) :-I. socle (under central platform of sacri
ficial pavilions) § § 3.3, 13; 4.24, 28.-2. socle (under the 
base offlag-pole) §§ 3.13; 5.12. 

upana:-l. plinth (usually narrow) §§ 2.5; 3.3, 37; 4.31; 
5.6.-2. socle (=upavedika I.) (Aj) §§ 3.3, 13; 4.26.-3. 
see k~udra upana.-4. adjustment layer (Aj) § § 2.5, 25. 

E 

ekatala, ekabhu, ekabhumi: one-storeyed building § 3.12. 
( ekasala: house consisting of a unique building § 4.40.) 

K 

ka1nha :-1. recessed moulding (groove, recessed strip, dado) 
§§ 3.2, 8, 13, 19, 23, 25, 31.-2. attic, level of attic 
§§ 3.25; 4.6. 
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kandhara (Aj): recessed moulding § § 3.6, 8, 31. 
kapota (Aj): dripstone, cornice § § 3. LO, 15, 23. 
kapotabandha (Aj): type of base § § 3.10, 15; Tab. II. 
kamala (Aj): 'lotus' (top part of mahap"i{ha) § § 3.9; 5.11. 
kampa:-1. fillet§§ 3.6, 11, 13, 15, 25, 31.-2. =/qudra upana 

(Aj) § 3.4. 
kampanivra (Aj): = pali § 3.31. 
kara: ordinary cubit ( = 24 digits) § 2.1. 
kan:iakuta: corner aedicula §§ 3.43; 4.10, 12, 22. 
kan:iavetra (Rau): narrow champfrred string-course § 3. 7. 
karQika: receptacle of "lotus" situated at top of mahap'itha or 

of substitute altar § § 3.9; 5.11, 13. 
kalanka (Aj): stain (defect of stones) § 2.10. 
kalasa (Aj): bell-capital § 3.19. 
kala (Aj): conventional unit of measure for images § 2.4. 
kalka (Rau):= iarkarii.kalka §§2.16, 17. 
kavaia: leaf of a door§§ 3.38; 4.37. 
kasi"sa (Aj): green iron sulphate ( used for testing stones) § 2.10. 
ki~kuhasta: ordinary cubit (=24digits) §2.1. 
ki"la: see stii.pikzla. 
kuttima (Aj): base(?) § 3.14 
(kuq.mala: bud of finial, or finial § 3.30). 
kuqya: wall §§ 3.16; 4.17; 5.5. 
kuQq.a: firepit §§ 2.4; 4.24 ... 
kuQQala (Rau): finial ( crro; for kurjmala ?) § § 3.30; 4.6. 
kumuda: torus (moulding) § 3. 7. 
kumbha:-1. torus (moulding) § 3.7.-2. bell-capital §§ 3.18-

20.-3. basket or bell of bell-capital (Aj) § 3.19.-4. 
vase (main element of finial) (Aj) § 3.31.-5. finial (Aj) 
§ 3.30. 

kiita :-1. square decorative aedicula § § 3.43; 5.8.-2. lantern 
(on a roof) (Rau) § § 4.13, 18, 20, 21.-3. building similar 
to ma7Jrjapa (Rau) § § 4.14, 28, 39. 

kiipa (Aj): wells § 5.10. 
krtamatra (Rau): conventional unit of measure used in rites 

§ 2.4. 
kairava: torus (moulding) § § 2.5; 3. 7, 11; 4. 7; 5.6. 
kairava aHasra (Aj) : champfered string-course § 3. 7. 

11 kolaka: conventional unit of measure for images § 2.4. 
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ko~tha (Rau): elongated decorative aedicula § § 3.43; 4.10. 
krakarikampa (Aj): decorative piece representing a peg, m 

joint between bracket-capital and pillar § 3.21. 
k~udra (Rau): categoryofprasada §§4.5; 5.7. 
k~udra upana (Aj): false-plinth (moulding) §§ 3.3, 4, 15. 
k~udranasika: = alpanasika § 4.12. 
k~udrapagika (Aj): fillet (moulding) § 3.28. 
k~epal).a (Aj) : fillet ( moulding) § 3.11. 

G 

garbha :-1. foundation deposit § 2.24.-2. = garbhagr~a § § 4. 7; 
5.13.-3. see ~fakiigarbha.-4. see sagarbha. 

garbhagrha, garbhageha: sanctum of temple § § 3. I 2, 33, 37; 
4.7. 

garbhabhajana (Aj): casket for foundation deposit§ 2.1. 
garbhagara (Rau):= garbhagrha § 4.7. 
gala :-1. reces~ed moulding (groove, recessed strip, dado) 

§§ 3.2, 8, 11, 13, 15, 25, 26; 4.7.-2. attic, level of attic 
§§4.7; 5.2. 

gatra: pillar; level of pillars § 3.16. 
guggulu (Aj): bdellium § 2.16. 
gula (Aj) : molasses § 2.16. 
grha: temple § 4.2. 
grhadvara (Rau): door of sanctum § § 3.37; 4. 7. 
grhapil).Qi (Rau): wall surrounding sanctum § 4.8. 
geha O : see grha 0

• 

gairika: red-chalk (used as colouring) § 2.10, 16. 
gopura: gateway (in general) or gatcwa y of exterior enclosure 

or (Aj) gateway of 2nd. 3rd and 4th enclosures § § 2.24; 
3.12, 27, 29, 33, 37; 4.1, 33-35; 5.5, 11, 12. 

gopurakara ('krti' I Aj): for qualifying the design of certain 
g.11,·ways ~ -L'.Ei) a11d uf the ll'lllplc or the '.\latrkil 

'· ~ j_ 1-1-,. 
griva:-1. recessed moulding (Aj) § 3.19, 31.-2. attic, level 

of attic § § 3.12, 25-26, 28; 4.6, 38; 5.19. 
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Gh 

ghata (Aj): vase (main ekment of finial) § 3.31. 
ghrtavari': rim (at top ul'pedestals) § § 3.6; 5.4. 

C 
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cakrap1tha (Aj): type of pedestal§§ 3.8, 9; Tab. 111-B. 
catussala (Aj): house with four main buildings §§ 3.32; 4.40; 

5.9, 10. 
candrakanta (Aj): type of bell-capital § 3. l 9. 
caral).a: pillar, !eve I of pillars § § 3.16; 4.6, 36. 
carukhal).<;la (Aj): type of pillar§ 3.22. 
citasthana (Rau): site for funeral pyre § 4.32. 
citrakhai:i<;la (Aj): type or pillar § 3.22. 
ciiri:ia (Aj): lime § 2.16. 

Ch 

chattrakara: convex or pyramidal (ref. terraced or four sloped 
roofs) § § 3.24, 29. 

chattrabha (Rau): pitched (apropos coping of wall) § 5.8. 
chanda (Rau): class ofpriisada § 4.5. 

J 
jagativasumat1 (Aj): lower string-course (moulding) § 3.5. 
jagat1 :-1. thick plinth (Aj) § § 3.3, 7 .-2. lower string-cour.;c 

§ § 2.5; 3.5; 5.6. 
jagati"dala (Aj): lotus-like lower string-course(?) § 3.5. 
jayada (Rau): method for calculating height of priisada § 4.5. 
jayanti (Aj): joist § 3.24. 
jarjara (Aj): cellular (ref. stones) § 2.10. 
jalaja (Aj): doucine § 3.9. 
jalanirgamanacchidra (Aj): duct bored through wall of sanc

tum §4.7. 
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jalamarga (Aj): gutter (at eave of roof) or drain (bored through 
a wall) § 4.36. 

jalayana (Aj): gutter (of gargoyle) § 4.7. 
jala, jalaka: latticed window § § 2.1; 3.40; 4.22. 

0 
<;lolamacy<;lapa (Aj): pavilion for ceremony of the swing § § 

3.44, 45; 4.15, 16, 19, 23, 31. 

T 

tati: width § § 2.5; 5.6. 
taranga (Aj): wave (decoration) § 3.21. 
tarur:ialaya (Rau): provisional temple § § 2.8, 14, 21, 27; 3.27; 

4.1, 37. 
tala:-1. base, level ofbase § 3.14.-2. storey§§ 3.12; 4.35. 
ta.la :-1. span (=half a cubit) § 2.1.-2. conventional unit 

for images § 2.4. 
tula (Aj): beam § 3.24. 
tma (Rau): thatch § 2.8; 4.37. 
toracya:-1. arch§§ 3.34, 44, 45; 4.10, 22, 28; 5.8.-2. frame 

(for suspending a swing) (Aj) § 4.31. 
taila: oil § 2. 16. 

D 

dar:ic;la :-1. pole ( = 4 cubits) (Aj) § § 2.1, 22.--2. module 
§§ 2.2; 3.17 ... -3. width of main temple taken as a 

relative unit§§ 2.2; 5.6 ... - 4. main part ofdhMjnrlnw/n 
§ 5.12. 

dala: petal ( of lot us of mahiipi/ha) § 3.9. 
darupada (Aj): wooden pillar§§ 2.8; 3.17. 
d1padar:i<;la (Rau): post for lamp § 2.14. 
drk (Aj): one of the mouldings of bell-capital (error for dhrk?) 

§ 3.19. 
dnad (Aj): stone § 2.10. 
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dcvatagrha: temple, chapel § § 4.2, 39. 
dcvalaya: sanctuary § 4.2. 
desa: site § 2.18. 
dehalabdhangula (Aj): conventional unit for images § 2.4. 
dchali" (AJ): threshold (raised threshold) § 3.38. 
dra\'ic)a (Aj): category of prasada § § 4.11; 5.14. 
dvara: door § § 3.37; 4.26, 33. 
dvaragopura (Aj): gateway of 1st enclosure § 4.33. 
(dvaragopura: gateway ofoutermost enclosure§§ 4.33; 5.12). 
( dvaraprasada: gateway of 3rd enclosure § 4.33). 
( dvarasala: gateway of 2nd enclosure § 4.33). 
( dvarasobha: gateway of 1st enclosure § 4.33). 
( dvaraharmya: gateway of 4th enclosure § 4.33). 
dvarayatana (Rau): gateway § 4.33. 
dvitala, dvibhu, dvibhumi: two-storeyed building § 3.12. 
( dvisala: house with two main buildings § 4.40.) 
dvyasravrtta (Aj): apsidal (see hastipu/ha) § 3.32. 

Dh 

dhanadhanyasthana (Aj): treasury § 5.10. 
dhanurgrahakara (Aj): cubit of27 digits(?) § 2.1. 
dhanurmu~ti (Aj): cubit of 26 digits § 2.1. 
dharai:i1 (Aj): lower string-course (moulding) § 3.5. 
dharatala (Aj): base § § 3.41'; 4.31. 
dharmasravai;iamai;ic;lapa (4i): pavilion for discourses § § 

4.23; 5.10. 
dhatu (Aj): colouring (for foundation deposit) § 2.24. 
dhatri (Aj): thick plinth § 3.3. 
dhanyasthana (Aj): granary § 5.10. 
dhaman: temple, chapel § 4.2. 
dhiimagarbha (Aj): = garbhagrha § 4.7. 
dhi~11ya (Aj): type of building used as temple or chapel 

§§ 3.12; 4.1, 2, 39; 5.1. 
(dhrk: see drk) 
dhvajadar~c:la: flag-pole §§2.14; 3.13; 5.1, 12. 
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N 

nak~atra: one of ayadi series § § 2.6-7. 
nandyavartasila: liner (for pedestal) § 5.3. 
nagadalabha (Aj): like a serpent's tongue (ref. abacus) § 3.20. 
nagara: category of prasada § § 4.11; 5.14. 
nala: gargoyle, spout § § 4. 7, 28, 29; 5.4. 
nasika, nasi:-1. niche or false dormer-window §§ 3.10, 15, 

26, 28, 44; 5.12 (see alpa•, kfudra 0

, bhadra 0

, mahii
0

).-2. 
gable of arch § 3.45; 4.31. 

nibicj.anga (Aj) : dense (ref. stones) § 2. I 0. 
nirgati (Aj): projection (of mouldings, of any element) § 3.21. 
nirgama :-1. projection § § 3.2, 13, 14.-2. forepart of pavilion 

(Aj) §§ 3.34, 35, 39, 41; 4.9, 22. 
nivesa: temple, chapel § 4.2; 5.14. 
nivesana: building§§ 4.14; 5.9-10. 
ni~kranta: projection § § 3.2; 5.11. 
(n1<;la: niche, false dormer-window § 1.8.) 
nrttamal)qapa (Rau): pavilion for the dance § 4.23. 

p 

pakve~taka: fired brick § 2.12. 
pankaja (Aj): doucine § 3.9. 
pankti :-1. relative unit of measure equal to distance between 

two pillars ofma11¢apa §§ 2.3; 4.9, 13 ... -2. bay§§ 2.3; 
4.17. 

pacanasthana (Aj) : kitche11 § 5.10. 
panjara: "cage" (kind of aedicula) §§ 3.43; 4.10, 12; 5.8. 
panika, paHa, pag1:-l. string-course §§ 3.6, 15; 4.7.-2. 

fillet § § 3.11, 23, 25.-3. narrow plinth § 3.3.-4. rabbet 
bar of a double-door (Aj) ( = skandhapa({ika) § 3.38. See 
kfudra

0

, maha0

• 

patariga (Rau): lintel § 3.38. 
patravalli" (Aj): foliage § § 3.23, 38, 
padma: doucine § § 3.9, 11, I 9, 31. 
padmatul)cj.a (Aj): lotus-decorated string-course(?) §§ 3.5, 9. 
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padmap'itha :-1. type of pedestal § § 3. 7, 9, I 5; 5.3, 4, 17; 
Tab. 111.-2. type of substitute altar (Aj) § 5.13. 

padmavajana (Aj): fillet with lotus-like decoration § § 3.9, 15. 
parivaralaya: chapel for an Attendant §§ 4.9; 5.1, 13-14. 
pada :-1. pillar, level of pillar § § 3.15-18.-2. jamb of door or 

of arch §§ 3.26, 28, 38, 45; 4.6.-3. string-course de
corated with dwarf pilasters ( ?) (Aj) § 3.15. 

padabandha (Aj): type of base § § 3.8, 15; Tab. I:i. 
padavarga (Aj): level of pillars, passim see § 3. 16. 
paduka (Aj): narrow plinth §§ 3.3, 5, 15; 4.7, 9, 10. 
pali (Aj): slab (element of finial) § 3.31. 
piIJqika: pedestal §§ 4.7, 28; 5.3; Tab. III. 
p1tha:-l. pedestal§§ 2.16; 3.1; 4.7, 28; 5.3-4; Tab. 111.-2. 

substitute altar (in place of image of Attendant) § 5.13. 
-3. = mahap"itha § 5.11, 12. 

pura (Rau): narrow plinth § 3.3. 
pu~pamaIJqapa ( 0 sala) (Aj): pavilion for flowers §§ 4.23, 40; 

5.10. 
piirvagrastambha (Aj): type of pillar § 3.22. 
potika: bracket-capital§§ 1.8;3.6, 18,21,25. 
pauHika (Rau) : method for calculating height of prasada § 4.5. 
prati (Aj) :-1. upper string-course § § 3.6, 15, 23.-2. supple-

mentary level inserted between those of base and of 
pillars §§3.6, 15, 37,45. 

pratibandha: type of base § 3.15; T2 b. 11. 
prati~thamaQ.qapa: pavilion for ceremony of installation § ~ 

4.25, 29. 
prapa: light building like a marp/apa but without base § § 4.14. 

16, 24, 25, 28, 31; 5.14. 
pramar:iasiitra (Aj): reference line (demarcating main body 

of building) § § 2.5, 23; 3.3, 14, 32, 33; 5.6. Sec manasiitra. 
pravesa: entrance § 4.9. 
prastara:-1. entablature §§ 3.1, 23-24, 37; 4.6, 18, 36; 

5.2.-2. ceiling (Aj) § 3.24.-3. upper string-course (~j) 
§ 3.6, 23. 

prakara: enclosure, enclosure wall §§ 2.5, 24; 3.6; 4.33, 36: 
5.1, 5, 12. 

priijapatya (Aj): cubit of25 digits§ 2.1. 
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prasada: temple (or chapel) with six-level elevation, passim 
see § 4.2. 

( prasada: see dviirapriisiida). 
priyadarsana (Aj): type of bell-capital§§ 3.19, 22. 

B 

band ha, bandhana: mortar § § 2 .11, 16. 
balipi"tha: substitute altar (used in place of image of Attendant) 

§ 5. 13. 
bala (Aj): young (ref. stones) § 2. 10. 
balasthana (Rau): place for tarwJiilaya § 2.21. 
bahyadvara(Rau): doorofsanctum?doorofgateway? §5.19. 
bahyasala (Aj) : outermost enclosure § 5.5. 
bindu (Aj): drop (defect in stones) § 2.10. 
budbudakara (Rau): round (ref. profile of coping of wall) 

§ 5.8. 
bodhika: = potikii § § 3.21 ; 4. I 7. 
brahmakanta: type of pillar § 3.22. 
brahmasila (Aj) : liner for the Liri.ga § 5.3. 

Bh 

(bhakti: = pai1kti § 2.3.) 
bhadra:-1. forepart (Aj) §§ 3.34, 35, 45: 4.10, 12.-2. but

tress (on flank of 111nhiip"i/hn) (Rau) ~ .->.11. 
bhadranasika (Rau): niche or fa.be dormn-window with con

sequent projection § § 3.26, 28; 4.11. 
bhadrapitha: type of pedestal §§ 3.7, 8, 35, 44; 5.3, 4, 17; 

Tab. III. 
bhavana: sanctuary§§ 4.2, 33; 5.1. 
bhaga: equal part (in calculation of proportions) § 2.2. 
bhitti: wall §§3.16;4.7, 17;5.5,8, 13,16. 
bhittipadagata I Aj): pilaster § 3.1 b. 
bhittistambha (.lj): pilaster§ 3.lb. 
bhuvanga (Rau): threshold § 3.38. 
bhu, bhumi :-1. site § 2. 18.-2. storey§ 3.12. 
bhutamala /Aj): frieze decorated with row of dwarves§ 3.23. 
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M 

makara (Aj): top part of arch § 3.45. 
manca: entablature §§ 3.23, 25; 4.2, 18; 5.19. 
mai:itapa: see maQqapa. 

169 

mai:ic).a (Rau): for qualifying a maQqapa with complete pillar 
network§§ 3.19; 4.14, 18. 

maf.lc;lapa: pavilion (building with three-level elevation) 
passim see§ 4.13 and following, 4.9; 5.9, 14. 

mai:iqala (4i) :-1. circumvolution (defect in stones) § 2.10. 
-2. "circle" (constituted by the eight main Attendants) 

§ 5.14. 
mai:ic;li: abacus (placed on top of bell-capital) §§ 3.18, 19; 

4.18. 
mai:ic).ika (Aj): element of abacus § 3.19. 
maQc).ita (Rau): = ma'l)c/a § § 3. I 9; 4.14, 18, 20. 
(maQc;litastambha: ? § 3.20). 
mai:iqya (Rau): = ma~u/.a § § 3. 19; 4.14, 18. 
matsya (Aj): figure formed by intersection of two circles§ 2.22. 
madhyahara: third enclosure § 5.5. 
mandira (Rau): sanctuary (ofVi~Qu) §§4.2;5.l, 18. 
maryadi: fourth enclosure § 5.5. 
masura (Aj): base § 3.14; 4.6. 
mastaka (Rau): roof (fifth level of elevation) § § 3.27; 4.6. 
mahagopura (Aj): gateway of fifth enclosure § 4.33. 
mahanasika ( 0 nasi") : large niche or large false dormer-window 

§ § 3.28, 44; 4.12. 
mahapaqika: upper string-course § § 3.6, 26. 
mahapi"\ha: mainaltarforofferings §§3.1,2,6--8, II, 13,41; 

5.1, 11, 12. 
mahamaryadi (Rau): fifth enclosure § 5.5. 
matra: = aizgula § § 2.1-4. 
matrangula (Aj): conventional unit used for ceremonies § 2.4. 
manasutra (Aj): = pramii.Qasulra §§ 2.5, 23; 3.3, 14, 32, 33. 
manangula (Aj): digit (absolute unit or measure) § 2.1. 
ma.la (Aj): entablature frieze § 3.26. 
malika: cloister-shaped gallery §§ 3.12, 32, 33, 35; -1-.2, 36; 

5.8, 9. 
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misra: combined (ref. structures made with more than one 
material) §§ 2.9; 5.3. 

mukula (Aj): bud (top element offinial) § 3.31. 
mukha (Aj): face (ofa stone) § 2.11. 
mukhamary<;lapa: pavilion articulated with main facade of 

prii.siida §§ 3.34, 39; 4.9, 13, 16, 22, 28, 37; 5.2, 14. 
mukhayama (Aj): length § § 2.5; 5.6. 
miirdhe~taka: crowning brick (laid in place at end of con

struction work) § § 2.8, 12, 26; 3.3 I. 
miila (Aj): bottom (of a stone) § 2.11. 
mulaprasada, miilaharmya, miilalaya: principal temple in a 

sanctuary § § 2.2; 4.2, 16, 34, 36; 5.1... 
mrd (Rau): earth (construction material) § 2.12. 
mekhala.:-1. level ofsteps (circlingkuT)(l'a) §§4.28, 29, 32.-2. 

level of steps (elevating substitute altar) § 5.13. 

y 

yak~apitha (Aj): type of pedestal§§ 3.7, 9; Tab. III-A. 
yava: barley grain (absolute or relative linear measure) 

§ 2.1, 4. · 
yaHi: main part of dhvajadaT)(l'a § 5.12. 
yagamar:i<;lapa ( 0 grha, 0 dhama, 0 sala): sacrificial pavilion §§ 

3.3;4.14, 17,20,24,25;5.IO. 
yuvan, yauvana (Aj): mature (ref. stones) § 2.10. 
yiika (Aj): louse (unit of linear measure) § 2.1. 
yoni: oneofiiyadiseries §§2.6, 7. 

R 

ranga (Rau): canopy or kind of apse (for a pavilion) §§ 3.36; 
4.21, 22. 

rajas (Aj): speck of dust (unit of linear measure) § 2.1. 
ratni: ordinary cubit of 24 digits § 2.1. 
ramyakhaQ<;ia (Aj): type of pillar § 3.22. 
ramyapi"tha (Aj): type of pedestal §§ 3.%; 4.21, 22; Tab. III. 
rudrakanta: type of pillar § 3.22. 
rekha (Aj) : stroke ( defect in stones) § 2.10. 
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L 

lambana (Aj): overhang (of a dripstone) § 3.23. 
!ala.ta (Aj): gable § § 3.12; 4.12. 
lik~a ( Aj) : nit (unit of linear measure) § 2. I. 
lupa (Rau): rafter§§ 2.14; 3.29; 4.14, 18. 
loha: metal § § 2.9, 24. 

V 
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vaktra:-l. = ii.sya (Aj) § 3.19.-2. door of sanctum (Rau) 
§ 3.37. 

vajrakhal).<;l.a (Aj): type of pillar § 3.22. 
vajrapi'tha (Aj): type of pedestal § 3.9; Tab. III. 
vajrabandha (Rau): type of mortar § § 2.16; 5.3. 
varga:-1. level of elevation § § 3.1, 12, 29; 4.9 ... -2. generic 

name of iiyiidi series § 2.6. 
valka (Aj): peduncle (clement of finial) § 3.31. 
vasantaka (Aj) : frieze of entablature § 3.23. 
vasumati (Aj) :-l. thick plinth § § 3.3, 7.-2. lower string

. course § 3.5. 
vastu (Aj): dwelling-place (in the· broadest sense) § 2.6. 
vastrasala (Aj): edifice where statues are clothed § § 4.40; 

5.16. 
vajana (Aj):-1. fillet§§ 3.11, 15, 23, 35.-2. string-course 

§ 3.6.-3. fascia (at top of architrave) § 3.23. 
vara :-1. one of iiyiidi series § § 2.6-7 .-2. surrounding gallery 

(Aj) §§ 3.34; 4.22. 
valagra (Aj): hair end (unit of linear measure) § 2.1. 
vasantika (Aj): type of pillar § 3.22. 
vikalpa (Rau): category of prii.sii.da § 4.5. 
vijayapi'tha (Aj): type of pedestal § 3.7; Tab. III-A. 
vidyasthana (Aj): school § 5.10. 
vimala (Aj): speck of metal ( ?) (defect in stones) § 2. 10. 
vimana: temple § 1.8; 4.2. 
visa.la:-!. width§ 2.S.-2. kind of forepart(?) (Aj) §§ 3.35; 

4.12. 
vi$a (Aj): acoloUI;ngsubstance §2.10. 
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viinara (Rau) :-1. substitute altar (in place of image of 
Attendant) § 5.13.-2. pedestal (for Vr~a) § 3.13. 

vi~ryukanta: type of pillar § 3.22. 
vistara, vistara: width § 2.5 (but see § 4.34). 
v1rakanta (Aj): element of the abacus ( = v1raka~1/ha) § 3.20. 
( vfrakai:ida: = virakaTJ/ha § 3. 20) 
(vfrakaQtha: dado ornamented with a human figure, part of 

abacus § 3.20). 
vrtta (Aj): reed (moulding) § 3. 7, 19. 
vrttakanta (Aj): type of pillar § 3.22. 
vrttagriva (Aj): element of bell-capital§ 3.19. 
vrddha (Aj): aged (ref. stones) § 2. I 0. 
vetra: see karrJavetra. 
vedika, vern:-1. supplementary level of elevation ( = prati 2.) 

§§ 3.6, 8, 12.-2. platform of attic§§ 3.6, 25, 26; 4.12. 
-3. stereobate (elevating an enclosure wall) (Aj) §§ 
3.6; 5.8.--4. support of dhvajadarJr/.a § 5.12.-5. central 
platform of pavilion for sacrifices or other rites § § 3.3, 
6, 12; 4. 17, 24, 25, 28, 29.-6. string-course § § 3.6, 15. 
-7. see snanavedi. 

vedipitha (Aj): type of pedestal § 3.8, 9; Tab. 111-B. 
vesa, vesana: recess (ofa moulding) §§ 3.2, 25. 
vesara: category of prasada § § 3.3, 28, 32; 4.11. 
vyaya: one of ayadi series § 2. 7. 
vyaiijanasthana (Aj): storerom for condiments § 5. 10. 

s 
sanku (Aj): gnomon § 2.22. 
sayanasthana (Aj): dormitory § § 5. 10, 16. 
(sarkarakalka: limestone paste§ 2.17.) 
sarkaraciirrya (Aj): limestone powder, lime § 2.16. 
sastrasala (Aj): room for weapons of the god§§ 5.10; 4.40. 
sakha (Aj): door jamb § 3.38. 
santika (Rau): method for calculating height of priisiida § 4.5. 
sala :-1. elongated building with wagon roof or (in a general 

sense) house § § 4.40; 5.9.-2. elongated decorative 
aedicula ( = kof/ha) (4.i) § § 3.43; 5.8. 
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salakara (Rau): for qualifying wagon roof § § 3.29; 4.40. 
sikhara: roof (fifth level of elevation) §§ 3.12, 27, 28, 31; 

4.6, 18. 
siras:-1. roof (=sikhara) §§ 3.27; 4.18.-2. coping of wall 

(Rau) § 5.8.-3. crowning of arch (Aj) § 3.28.--4. head 
(ofastonc) (Aj) §2.11. 

sila: stone § 2.10. 
silarupa (Aj): block of stone § 2.11. 
si,·alaya: sancLuary of Siva § 4.2; 5.1. 
si"Lala (Aj): cold (apropos slones of good quality) § 2. 10. 
sir~a: roof ( = sikhara) § § 3.27, 30; 4.6, 18. 
suddhadvara (Aj): door proper (space delimited by frame) 

§ 3.37. 

sula: wooden frame of clay image §§2.14, 15. 
sobha (Rau): gateway of first enclosure § 4.33. 
smasana (Rau): cremation ground § 4.32. 
srikara (Aj) :-1. type of pavilion § 4.20.-2. type of bell-

capital § 3.19. 
sr1karap1tha (Aj): type of pedestal § § 3.8, 9; Tab. Ill. 
srikuta (Aj): type of pavilion § 4.20. 
sribhadra (Aj) : type of pavilion § 4.20. 
sr1bhoga (Aj): type of pavilion § § 4.20, 27. 
sr1visala (Aj): type of pavilion § § 3.35; 4.20. 
s,·abhra: pit for bathing ofl..inga or of statues § 4.29. 

s 
~ac;h·arga :-1. (building) with six-level elevalion § § 3.12; 

4.2. ~-2. (Lhe six iiyiidi series § 2.6) 
~oc.lasasra (Aj) : type of bell-ca pi Lal § 3.19. 

s 
sagarbha (Aj): pregnant (ref. stones with circumvolutions) 

§ 2.10. 
sadana: temple § 4.2. 
sad man: temple § 4.2. 
sabha: type of edifice with five-level elevation § § 3.12, 29, 

35;4.1,38. 
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sabhakara (Rau?): for qualifying roofs with two hips §§ 3.29; 
4.38. 

sarjarasa (Aj): resin of Vatica Robus/a § 2.16. 
sarvatomukha (Aj) :-1. type of priisiida § 4.12.-2. type of 

pavilion § 4.20. 
sarvamary<;lita (Rau): see ma1J.rfa § § 4.18, 20. 
sarvangastambha, sarvanganghri: pillar provided with full 

order § § 3.21 ; 5.8. 
sarvakamika :-1. type of priisii.da (Aj) § 4.12.-2. method for 

calculating height of priisadq (Rau) § 4.5. · 
sala: enclosure wall § 5.5, 6. 
savakasa: "open to the sky" ( apropos an unfinished building 

or an open-roof construction) § § 2.26; 4.22. 
sil'TJhapada (Aj): type of pillar § 3.22. 
siktha (Aj): beeswax § 2.16. 
sudha: "stucco" §§2.8, 13, 16, 17, 28; 4.7; 5.3. 
sopana: stairs § § 3.3, 41; 4.8, 9, 22; 5.11. 
saudha, saudhaja: coated with "stucco" § § 5.4, I 3. 
saubhadra (Aj): type of priisiida § § 3.35; 4.12. 
saumukhya (Aj): type of bell-capital § 3.19. 
sa umya (Aj): type of pillar § 3.22. 
saumyap1tha (Aj): type ol"pedrstal § 3.8; Tab. lll-B. 
skandakanta (Aj): type or pillar § 3.22. 
skandha (Aj): groove (moulding of finial) §§ 2.8, 20, 31. 
(skandhapanika: rabbrt bar of a double door § 3.38). 
stambha:-1. pillar, level of pillars § 3.16.-2. jamb of frame 

of swing (.1j) § 4.31. 
stupi. stupika: finial § § 2.8, 26; 3.12, 27, 30-31; 4.6, 12, 18, 

20. 
stupidar:i.c;la, stupiki"la ( Aj): axis of finial § § 2.14; 3.31. 
sthala: floorofaroom §§3.12;4.7,26;5.3. 
sthana: place, building §§4.14; 5.9. 
sthapanarthamar:i.<;lapa (Aj): pavilion for ceremony of installa

tion § 4.25. 
snapanamary<;lapa: pavilion for snapana rite §§ 3.27; 4.15, 16, 

19, 20, 23. 
snanaprapa,. snanamar:i.c;lapa: shed ( or pavilion) for bath of 

images or of the Linga §§4.25, 26, 28, 29. 
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snanavedi: platform for bathing or the Linga or of images, 
placed in pavilion for installation or in snii.nama,;¢apa 
§ § 4.25, 28, 29. 

snanasvabhra: pit for bathing of the Linga or images § 4.25. 
snanambhaJ:isthana (Aj): place for storing water for bathing 

of the god § 5.10. 
svastibandhana (Aj): type of prasii.da § 4.12. 

H 

harmya: temple §§4.2; 5.19. 
( harm ya: see dvii.raharmya.) 
harmyakara: for qualifying a flat roof§§ 3.29; 4.35. 
hasta: ordinary cubit (=24digits) §2.1. 
hastipr~tha (Aj): type of apsidal prasii.da § § 3.28, 32; 4.12; 

5.13, 14. 
hastihasta (Aj): railing of stairs § 3.41; 4.12. 
hara (Rau): exterior wall of aisle §§ 4.8, IO. 
harantara (Rau): parts of walls of priisiida visible between 

decorative aediculae § 4.10. 
hi"na (Aj): part of bell-capital ( ?) § 3.19. 
homa (Rau): adjustment layer§§ 2.5, 25. 



. 



I (Aj l l .5-7a) 

kampa: fillet 1/12 

viijana: upper string-. 
course 1/12 

padma: (upright) doucine 1/12 

kampa: fillet ½/12 

gala: dado 5/12 

kfepaQa: fillet ½/12 

padma: (inverted) 
doucine 1/12 

piiduka: plinth 2/12 

TABLE I 

Moulded socles (upapitha) according to Ajita ( § 3.13) 

II (Aj l l.7b-9) 

kampa: fillet 1/21 

vqjana: upper string-
course 2/21 

kampa: fillet 1/21 . 
kaQ/ha: dado (a) 8/21 

kampa: fillet 1/21 

viijana: string-course 2/21 

kandhara : groove 1/21 

padma: (inverted) 
doucine 3/21 

upiina: plinth 2/21 

V (Aj 11.12) 

kampa: fillet I /14 

pat1ikii.: upper string-

course 2/14 

ambuja: doucine 1/14 

kampa: fillet ½/14 

gala: dado 6/14 

kampa: fillet ½/14 
pankaja: doucine J/14 

piiduka: plinth(?) (c) 1/14 

ambuja: doucine ( ?) 1/14 

III (Aj I I. 10) 

kampa: fillet 1/16 

Pal{ikii.: upper string-

course 2/16 

Padma: ( upright) doucinc 2/ 16 

kampa: fillet 1/16 

kaQ/ha: dado (b) 5/16 

kampa: fillet I /16 

kamala: (inverted) 

doucine 2/16 

upii.na: plinth 2/16 

Notes 
l~I r d" ea mg of the Mss. B,C,E 

!instead ofkamal. 
(bJ ditto. . . 

(c) th .. d . . . escnpuon 1s not clear: 
it St•n h · ~ms t at the two lower 

mouldings ha,-c been 1T

VcrScd (for the prosody! 1. 

IV (Aj I I.I IJ 

kampa: fillet 1/19 

pattikii: upper string-
course 2; 19 

padma: (upright) doucine 2 i 19 

kampa: fillet I/ 19 

gala: dado 8jl9 

kampa: fillet 1!19 

ambuja: (invertedi 
doucine 2; 19 

piiduka: plinth 2: 19 



I (Aj 13.2-3) 

L' pper register: 

kmnpa: fillet 

Ptillika: upper 
string-course 

padma: doucine 

J:ampa : fillet 

km,lha: recessed strip 

kampa: fillet 

padma: doucine 

Kampa: fillet 

kairava : torus 

abJa: doucine 

ka1'1ha : groove 

ambu1a: ·· inverted J 

doucine 

k.sudra upiina: false-plinth 

Lower register: 

piida: string-course with 
miniature 
pilaster.; I?; la. 

upana: plinth 

TABLE II (I) 

Moulded bases (adhii/hiina) according to Ajita C§ 3.15) 

Padabandha types 

II (Aj 13.4) 

kampa: fillet 1/24 
1/28 mahiipattilcii: upper 

string-course 3/24 
3/28 kampa: fillet 1/24 
1/28 gala: recessed strip 3/24 
1/28 kampa: fillet 1/24 
3/28 kairava : torus 7/24 
1/28 vasumati: plinth 8/24 
1/28 

1/28 

3/28 

1/28 

1/28 

6/28 

1/28 

Upper register: 

uiijana : fillet 1/31 
2/28 

prati: upper string-
2/28 course (b) 2/31 

antarita : groove 1/31 

iilinga: fillet 1 /31 

kapota: drip-stone (c} 3/31 

padma: doucinc 1/31 

Ill Unnamed type (Aj 13.5) 

Upper register: 

pal/ikii: upper string-course 

jalaja: doucine 

kampa: fillet 

kaQ/ha: recessed strip 

iilinga: fillet 

kairava a$fiisra: chamfered string-course 

jagativasumafi: lower string-course 

kfudra upiina: false-plinth 

Lower register: 

abja: (inverted) doucine 

piiduka: plinth 

IV Kapotabandha type 

(Aj 13.6--7) 

kampa : fillet 1/31 

gala: recessed strip 3/31 
kampa: fillet I /31 
padma: doucine I /31 
kumuda suurtta: "well 

rounded" torus 3/31 
padma: doucine 1/31 
drk: ? 1/31 

padma: doucine 

avani: lower stringcourse 

kiudra upiina: falscplinth 

Lower register 

padma: (inverted) doucine 

piiduka: plinth 

3/28 

1/28 

1/28 

3/28 

1/28 

7/28 

7/28 

1/28 

2/28 

2/28 

1 /31 

5/31 

1 /31 

2/31 

2/31 



V (Aj 13.8) 

kampa: fillet 

prati: upper string-
course 

antarita: groove 

iilinga: fillet 

kumuda: torus 

jaga{i: plinth 

TABLE II (2) 

Moulded bases according to Ajita ( § 3.15) 

I /2 I 

2,21 

1/21 

I /21 

8/21 

8/21 

Notes: 

Pratibandha types 

VI (Aj 13.9) 

vajana: fillet 

prati: upper string-
course 

antarita: groove 

alinga: fillet 

kairava: torus 

dhatn: plinth 

(a) or "doucine" (padma) 

§ :1.1.1. 

(b) decorated with vyiila. 

(c) decorated with fals•~ dor

mer-windows (nas'i). 

(d) to be read dlirk (support)~ 

(e) see § 3.9. 

1/15 

2/15 

1/15 

1/15 

5/15 

5/15 

VII (Aj 13.10) 

Upper register: 

viijana : fillet 

Prati: ui,per·string-
course 

antarita: groove 

iiliizga: fillet 

kairava : torus 

uasumat'i: lower string-

course 

k,,"fra u/iii.11a: false

plinth 

Lower register: 

Padma: (inverted) 

1/20 

3/20 

1/20 

1/20 

4/20 

5/20 

1/20 

doucinl" 2/20 

fliiduka: plinth 2/20 

VII Padmabandha type 

(Aj 13.11-13) 

padmavajana: lotus-

decorated fillet ( e) 1/18 
prati: upper string-

course 2/18 

antarita: groove I /18 

alinga: fillet I /18 

padma: (upright) 

doucine I/ 18 

kumuda : torus 3/18 

padma: (inverted) 
doucinc I: 18 

ka'f}/ha : groove l!18 
padma: (inverted:, 

doucine 5, 18 

paduka: plinth 2, 18 



TABLE III(A) 

Mouldings of square pedestal~ acrnrding to Ajita and Raurava ( § 5.4 J 

Bhadr .. pi"tha Yak~apitha (Aj 16.14-16) Srikarapitha (Aj 16.22-25) 

AJ 1611-13 Rau 28.76-79 

;;hrta,iiri ghrtaviiri nm 1/16 
.f>G//ikii pa//ikii upper string-course 2/16 
kampa kampa fillet 1/16 
ka1Jtha gala recessed strip 3/16 
pa111l.:ti kampa fillet 1/16 
kairaz-a kumuda torus 3/16 
Jagati jagatz lower string course 4/16 
piidulta pura plinth 1/16 

Note: 

(a) sec §3.5. 

ghrtavaii: rim 

pattikabandha: fillet 

padma: (upright) doucine 

kampa: fillet 

kairava : torus 

kampa: fillet 

padma: (inverted) doucine 

jaga(i: lower string-course 

paduka: plinth 

½/16 

½fl6 

3/16 

l / 16 

2/16 

1/16 

3½/16 

3/16 

I½/ 16 

ghrtavii.ri: rim I /21 

pa/lika: fillet 1/21 

padma: doucine 1/21 

mahiipa/{i: upper string-course 2/21 

padma: doucine 1/21 

kampa: fillet 1/21 

gala: recessed strip 2/21 

kampa: fillet 1/21 

padma: doucine 1/21 

kumbha: torus 3/21 

kampa : fillet 1/21 

kaT)/ha : groove 1/21 

jagatidala: lower string-course (a) 4/21 

piiduka: plinth 1/21 

Vajrapitha (Aj 16.17-21J 
Vijayapitha (Aj lli.26-29) 

1_· ppcr register: 

;hrtar iiri: rim !/25 padma: doucine 
, iiJana: fillet 1/25 kampa: fillet 
mahtipa/{i: upper string- padma: (inverted) doucine 

course 2/25 dhararii: lower string-
f,adma: doucine 1/25 course 
1:ampa: fillet 1/25 kampa: false-plinth 
karJ/ha · .~roovc 2/25 
kampa: fillet 1/25 Lower register: 
ambu_1a. doucinr 1/25 padma: (inverted) doucine 
; rttal.-umuda: torus 3/25 paduka: plinth 

Upper register: 

1/25 lthrtavii.ri: rim 

1/25 mahapa/fi: upper string-

3½/25 course 

padma: doucinc 

4/25 pattika: fillet 

1/25 kaT)/ha: recessed strip 

kampa: fillet 

padma: doucine 

1/25 kumbha: torus 

1/25 padma: doucine 

I/ 16 

l½/16 
~, 16 

½/ 16 

l½/16 

½/ 16 

½/16 

2/16 

½/ 16 

kaT)/ha: groove ½ / 16 

padma: (inverted) doucine 2/16 

jagati: lower string-course 3/ 16 

kampa: false-plinth ½/ 16 

Lower register: 

padma: (inverted) doucine ½/ 16 

pii.duka: plinth I/ 16 



TABLE III (B) 

Mouldings of circular pedestals according to Ajita and Raurava ( § 5. 4) 

Padmapitha 

Aj 16.30-32 
Rau 28. 79-8 I 

ghrtavari: nm 1/16 ghrtaviiri: rim 

pallikii: upper string-course 2/16 urdhvapadma: (uprighc) doucine 

kaTT).avetra: champfered string-padma: (upright) doucine 4/16 

vrila: reed 2/16 
course (a) 

padma: (inverted) doucine 5/16 
adhabpadma: (inverted) doucine 

pal/ikii.: plinth 2/16 upii.na: plinth 

Vedipitha (A} 16-36-38) 

Cakrapitha (Aj 16.33-35) 
ghrtavii.ri: rim 

ghrtavii.n: rim ½/18 kampa: fillet 

paUika: upper string-course I½/18 padma: doucine 

padma: (upright) doucine 3/18 "k - tring-course pa111 a: uppers 

kampa: fillet 1/18 padma: (upright) doucine 

gala: dado 6/18 kampa: fillet 

kampa: fillet 1/18 ka'f}/ha: dado 

ambuja: (inverted) doucine 3/18 kampa: fillet 
. d) doucine pallikii: plinth 2/18 padma: (mverte 

upiina: plinth 

Saumyapitha (Aj 16.39-40) 

ghrtavii.ri: rim 

pal/ikii: upper string-course 

kampa: fillet 

karJtha : dado 

kampa: fillet 

1/14 

I½/14 

½/14 

8/14 

!/14 

I /16 

"i/16 

2/16 

6/16 

2/16 

½/16 

½/16 

½/16 

l½/16 

1{16 

1{16 

7 /16 

1/16 

2/16 

1/16 

Ramyapitha (Aj 16.41---45) 

ghrtavii.ri: rim 

antarita : groove 

iilinga: fillet 
prrstara: upper string-course 

padma: doucine 

kampa: fillet 

gala : recessed strip 

pallikii: fillet 

padma: doucine 

vrttakumuda : torus 

padma: doucine 

kampa: fillet 

kar)/ka : recessed strip 

kampa : fillet 

padmaturJrJa: string-course with 

lotus like decoration (b 1 

piiduka: plinth 

Notes: 
(a) reading of Ms. C rin~tead of 

kaTrJavesa) see § 3 .7 · 

(b) see § 3.5. 

½/16 

½/16 

!/16 

I½/ 16 

!/16 

½/16 

2/16 

½116 

½/16 

2/16 

½/16 

½,'16 
2,'16 

1,'16 

2: 16 

1. l6 



TABLE IV 

.\lou!dings of the mahiipi/ha (main altar for offerings) 

according to Ajita and Raurava ( § 5.12) 

Aj 39.45-50 

·;otus'" l:amala): 

~arrukii.: receptacle 

dafo: petals 

\-iodv of the altar: 

urdhiapa_t_tikii.: upper fillet 

mahiipaui: upper string-
course 

/JaHikii.: fillet 

gala: recessed strip 

/Ja/t1kii.: fillet 

r.a1rava: torus 

:a2ati: lower strin~
r<Jurst 

oiiduf.a: plim h 

·och· upapi/ha _:: 

pa111!.ii. fillet 

J,adma. upriuh l d . 
, " oucinr 
r:a~/lia: n·c,•< cl . · • .. ,P ,tnp 
/Hidma: inverted d . 

_ · ' ouc1nr 
11pana: plinth 

1/21 

2/21 

1/21 

3/21 

1/21 

3/21 

4/21 

1/21 

1/21 

1/21 

1/21 

I 121 

1/21 

Rau 33.17-19 

"lotus": 

kaT"T)ilcii.: receptacle 

dala: petals 

body of the altar: 

kampa: fillet 

paf!ikii.: upper string-
course 

kampa: fillet 

kaTJ.tha: recessed strip 

kampa: fillet 

kumhha: torus 

jaga{i: lower string-
course 

upiina: plinth 

2/24 

4/24 

1/24 

2/24 

1/24 

3/24 

1/24 

4/24 

5/24 

1/24 

TABLE V 

Disposition of the Attendants (pa· '· \ 

according to Ajita (see §§ 5.14-, -

V-6 N-7 M- 7 P-7 V-7 N-8 M-8 F ~ V-8 

P-6 Tsono N-l 
Vciyu Vyciso Somo Vcigi"so and 

K!ietropolci 
M-6 M-1 

Durgo COQ~eso 
Sorosvoti Jye~!hii or and Arko 

N-6 Vi~i:iu Ravi P-1 

V-5 Vorul)o Skondo B vr~o Sokro "v-1 

P-5 N-2 
sr, Go,:ieso Motrko Brahma Condromos 

M-5 M-2 

Nirrti Agostyo Yomo Niirodo Agni 
N-5 P-2 

V-4 P-4 M-4 N-4 V-3 P-3 M-3 N-3 V-2 

V-1 ... = Vasu (Dhara, Dhruva, Soma, Apa, Anita, Anala, Pratyii~a 
and Prabhasa). 

M-1 ... = Marut (Gagana, Sparsana, Vayu, Anila, Maruta, Prarya, 
Praryesa and j1vesa). 

N-1.,. = Naga (Ananta, Vasuki, Ta~a, Karko~aka, Gulika, 

Sankhapala, Mahapadma and Padmaka). 

P-1 ... = Pramatha (Vikrta, Vivpasya, Pavana, Garyapavana, 

Pramatha, Mathakari, _MAr.l!_t! and Mahendra). 

a~·--' . ~, ,,.; :· ··-,.,,, ~ \ . ' . , •lt. . , 
4"' ~ •-\ "\ I • ~ • .;t ,,T! .I ,t - ,- • ~ 

/ "\: ~\- . 7 ~ ')()--.. ~,.. 
: -~- , ~ -.. •• - ... -· L~ ' . 
; '.• .. ( ) ~ 
~ "·-- ~ ~ .. ~lL:.~')..:.:12_" -~-.. ., 
~~- .. --~t;c- ... __ ......... 

'-..,;,,__ - ~-~•u - . 

E 
A 

s 
T 
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